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Abstract

The continual increase in gas turbine temperatures necessitates an advanced TBC system

with the ability to reduce both thermal conduction and thermal radiation through the

coatings. New TBC materials and structures are required in order to simultaneously

lower the thermal conduction and thermal radiation to the metal substrate. To achieve

these objectives, thermal conductivities of various metal oxides doped yttria stabilized

zirconia bulk materials were studied by systematically doping metal oxides to 7YSZ

material in order to find the optimal doping material. Additionally, based on the

experimental results a model to predict thermal conductivity of the doped zirconia based

ceramics was established, incorporating integrated defect scattering cluster consisted of

substitutional atoms and oxygen vacancies. The calculated thermal conductivity of doped

material obtained using this model was found to be very consistent with the experimental

results. Furthermore, a novel multiple layered coating structure was designed with more

than 80% hemispherical reflectance to radiation within a wavelength range of 0.3-5 pm.

The structure consists of sets of high reflectance multiple layered stacks and a single

layer ceramic material with low thermal conductivity. The simulated temperature

distribution results showed that the this new structure, containing high reflectance

multiple layered stacks, can achieve as much as 46°C temperature reduction on the metal

surface when compared to a monolayered coating structure of the same thickness. The

outcome of this study provides directions to future coating composition and

microstructure design in combining the doped zirconia possessing the lowest thermal

conductivity with the multiple layered coating structures.
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1. Introduction

The continual demand for increased gas turbine efficiency has pushed the superalloys to 

their upper limits of temperature capability and thermal stability. In today’s engines, the 

hot gas temperatures in combustors have exceeded the incipient melting point of the Ni- 

based superalloys by more than 250°C [1]. To reduce the temperatures of the superalloys 

and to prevent the structural failure of components due to melting, creep, oxidation, 

thermal fatigue and other modes of degradation, the continual development of air-cooling 

methods and the application o f thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) to the hottest parts of the 

combustor and high-pressure turbine blades and vanes are two important approaches 

being continuously explored.

Turbine component air-cooling systems were developed in 1970s; in which the 

compressor discharge air is pumped through the cooling passageways in the blades and 

vane airfoils. With the improvement of casting processes and the use of well-developed 

air-cooling methods, high performance engines were able to operate at hot gas 

temperatures of 90 to 150°C higher than the melting points of the superalloys for 

thousands of hours [2]. However, cooling the airfoil with compressor air consumes 

energy to compress and pump the air through the cooling system, and results in loss of 

losing thrust and increased fuel consumption. In addition, the passageways inside the 

airfoils also increase the complexity of engines which makes them more difficult and 

expensive to manufacture. Thermal barrier coatings, on the other hand, with exceedingly 

low thermal conductivities, can provide thermal insulation to metal surfaces, reducing

1
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both metal surface temperatures and total heat flux into the solid metal. With the use of 

TBCs, the operating temperatures can potentially be increased by 70-150°C without any 

increase in metal temperatures, as shown in Figure 1 [1]. Additional benefits are: 

extended lifetime of turbine blades can be achieved when the operating temperature 

remains unchanged; the design of turbine blades can be simplified by reducing the 

cooling flow requirements and further increasing the fuel efficiency [3, 4]; and providing 

protection against thermal shock.
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Figure 1 Increase in operating temperature of turbine components as a result of new 

superalloys, advanced manufacturing technology and thermal barrier coating 

development [1].

Further increases in engine operating temperatures necessitate the development and 

advancement of thermal barrier coatings. When ceramic TBC is applied, the temperature

2
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of superalloy components is realized via two mechanisms: reduced thermal conduction 

(phonon transport) and thermal radiation (photon transport). Thermal radiation is 

strongly dependent on temperature, being proportional to the fourth power. At the early 

stage of gas turbine development, thermal conduction is the dominant mechanism of heat 

transfer due to the relatively low gas temperatures. With the increase of gas 

temperatures, thermal radiation becomes increasingly important. For instance, at typical 

operating temperatures in today’s engines, more than 90% radiation falls within the 

transparent region of yttria partially stabilized zirconia (YPSZ) coatings [5] and causes at 

least 50°C of additional temperature increase on metal substrates [6 ]. In recent years, 

tremendous efforts have been devoted to reduce thermal conductivities of the TBC 

materials by modifying their compositions, improving the deposition processes or 

microstructures of the coatings or developing new TBC materials. Research into 

microstructure and process modifications for the purpose of reducing photon transport 

through TBC system has recently received more attention. In modem engines, to 

increase the capability of thermal insulation of the coatings, both thermal conduction and 

thermal radiation should be considered. Hence, there is a need to design new thermal 

barrier coating systems where thermal conduction is reduced by selecting the coating 

materials with intrinsic low thermal conductivities, and thermal radiation is decreased by 

either increased reflectivity or increased scattering effects.

To reduce both thermal conduction and thermal radiation, this research was initiated with 

the two primary objectives: design a multiple layered ceramic structure with high 

reflectance to thermal radiation within the broadband wavelength range of 0.45 ~ 5 pm so

3
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that the temperature increases caused by thermal radiation on both metal substrate and 

coating surface are minimized; and to optimize the TBC material of each layer to achieve 

the lowest thermal conductivity and appropriate optical parameters (refractive indices, 

scattering coefficients and absorption of the coatings) by doping yttria stabilized zirconia 

with metal oxides.

This thesis will be presented in the following order. A comprehensive literature review 

of the development of thermal barrier coating systems including deposition processes, 

materials, failure mechanisms, as well as heat transport mechanisms will be carried out. 

It will be followed by the experiments and studies of the properties of a series of metal 

oxide doped 7wt% yttria stabilized zirconia (7YSZ) materials. A semi-empirical thermal 

conductivity model based on thermal conductivity theory and experimental results will be 

established to provide guidance on selection of TBC materials with low thermal 

conductivities. Finally, multiple layered coatings with high reflectance to thermal 

radiation will be proposed; and a novel TBC structure combining multiple layered stacks 

with high reflectance to thermal radiation and a single layered coating with low thermal 

conductivity will be presented. Furthermore, the temperature distributions within such 

structures will be calculated using energy equations and radiation transfer equations.

4
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2. Literature Review

2.1. Thermal Barrier Coating Systems

Typically TBCs are multiple layered systems, consisting of a top ceramic layer, a 

metallic bond coat layer situated between the ceramic layer and the superalloy substrate, 

superalloy substrate, and a very thin thermally grown oxide (TGO) layer formed at the 

ceramic/bond coat interface, as shown in Figure 2.

Cooling Gas
100 ~  150 °C

Conduction/
Radiation

Convection/
Radiation

Convection/
Radiation

Figure 2 Typical Thermal Barrier Coating System.

The substrate is typically a nickel- or cobalt-based structural superalloy, which contains 

as many as 5 to 12 additional elements that are added to enhance specific properties, such 

as high temperature strength, ductility, oxidation resistance as well as phase stability [2 ]. 

As a highly integrated system, the properties of the superalloy have to be considered 

when selecting both ceramic topcoat and bond coat materials; for example, the thermal 

expansion coefficients of the ceramic topcoat and bond coat should match that of the

5
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superalloy, and there should be no or limited interdiffusion between the bond coat and the 

superalloy when operating at high temperatures.

The top ceramic layer, when directly exposed to hot gases, functions as thermal barrier 

and retards the flow of heat from the hot gas to the metal substrate so that the temperature 

of the superalloys can be kept low enough. Thus, the basic requirements for the top 

ceramic coatings are: 1 ) good thermal insulation, that is, low thermal conductivity and 

opaque to thermal radiation; 2) high melting point; 3) stable phases at operating 

temperatures; 4) appropriate thermal expansion coefficient which matches that of the 

superalloy substrate to reduce thermal stress; 5) erosion resistant to prevent impact 

damage caused by ingested particles such as sand and silicates in the environment of gas 

turbine engines; 6 ) oxidation and hot corrosion resistant; and 7) thermodynamically 

compatible with bond coat and TGO [7]. Considering all of these requirements, alloyed 

zirconium oxide has been found to be most suitable in its stabilized or partially stabilized 

form. The properties and failure mechanisms of topcoat ceramics are also affected by 

deposition processes, which result in different microstructures. Currently there are two 

techniques used for the deposition of ceramic top layers: plasma spraying and electron 

beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD), which will be discussed in detail in the 

following sections.

The metallic bond coat has two functions: they are to provide adhesion of the ceramic 

topcoat to the metal substrate and to protect the substrate from oxidation and high 

temperature corrosion since ziconia-based ceramics are oxygen transparent at high 

temperatures. These two functions can be realized by the formation of an (X-AI2O3 at the

6
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ceramic/bond coat interface. The bond coat materials should be selected to have the 

ability to provide a relatively large local A1 reservoir such that alumina forms in 

preference to other oxides such as NiO. In order to prevent premature failure of the TBC 

system by coating spalling, the bond coat must not form brittle phases, and have good 

resistance to interdiffusion with the superalloy substrate [7]. For these reasons, two types 

of bond coat alloys have been developed: one is platinum-modified nickel aluminide 

(PtNiAl) deposited by surface enrichment of A1 via diffusion, which strongly interacts 

with the substrates and must therefore be tailored for each different superalloy substrate; 

and another is MCrAlY (M = Ni, Co or NiCo, depending on the type of superalloy), 

which can be deposited by plasma spraying or EB-PVD. In a conventional MCrAlY 

bond coat, Cr provides hot-corrosion resistance, A1 forms OC-AI2 O 3 , and the role of Y is to 

improve the bond adhesion to the substrate. Based on one theory, the Y was found to 

combine with sulfur and prevent its segregation to the oxide layer, which is detrimental to 

its adhesion [8,9].

The formation of TGO, a thin layer between the ceramic topcoat and the bond coat, is the 

result of thermal oxidation of the A1 in the bond coat due to the oxygen transparency of 

the zirconia based TBC material. The growth rate of the oxide is controlled by inward 

diffusion of O. Generally, the inward diffusion of oxygen through the TGO controls 

further growth of TGO into the bond coat, but in some instances, TGO growth is 

controlled by outward diffusion of Al, leading to the formation of a new TGO at the 

TGO/topcoat interface or at the (X-AI2O3 grain boundaries within the TGO. An ideal 

bond coat should ensure the formation of a thin, uniform and defect free 0C-AI2O3 layer

7
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(TGO) at the ceramic/bond coat interface. Of all possible oxides, the 01-AI2O3 is 

preferred due to its very low oxygen ionic diffusivity, which provides an excellent 

diffusion barrier to oxygen transport at high temperatures and therefore improves 

oxidation resistance [10]. In addition, (X-AI2O3 phase is compatible with yttria stabilized 

zirconia topcoat, which ensures long-term thermodynamic stability of the coating systems 

[7]. It has been found that the growth rate and thickness of TGO are very critical for the 

performance of thermal barrier coating systems [7], and these properties of TGO are 

strongly affected by the specific composition of the bond coat. For instance, the 

optimization of yttium content has been found to be very important in providing adhesion 

of the ceramic and avoiding rapid spalling of TBCs, and further extending the service life 

of TBCs [11,12].

For application in aircraft engines, especially rotating turbine blade, the thickness of the 

coating is a very important parameter for engine design. Although the thicker the 

coatings, the better the thermal insulation, it also increases the component weight and 

may accelerate the spallation of coatings due to the thermal stresses. A burner rig test to 

determine the effects of ceramic thickness on cyclic durability was conducted by Pratt & 

Whiteney and found that with increased thickness of ceramic, the temperature of the top 

surface increases, introducing a sintering effect. “Sintering and associated shrinkage 

introduce tensile stresses which result in transverse cracking of the ceramic perpendicular 

to the interface” [14]. To balance the good thermal insulation and the weight of the 

coatings, the thickness of the ceramic top layer on turbine blades was limited to 250 pm, 

and that of the bond coat was 125 pm.

8
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2.2. The Evolution o f Thermal Barrier Coatings Systems

Since the idea of applying a thin thermally insulating ceramic layer on the metal surface 

to reduce the temperature of superalloys was first developed by NASA and US Air Force 

research in the late 1950s [2], thermal barrier coatings have been used and further 

developed for almost five decades. As shown in Figure 3, the evolution of TBC systems 

has been associated with the development of top ceramic materials, bond coat materials 

as well as the deposition processes for the top layer and bond coat.

Evolution of TBC System

Top Ceramic Material 
and Coating Technique

Bond Coat 
and Coating Technique

195Ds
APS 

MgO or CaO
APS
Ni-Al

1970s
APS
7YSZ

APS
MCrAlY

IPSOs
early

APS
7YSZ

LPPS
MCrAlY

198Ds
late

APS/EB-PVD
7YSZ

LPPS
MCrALY

Figure 3 Evolution of TBC systems [14].

The early thermal barrier coating systems consist of an air plasma-sprayed 22wt% MgO

or CaO fully stabilized Zr0 2  ceramic (22MgSZ or CaSZ) top layer and an air plasma-

sprayed Ni-Cr or Ni-Al inner metallic bond coat, which was applied on combustor

chamber walls and burner cans for the protection of combustors and augmentors from
9
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oxidation damage and to increase the temperature capability of components [13]. 

However, with the increase in operating temperature, MgO stabilized Zr0 2  became 

inadequate due to its crystallographic destabilization at temperatures above 954°C. The 

maximum service temperature of the plasma-sprayed MgO stabilized Zr0 2  coating is in 

the order of 982°C. Therefore, a 7wt% Y2O3 partially stabilized Zr0 2  (7YSZ) was 

introduced to replace 22MgSZ. In fact, in the mid 70s, 7YSZ had been developed for 

applications on turbine airfoils; and as a result, the overall engine performance had been 

improved significantly. When 7YSZ TBCs were applied to combustors, four times 

improvement in durability was achieved.

During this period, the bond coat material also experienced an evolution and air plasma 

sprayed Ni-Al was replaced by air plasma sprayed NiCoCrAlY. At Pratt & Whitney, this 

advancement in TBC materials was classified as the first generation of such materials. 

However, at such high temperatures, the bond coat oxidation became serious due to the 

deposition process of air plasma spraying. The failure for generation I materials usually 

occurred within the bond coat with the appearance of so-called “black failure”. This was 

due to the pre-existence of oxide nuclei formed during air plasma spraying of the 

NiCoCrAlY bond coat, which favors the growth of NiO. This oxide is voluminous and 

relatively weak in comparison with the thin oxide that forms on alumina formers. 

Therefore, upon thermocyclic exposure, biaxial in-plane compressive stresses developed 

within the oxide. When these stresses exceeded the compressive strength of the oxidized 

bond coat, failure occurred within the bond coat giving the black appearance of the oxide 

[14].

10
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To overcome the problem of failure associated with the bond coat for the generation I, 

low-pressure chamber plasma sprayed (LPPS) NiCoCrAlY bond coat was developed in 

1982 to strengthen the bond coat, where the absence of oxygen during deposition of the 

bond layer eliminated the pre-existing oxide nuclei to a great extent. This process 

development marked the inception of the second generation of TBC systems. This 

development has made it possible for TBCs to be applied on vane airfoil surfaces and 

platforms, with operating environment structurally and thermally more severe than that 

experienced by the combustor. Thus a 2.5 times improvement of durability over 

generation I was achieved [13]. Since the second generation focused on strengthening 

the bond coat, the weak link became the ceramic layer itself. The failure mechanism was 

the spallation of the ceramic topcoat which gave rise to the “white failure” appearance. 

Cracks developed and propagated parallel to and near to the bond coat/ceramic topcoat 

interface, however, it always remained within the ceramic [14],

In 1987, the exploitation of strain-tolerant TBCs gave rise to a renaissance of industrial 

EB-PVD technology, which had been previously utilized for depositing metallic MCrAlY 

coatings for more than 20 years. Thus, the third generation TBC systems emerged with 

7YSZ ceramic topcoat deposited by EB-PVD and NiCoCrAlY metallic bond coat 

deposited by LPPS. A roughly three fold improvement in turbine blade life, or a surface 

temperature increase on the hot section of foils of approximately 150°C was achieved 

[14, 15]. The failure mode for the third generation TBC is the spallation of ceramic due 

to the propagation of cracks either within the TGO or at the TGO-bond coat interface 

[14]. More details will be given in section 2.5.

1 1
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Due to the economics and ease for manufacturing, plasma-sprayed YSZ TBC is currently 

the material of choice on many commercial jet engine parts; a more durable EB-PVD 

deposited ceramic coating is the bill-of-material on turbine blades and vanes in current 

high thrust engine models [13].

2.3. Zirconia Based TBC Materials

The properties of high melting temperature, higher thermal expansion coefficient, low 

thermal conductivity and good erosion resistance have made zirconia (ZrCh) the favorite 

TBC material. However, pure zirconia is rarely used due to the need to manufacture and 

to store coated parts at room temperature. Upon cooling from the deposition temperature, 

the phase transformation of Z1O 2 from tetragonal to monoclinic results in spontaneous 

cracking. To prevent this failure as well as to improve specific properties, metal oxides 

are added to the Zr(>2 matrix to delay the transformation from tetragonal to monoclinic 

phase. In this section, the crystal structures, phase transformations as well as the 

properties of zirconia based ceramic materials will be thoroughly described.

2.3.1. Pure Zirconia (ZrCh)

At ambient pressure, pure zirconia can assume three phases, depending on the 

temperatrue. Cubic zirconia (o  Zr(>2), a high temperature phase existing at temperatures 

higher than 2300°C, has a simple fluorite structure with a simple cubic anion (0 2‘) 

sublattice and a face-centered cubic cation (Zr4+) sublattice. The combination of these 

two sublattices shows an eight fold coordination for the Zr4+ cations, as shown in Figure 

4.

12
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Figure 4 Fluorite structure showing the eightfold coordination of the cubic ZrC>2 [16].

When temperature is decreased, ZrC>2 undergoes a cubic to tetragonal (c —» t) phase 

transition at around 2300°C, where the displacement of oxygen ions from the fluorite site 

results in the occurrence of cell doubling and the fluorite cubic structure distorts to the 

tetragonal structure with the tetragonal c-axis parallel to the cubic <0 0 1> axes [17]. 

Figure 5 shows the crystal structures of two face centered tetragonal unit cells with a 

body centered tetragonal cell.

O Z r«

Figure 5 Crystal structure of two face-centered tetragonal zirconia [16].

When temperature is further decreased to 1205°C, the tetragonal phase becomes unstable
13
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and transforms to monoclinic phase (m- ZrCh). The crystal structure of the monoclinic 

ZrC>2 has been observed to be a distortion of the cubic fluorite type, and the Zr atom is in 

sevenfold coordination [18], as shown in Figure 6 . During the phase transformations, it 

was observed in TEM work that the monoclinic c axis (cm) is parallel to the tetragonal c 

axis (ct) below 1000°C and the monoclinic b axis (bm) is parallel to the tetragonal c axis 

(ct) when above 1000°C [19]. In the monoclinic phase the translational periodicities 

along the a, and bt directions become twice those in the tetragonal phase as a result of the 

tetragonal to monoclinic phase transition, i.e., a cell doubling occurs. Therefore, this t -  

m transformation involves a discontinuous volume increase, which results in destructive 

cracking of the bulk crystal. The lattice parameters of various phases of pure zirconia are 

summarized in Table 1.

O Zr4* 

# 0 -

Figure 6  Monoclinic structure of ZrC>2 [16].
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Table 1 Lattice parameters of pure zirconia for three phases [20]

Phase
Stability 

range (°C)

Cell parameters (A) (Extrapolated to room temperature)

a b c P

Cubic 2377-2710 5.117 5.117 5.117 90 0

Tetragonal 1205-2377 5.074 5.074 5.188

oO0\

Monoclinic 0-1205 5.1507 5.2028 5.3156 99.194°

2.3.2. Zirconia Alloys

2.3.2.I. Mechanisms of phase stabilization

In order to utilize ZrC>2 at room temperature without cracking, it is desirable to retain the 

high temperature phase to room temperature by lowering the phase transformation 

temperature. The thermodynamic analysis by Bocanegra-Bemal et al. [19] indicated that 

the tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation is governed by the free-energy change 

of the entire system, AG,^m, which depends on the chemical free-energy change, AGc,

the strain energy change, A Use, and the energy change associated with the surface of the

inclusion AUs, i.e.:

* G „ m =-\AGe\ + M Jte+MJ,

(Eq. 1)

From (Eq. 1), it can be seen that a decrease in AG c will result in the reduction of the free- 

energy change AG,^m, and therefore the transformation temperature can be reduced so
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that the cubic or tetragonal phase can be stabilized to room temperature.

It was suggested that the instability of t- or c-ZrCh at room temperature could be 

attributed to the interaction between the neighboring oxygen ions, which could be altered 

by either increasing the lattice parameters or introducing oxygen vacancies to the crystal 

[21]. Therefore, the existence of oxygen vacancies or larger substituting cations could 

play a role in the phase stability and phase transformations of zirconia polycrystals [2 2 ]. 

Especially the anion vacancies are thought to be largely responsible for the stabilization 

of the high temperature tetragonal and cubic ZrCh. The mechanism whereby oxygen 

vacancies stabilize the high temperature phase can be explained by the coordination 

number of zirconium. The coordination number of a zirconium atom in tetragonal and 

cubic ZrC>2 is eight, while in the monoclinic phase it is seven. That is, the zirconium 

atoms have a tendency for a co-ordination number lower than eight at room temperature, 

which makes the tetragonal or cubic phase unstable [21]. The introduction of oxygen 

vacancies enables the zirconium cation to be surrounded by seven oxygen anions instead 

of eight in the fluorite structures. Therefore, the lower effective coordination number of 

the zirconium atom stabilizes the fluorite structure to room temperature. On the other 

hand, the substitution of zirconium with larger cations, such as Ca, Ce and Y for Zr will 

increase the lattice parameters, which enables the eight coordination of oxygen anion to 

be stable at room temperature.

When a metal oxide or dopant with a cation valence less than that of Zr atom is added to 

zirconia, either cation interstitials or anion vacancies must form in order to maintain 

charge balance. For doped zirconia, the preferred structure is that the cation Zr4+ is

16
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replaced by the cation of the dopant instead of forming cation interstitials since the 

reaction energy to form an oxygen vacancy is much lower than that for a cation 

interstitial [34]. For example, in the CaO-ZrC>2 system, the reaction energy for the 

formation of an oxygen vacancy is 0.88 eV compared with 10.05 eV for a cation 

interstitial. Substantial experiments have verified that the oxide cations are incorporated 

by substituting for zirconium on the fluorite cation sites, and the charge balance is 

achieved through the formation of oxygen vacancies. For dopants with valence less than 

+4, oxygen vacancies are generated within the ionic lattice to maintain electrical 

neutrality. The X-ray absorption studies of polycrystalline zirconia showed that every 

single charge-compensating oxygen vacancy is generated by two substitutional yttrium 

atoms and the oxygen vacancy is preferentially located as nearest neighbors of Zr4+,

•5-L

leaving eightfold coordination to Y ion [24].

In summary, to stabilize cubic or tetragonal ZrC>2 to room temperature, either the number 

of oxygen ions around the zirconium cations must be reduced by creating oxygen 

vacancies, or the lattice parameters must be increased by doping cations with ionic radii 

larger than that of zirconium cation so that a structure with coordination number eight is 

produced. Based on these rules, metal oxides with larger ionic size and lower valence, 

such as MgO, CaO, Ce0 2 , Y2O3, Yb2 0 3 , and SC2O3, have been proven to be effective 

stabilizers [23].

2.3.2.2. Phase diagram of the yttria - zirconia system

Figure 7 is a portion of the binary equilibrium phase diagram for zirconium oxide (Zr0 2 )
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and yttrium oxide (Y2O3). It is to be noted that the x-axis represents YOi 5 which is one 

half of Y2O3. The horizontal axis extends to about 10mol% Y2O3. From Figure 7, it can 

be found that the pure ZrC>2 has three crystal forms, a cubic structure stable at the highest 

temperature range, between the melting point (2680°C) and 2370°C, a tetragonal phase 

stable at intermediate temperature range of 2370 to 1170°C, and a monoclinic form stable 

at temperatures below 1170°C. Upon cooling, pure Z1O 2 experiences cubic to tetragonal 

and tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformations.

The phase diagram shows that the addition of yttrium oxide to zirconium oxide extends 

the existence of cubic and tetragonal phases to lower temperatures. With increasing Y2O3 

content, the phase transformation temperature from tetragonal to monoclinic decreases. 

Over the range of 2.5 -  7.5mol% Y2O3 and above 600°C there is a two-phase region: both 

cubic and tetragonal phases are present. At room temperature, the equilibrium phases 

consist of monoclinic and cubic phase. In this situation, the zirconia material is termed a 

partially stabilized zirconia. When the Y2O3 content exceeds 7.5mol%, the cubic phase 

will remain to room temperature. Thus, this material is called fully stabilized zirconia.

For the mixture of 3-5 mol% Y2O3 with Z1O 2, the structures at room temperature depend 

on the cooling rate and may assume non-equilibrium forms. For example, 3mol% Y2O3 

stabilized ZrC>2 rapidly cooled from 2200°C experiences a diffusionless phase 

transformation and forms a metastable phase, tetragonal prime (t ’) phase, to room 

temperature. The zirconia alloys with metastable phases are thermodynamically unstable, 

but kinetically, the transformation to the monoclinic phase does not occur at room 

temperature. At the bottom of the diagram, the dashed lines indicate fields in which
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metastable tetragonal and cubic phase may exist. Both the martensitic or diffusionless 

transformations may occur upon rapid cooling. This metastable Z1O 2 is of great interest 

in high temperature applications as TBC material. Thus knowledge about the properties 

of metastable ZrC>2 is very desirable.

2500

Cubic (C)

S  2000e
CD

1  1500
0)
I

H  1000

Tetragonal

v  < T )
T +C

500
M +C

Tetragonal

0 5 10 15 20

Mol.% YO1.5

Figure 7 The pseudo-binary YOi 5-Z1O 2 phase diagram. The labeling across the bottom 

of the diagram shows metastable phase fields upon rapid cooling [25].

2.3.2.3. Lattice parameters of stabilized ZrC>2

The lattice parameters of stabilized ZrOj have been thoroughly studied [23, 25, 26, 27]. 

It has been found that the lattice parameters vary with the composition, ionic radius and 

valence of dopant cations, as well as the crystal structure. Using the whole-powder- 

pattem decomposition (WPPD) technique, the unit cell parameters of doped ZrC>2 at low
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content o f YO 1.5 was measured and the relationship between the lattice parameters o f

monoclinic ZrC>2 and YO] 5 content for the monoclinic structure was found to be [26]:

a = 0.51471 + 0.000376* 
b = 0.52111 + 0.000037* 
c = 0.53144 + 0.000208* 
p  = 99.217 -0.0432*

(Eq. 2)
where x is the mole percentage of YOi 5 content within the range of x < 0.04. The 

lattice parameter variations of cubic and tetragonal ZrC>2 with the composition of dopant 

oxide in the Y2O3 -  ZrC>2 system were [25]: 

a = 5.1159 + 0.1547* Cubic Z r0 2

(Eq. 3)

where x  is the mole percentage of YO] 5 content in the alloy within the limits

0.12 < x  < 0.25. And:

0  = 5.0801 + 0.3582* ^  +
Tetragonal Z1O 2

c = 5.1944-0.3045*

(Eq. 4)

where * is the mole percentage of YO] 5 content in the alloy within the limits

0.04 < * < 0.13.

The temperature response of ZrC>2 has also been studied and has shown that the thermal 

expansion coefficient a  curves at different compositions could be expressed by the 

relationship [27]:

a  = 5.1169 + 0.1526* + 4.6468 • 10~5 (T -  273) + 7.6613 • 10‘ 5 (T -  273)

(Eq. 5)
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where x  is the mole percentage of YOi 5 content and T  is the temperature in K.

In summary, the lattice parameters for the cubic, tetragonal and monoclinic phases as a 

function of mole percentage of YOi 5 are shown in Figure 8  [20], where the 6 -axis appears 

not to vary greatly with the mole percentage of YOi 5 . It can be seen that the lattice 

parameters of monoclinic Zr0 2  exhibit greater expansion than those of tetragonal Zr0 2 , 

which results in a destructive stress within the crystal when the phase is transformed from 

tetragonal to monoclinic.

I \ 1— . n - . . . , . , , ! .  , ■     11L

0 10 20 30
Mol % YO1.5

Figure 8  Lattice parameters for the cubic, tetragonal and monoclinic phases as a 

function of mol% YOi.5 [20].

2.3.3. Microstructures and Properties of Tetragonal Zr02 (/’ phase)

When partially stabilized zirconia with metal oxide dopants is rapidly cooled from high

temperature to room temperature, diffusion does not have time to occur. The supercooled

alloys may either retain their cubic structure or undergo diffusionless transformations to a

twinned tetragonal phase ( tr) [17]. This quenched tetragonal phase t ’ is
21
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crystallographically the same as t but with a higher yttria content and a lower c/a ratio, 

and is normally considered metastable [20]. This metastable t ’ phase is also called non- 

transformable phase; it cannot transform into monoclinic phase by the martensitic 

transformation process.

The microstructure of of Z1O 2 -  4 mol%Y2 0 3  formed by rapid solidificaiton after arc- 

melting is shown in Figure 9 [17]. The bright field image exhibits a plate-like 

microstructure, which is one of the forms of ZrC>2. In the dark field image, curved 

boundaries with antiphase domain boundaries, termed as domain structure, are some of 

the characteristics of t ’-Zr0 2  formed by the diffusionless c-t transformation. T. Sakuma 

[17] examined the microstructures of arc-melted ZrC>2 -  4 mol%R2 0 3  and ZrC>2 -  

8 mol%R2 0 3  (where R represents rare earth elements: Gd, Y, Er, Yb, Nd and Sm). It was 

found that cations of Gd, Y, Er, Yb induced formation of domain structures with plate

like twins; whereas cations of Nd and Sm induced formation of thin banded structures, 

with curved interfaces between the bands. Each band includes fine granular structures. 

The differences in microstructures were explained as follows: The initial structure of 

ZrC>2 consists of three t ’- Z1O 2 variants and is unstable due to the extremely large 

boundary area. Therefore some t ’- Zr02 grows rapidly at the expense of others -  domain 

structure is developed -  twins are induced to accommodate the strain in zirocnia with 

cations of Gd, Y, Er, and Yb. On the other hand, when cations of Nd and Sm are added 

to zirconia, cooling rates may not be high enough to suppress diffusion of ions, and 

localized diffusion may originate the stable fine structure, as illustrated in Figure 10.

It has been reported that the t ’-Zr02 has excellent strength and cracking resistance at high
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temperatures. This high temperature stability and mechanical properties of t ’ - ZrC>2 are 

due to its ferroelastic domain-switching mechanism [2, 28]. However, when the / ’ - 

ZrC>2 alloy is reheated above 1200°C, into the c + t two-phase region, to reach the 

equilibrium state, the t ’ phase will decompose into a cubic phase with higher content of 

doping ions and a tetragonal phase with lower content of doping ions. On quenching the 

two-phase alloy to room temperature, the tetragonal phase may experience a martensitic 

phase transition and transform into monoclinic phase while the cubic phase retains 

fluorite structure to room temperature due to its higher percentage of doping ions.

Figure 9 Microstructures of Zr0 2 -  4 mol%Y20 3  prepared by arc-melting; (a) bright field 

image and (b) dark field image taken with a ( 1 1 2 ) reflection [17].

It was proposed [29] that there is a minimum dopant content which renders the 

microstructure “non-transformable”. The minimum percentage of dopant for both small 

(Sc) and large (La) cations is higher than that of Y. The phase stability of doped zirconia 

with constant dopant concentration (7.6mol%) shows that Yb, Y are optimal. This is 

because the cation sizes of Yb and Y interestingly match the size of the coordinating 

oxygen cube, as shown in Figure 1 1 .
23
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Figure 10 The microstructure in Zr02 -  4 mol% (a) NCI2O3, (b) Sm2 0 3 , (c) Gd2 0 3 , (d) 

Y2O3, (e) Er2 0 3  and (f) Yb2 0 3  prepared by arc-melting [17].
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Figure 11 Phase stability of doped binary Zr0 2 -M0 ] 5 compositions (circles) and doped 

ternary ZrC>2 - ( Y 0 . 5 M 0 .5)0 1 .5  compositions (diamonds) [29].
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2.3.4. Yttria Stabilized Zirconia

The addition of metal oxides to zirconia stabilizes the tetragonal t ’- phase, it also reduces 

the material’s thermal conductivity due to the increase in phonon scattering centers, 

especially at the vacancy sites. According to thermal conductivity theory, these 

vacancies strongly scatter phonons by virtue of both missing mass and missing 

interatomic linkage and therefore result in a decrease in thermal conductivity. While 

various dopants have been found to reduce the thermal conductivities of zirconia [1, 30, 

31], Y2O3 stabilized ZrC>2 (YSZ) in general is found to be the most suitable one for the 

TBC applications [29]. The amount of yttria added to zirconia was optimized and it was 

found that the 7~8 wt% (4-4.5 mol%) yttria partially stabilized zirconia (YPSZ) exhibits 

the highest degree of resistance to spallation and excellent thermal stability [32, 33]. The 

doped zirconia with 4-5 mol% Y2O3 is able to produce a metastable tetragonal t ’- phase 

when rapidly cooled from high temperature cubic phase region (2200~2400°C or above) 

to room temperature; this t ’- phase exhibits high toughness and is non-transformable at 

temperatures up to 1400°C. Figure 12 illustrates how the yttria content affects the test 

lifetime of Y20 3 -Zr0 2  TBC system with differently doped yttria content during thermal 

cycling tests, where the TBC systems with different yttria content withstood 1500 1 hour 

cycles between 990°C -  280°C [33]. It can be seen that a TBC system with 7wt% yttria 

stabilized zirconia exhibits the maximum test lifetime.

As a comparison, properties of zirconia based ceramics as thermal barrier coating 

materials and relative properties of TGO, bond coat as well as metal substrate are 

summarized in Table 2 [35].
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Figure 12 Effects of the yttria content on the lifetime of a Zr0 2 -Y2C>3 / Ni-16Cr-6Al- 

0.2Y thermal barrier coatings withstood 1500 1 hour cycles between 990°C -  280°C [33].

Table 2 Properties of TBC materials

Materials

Properties

Melting 

point Tm 

(K)

Thermal 

diffusivity 

Dth (m2 s'1)

Thermal 

conductivity k 

(W m'1 K'1)

Young’s 

modulus E 

(GPa)

Thermal 

expansion 

coefficient a  (K'1)

Zr02 2973 0.43 x 10'6 2.17 21 15.3 xlO '6

8YSZ (plasma 

sprayed)

0.8 40 10.7 x 10'6

A120 3 (TGO) 2323 0.47 x 1 O'6 5.8 360 8 x 10'6

NiCoCrAlY 

(bond coat)

86 17.5 x 10'6

IN737 --- --- --- 197 16 x 10'6
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2.4. Thermal Barrier Coating Deposition Technologies

The performance of TBCs depends not only on the intrinsic properties of TBC materials, 

but also on the coating’s microstructures, which are determined by deposition processes. 

Since the early application of the calcia- and magnesia-stabilized zirconia TBCs on 

combustion chamber walls and on burner cans, the air plasma spray (APS) coating 

technology has been used to deposit both ceramic topcoats and metallic bond coats. 

Yttria partially stabilized zirconia (YPSZ) was introduced to replace calcia- or magnesia- 

stabilized zirconia in the early eighties to enable further increase in turbine inlet 

temperature (TIT). In the meantime, the potential application of TBCs extended to 

highly thermally loaded components like vane platforms and airfoils. Since then, three 

generations of TBCs have been developed based primarily on different depositing 

technologies and applications. The first generation was APS MCrAlY bond coat plus 

APS YPSZ topcoat. However, serious oxidation of bond coat occurred and caused 

TBC’s to fail at elevated temperatures. The low pressure plasma spraying (LPPS) 

process was therefore adopted for the deposition of MCrAlY bond coat, and the 

combination of LPPS MCrAlY and APS YPSZ was designated as the second generation 

of TBC systems. The third generation was the EB-PVD YPSZ ceramic layers with LPPS 

MCrAlY bond coat. The third generation of TBCs found applications on high-pressure 

turbine blades and vanes since the first generation TBCs involved plasma spray process 

which was inadequate due to the poor coating surface finish and cooling hole obstruction 

problems.

From the historic development of TBCs, it can be seen that the most widely used
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deposition processes for the application of ceramic topcoat are plasma-spraying (PS) and 

electron beam physical-vapor-deposition (EB-PVD). In this section, the two deposition 

processes and the associated microstructural characteristics as well as their 

advantages/disadvantages will be discussed in detail.

2.4.1. Plasma Spray (PS) Process

In plasma spraying processes, the powder is injected into a high temperature, high 

velocity arc plasma so that the powder particles melt. The molten material is accelerated 

towards the substrate by the carrying gas(es) and impacts on the substrate at a high 

velocity. The molten droplets striking the substrate freeze while being flattened on the 

substrate to form splats. The desired coating is deposited by successive impingement of 

millions of accelerated heated particles. Since the deposited coatings are mechanically 

bonded to the substrate, the bond coat should be rough enough so that the top ceramic 

layer will adhere to it.

Figure 13 shows a schematic of the plasma spray process, where argon or other inert gas 

is directed into the gun chamber and is ionized by a direct current (DC) electric arc to 

form plasma gas. This electric arc current, typically 800 to 1000 amps, is created 

between the anode nozzle and the cathode and can be adjusted to increase the power so 

that the temperature of the plasma flame can reach the melting temperature of ceramic 

powder. The powder is injected into the plasma stream at the nozzle and melted in the 

hottest part of the flame. The powder is accelerated to a high speed of 100-300m/sec, 

striking the substrate where a rapid solidification process occurs. The cooling rate is in
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Figure 13 Schematic of the plasma spray process.

For some protective coatings, such as MCrAlY oxidation resistant coatings, a low- 

pressure plasma chamber is required. Thus the low pressure plasma spraying (LPPS) 

process was developed, which is a derivative of the air plasma spray (APS) process. 

APS is much cheaper than LPPS. Both of these processes have been applied to the 

deposition of ceramic topcoats and metallic bond coats.

2.4.2. Coating Microstructures Produced by Plasma Spraying Deposition

The microstructure produced by plasma spraying shows lamellar or flattened splats with 

microcracks through the splats or inter-splats. These splats lie parallel to the surface of 

the coating due to the impact of the high speed molten particles on the substrate [5], The 

formation of microcracks is caused by the thermal stress arising from the mismatch of 

thermal expansion coefficients between the coating and substrate, and the rapid cooling 

rate. Porosities are observed between the splats. The occurrence of porosities can be
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influenced by velocity, powder size and distribution, as well as other plasma spray 

parameters. For example, the low pressure chamber will result in an increase in the 

particle velocity, which leads to a stronger impact on the substrate and therefore to a 

denser, less porous deposit. The rapid solidification of the molten droplets on the 

substrate could result in the formation of metastable phases, such as tetragonal prime (t’) 

phase of partially stabilized zirconia, which is especially beneficial for thermal barrier 

coatings [2 ].

Figure 14 shows the cross-section of a microstructure of a typical TBC deposited by air 

plasma spraying. From this figure we can see the network of microcracks (platelet 

boundaries) and inter-splat pores parallel to the coating surface. The individual platelets 

formed from the droplets impinging on the surface during the spraying process [36].

APS coating

Metal substrate

Figure 14 Photomicrograph of an APS TBC showing a laminar structure [36].

The plasma sprayed TBC’s, with laminar microstructure, have poor strain compliance 

and poor erosion resistance, thus limiting their application on high pressure turbine blade
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or nozzle guide vane airfoils where EB-PVD process is preferred.

2.4.3. Electron Beam Physical Vapor Deposition (EB-PVD) Process

Physical vapor deposition (PVD) is fundamentally a vaporization coating technique. The 

basic mechanism is to generate vapor phase from solid stock material. The evaporated 

material transfers from the source to the substrate, forming a coating. There are various 

means to generate vapor, such as thermal evaporation, or sputtering process. In EB-PVD, 

the evaporation is obtained with a focused electron beam. Figure 15 shows a schematic 

diagram of an electron beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD) TBC process, where a 

focused high-energy electron beam is used to heat and vaporize the ceramic ingots in a 

vacuum chamber.

Figure 15 Schematic diagram of the principle of EB-PVD process.

The ingots are bottom fed into the water-cooled crucibles during evaporation to ensure 

controlled TBC growth. The vapor travels along the line of sight and condenses on the
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rotating substrate surface. The substrate is preheated by an external heating source with 

the purpose of enhancing the metallurgical bond between the coating and the substrate. 

When the ceramic is yttria-stabilized zirconia material, a pressure of oxygen is required 

in order to maintain the stoichiometry of zirconia [37].

Figure 16 Schematic diagram of EB-PVD unit with 6  EB guns and 3 continuous ingots 

feeding systems [37, 38].

Figure 16 shows a schematic diagram of an EB-PVD unit (ARL Penn State’s industrial 

pilot Sciaky EB-PVD unit) with 6  electron beam (EB) guns at the top of the chamber 

with the power of 45 kW/gun, and three continuous ingot-feeding systems at the bottom 

of the chamber, and a vacuum chamber [38]. Four of the six guns are used to evaporate 

the coating materials and the other two are used to pre-heat the substrate to enhance the

Vertical Rotary Drive
To Vacuum Pumps

45 kW/Gun

Vapor Stream 
(Thermal Energy 0.1 eV

Load Lock 
Chamber

Vacuum
Pumps Part Manipulator

'■* 0-14 rpm, 2 rotary axis
0-1000 mmAnin translation axis

Four Independent 8 cm 
Ion Sources 
(1 0 0 -1 0 0 0  eV)

Max. Substrate Dimensions W eight
Three Ingot Feeders 1 
70mm dia. x 500mm long ingots 
0.15 to  1 Smm/min Feedrate

Horizontally Fed Cylinder: 200mm dia. x 289mm /20kg 
Vertically Held Disc: 400mm dia. /100kg
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adhesion of the coatings. The equipment can offer high deposition rates up to 

150pm/minute with an evaporation rate of 1 0  ~ 15 kg/hour, compared with other coating 

deposition techniques, produces dense coatings, and results in low contamination and 

high thermal efficiency. In addition, coatings produced by EB-PVD have a good surface 

finish and a uniform microstructure. Using this equipment, the coating compositions can 

be varied via co-evaporation and coatings comprised of alternating layers of different 

compositions can be made at relatively low temperatures [38].

2.4.4. Coating Microstructure Produced by EB-PVD Process

The dominant characteristics of the TBCs produced by EB-PVD are the columnar 

microstructure with elongated grains and pores aligned perpendicular to the coating 

surface, as shown in Figure 17.

Thick porous layer with 
columnar structure

Thin dense layer with 
equiaxed grains

Metal substrate and 
bond coat

Figure 17 Photomicrograph of a thermal barrier coating (TBC) obtained by electron 

beam physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD) [37].

The coating shown in Figure 17 can be divided into two parts: a thin dense layer with

equiaxed grains and a thick porous layer with columnar structure. Near the interface

between the ceramic top layer and the bond coat, a thin dense region of randomly aligned
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grains nucleates from the substrate. Further growth of these crystals leads to a columnar 

texture with pyramidal tips and elongated pores between the columnar grains. This 

structure results from the evolution of the grain texture, which is controlled by the vapor 

incidence pattern (VIP), or shadowing mechanism. That is, the growth of grains favors 

the direction of the incoming vapor. Thus, the grains grow fastest in the direction of 

vapor incidence, which results in the columnar structure parallel to the vapor beam.

It has been found that the microstructure of the coatings can be affected by variations in 

deposition conditions, such as substrate temperature, rotational speed, deposition angle or 

deposition kinetic energy of the vapor [39]. For example, high substrate temperature and 

high rotational speed can provide parallel columns from the root to the top, which may 

result in coatings with high density and high hardness. The increase in kinetic energy of 

the vapor may result in coatings with fewer and smaller voids, smoother surfaces, and 

higher film density.

2.4.5. Comparison of Coatings Produced by Plasma Spraying and EB-PVD

Compared to plasma sprayed coatings, the EB-PVD TBCs have the following 

advantages:

1. Longer thermal cycling life is attainable due to the better strain tolerance and thus 

these coatings are suitable for application on parts that are subject to high thermal 

and mechanical loads. The build-up of any tensile stresses caused by the 

mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients between the coatings and substrate 

can be released by the columnar structures with elongated pores between
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columns, and therefore these coatings exhibit very high levels of stress 

compliance and extended cycling life. A comparison of thermal cyclic lives of air 

plasma sprayed TBCs and EB-PVD TBCs is shown in Figure 18 [40].

2. The EB-PVD coating generally has lower modulus of elasticity than the 

counterpart of plasma sprayed coating. For example, the Young’s moduli of 

8 YSZ obtained by sintering, EB-PVD and plasma spraying were measured by 

laser ultrasonic and resonant techniques. As shown in Figure 19, the modulus of 

plasma sprayed 8 YSZ is almost the same as that of bulk material at low 

temperatures, whereas the young’s modulus of EB-PVD coatings is less than half 

that o f plasma sprayed coatings [41].

3. The coating surface is smoother, which improves the cooling coefficient of the 

cooling holes. In an aero engine, the heat transfer coefficient is very sensitive to 

the friction coefficient of the surface for the high-pressure turbine blade and 

nozzle guide vane airfoils, thus smoother surface is favorable in terms of 

improved heat transfer efficiency. The plasma sprayed TBC has a typical surface 

roughness of 10 pm Ra and a peak to valley height of 80-100 pm. Whereas EB- 

PVD TBC has a surface finish close to that of the metal surface, typically 1.0 pm 

Ra with a peak to valley height of 10 pm. The influence of the surface roughness 

on the primary loss coefficient of the turbine for a high pressure turbine aerofoil 

was studied [41]. It was found that an increase of 2% in the primary loss 

coefficient of the turbine was attributed to the plasma sprayed coating, whereas 

1.5% was attributed to the EB-PVD coating, which was similar to that observed 

for the uncoated metal surface.
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Figure 18 The comparison of thermal cyclic lives of air plasma sprayed TBCs 

and EB-PVD TBCs [40].
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Figure 19 Young’s moduli of solid sintered 8 wt% PYSZ, plasma sprayed and 

EB-PVD 8 wt% PYSZ TBC systems measured by dynamic techniques [41].

4. The columnar structure of the EB-PVD also offers better erosion resistance.

Studies showed that the erosion resistance of TBC is associated with the

morphology of the coating microstructures [42, 43]. Plasma sprayed TBC has a

high erosion rate because the near surface material with microcracks parallel to
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the surface can spall when the coating is impacted, whereas the columnar 

structures of EB-PVD coatings do not have cracks parallel to the surface. An 

erosion test at a temperature of 540°C indicated that erosion resistance of EB- 

PVD TBC was two times that of air plasma sprayed TBC at low angles of attack 

and ten times more than that of air plasma sprayed TBC at an angle of attack of 

90° [44].

5. The EB-PVD technique reduces the likelihood of obstructing the cooling holes. 

This is due to the deposition mechanism that takes place through the condensation 

of coating vapor in the EB-PVD process rather than through the impingement of 

large semi-molten particles in the plasma process [2 ].

In light of the above comparisons, the EB-PVD process is apparently more advantageous 

than the traditional plasma spraying process. However, before selecting the EB-PVD 

process for particular application, the following disadvantages need to be considered.

1. EB-PVD applied TBC has higher thermal conductivity than plasma sprayed TBC. 

The TBC produced by plasma spraying typically has a thermal conductivity of 

0.9-1. lW/mK at room temperature. This lower thermal conductivity is due to 

micro-cracks and a high volume fraction of inter-splat pores that are 

predominantly aligned parallel to the plasma sprayed coating surface, while the 

EB-PVD TBCs have a thermal conductivity in the range of 1.3~2.0W/mK [38]. 

As described earlier, the microstructure of a TBC produced by EB-PVD has two 

zones: the inner nucleation zone with a large number of interfaces, grain 

boundaries, microporosity and randomly oriented grains; and the outer zone with
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crystallographically perfect columnar structure and fewer grain boundaries. The 

inner zone ranges from 1 to 1 0  pm in thickness and exhibits lower thermal 

conductivity (-1.0 W/m. K) [45]. The outer zone has a thermal conductivity 

value approaching that of bulk zirconia (2.2 W/m. K). Therefore, the apparent 

thermal conductivity of the EB-PVD coating will be higher than that of the inner 

part of the coating. The thicker the outer part, the higher the thermal 

conductivity, which approaches that of bulk zirconia.

2. Less flexible coating composition. The coating composition for PS coatings is 

determined by the powder composition and can be tailored to any mixture of 

powder alloys. The EB-PVD process, however, can not always achieve the same 

coating composition as the ingot due to the differences in vapor pressure of the 

constituents. When the constituent vapor pressures are close to each other, 

steady-state vaporization with the proper vapor composition can be achieved. 

Whereas when the vapor pressures of the alloy constituents differ by significantly 

larger factors, the required vapor composition cannot be the same as that of the 

ingot. In addition, the differences in vapor pressure can also result in formation of 

bubbles and result in inhomogeniety in the coating microstructure. To overcome 

these limitations, an ion assisted process is required [46]; and in the mean time, 

the deposition conditions for each new composition have to be optimized. This 

also results in more complexity and increased cost of the EB-PVD process.

3. The EB-PVD technique is more expensive in both equipment and operation than 

the plasma spraying technique. As shown in Figure 16, the maximum substrate 

dimension is limited to 200mm in diameter and 289mm in length, or the weight is
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limited to 20kg, the process for EB-PVD is therefore preferred for processing 

small parts.

To take advantage of EB-PVD coatings and overcome their limitations, particularly the 

higher thermal conductivity, further research on new TBC materials, and a more cost 

effective EB-PVD process is required.

2.5. Failure Mechanisms o f TBC Systems

Thermal cycling tests have shown that TBCs fail in the form of delamination and 

eventual spallation [47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. The primary cause of failure is attributed to the 

thermal expansion mismatch between bond coat and ceramic topcoat. This results in 

residual stresses developed within the coating system during thermal cycling. Typical 

thermal expansion coefficients for zirconia based ceramics are about I lx l0 ' 6/°C, the 

thermally grown oxides (TGO, (X-AI2O3) is 8~9xl0'6/°C, and metallic bond coat is about 

13-16x10'6/°C [35]. When a TBC system is cooled from high operating temperature to 

room temperature, the thermal expansion misfit between these layers results in very high 

compression stress in the range of 3 -  5 GPa [47]. If this stress exceeds the fracture 

toughness of any part of the coating, cracking within the coatings occurs. It has been 

known that this stress is predominately associated with the increased thickness of TGO 

due to bond coat oxidation. The thermal gradient within the coatings with low thermal 

conductivities also contributes to the increased stress. In addition, the degradation of the 

ceramic coating itself due to sintering and aging effects results in changes in thermal and 

mechanical properties of the coatings and exacerbates the thermal expansion mismatch
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and increases the stress. Failure by hot corrosion is another serious problem when TBCs 

are applied in diesel engines or gas turbines burning low quality fuel. In this section, the 

failure modes for different coating structures, the failure mechanisms which govern the 

TBCs performance as well as the influence of the sintering and aging effects of the 

coatings at high temperatures on their performance are summarized.

2.5.1. Failure Mechanisms of Thermal Barrier Coatings

As mentioned above, the failure of thermal barrier coatings is often associated with bond 

coat oxidation. Generally, bond coat oxidation has two consequences: the growth of the 

TGO and aluminum depletion in the bond coat. The growth of the TGO will result in an 

additional stress, which is the leading cause of the failure of the TBCs. Thus there exists 

a critical thickness of the TGO, which determines the failure of TBC systems [56]. The 

aluminum depletion in the bond coat changes the composition of the bond coat, which 

leads to wrinkles at the TGO/bond coat interface and results in roughening of the bond 

coat [52, 53],

The typical TBC failure mode is buckling and spalling. The buckling can be caused by a 

small separation at the interface between TGO and bond coat or by cracks between 

topcoat and TGO. However, these two kinds of failure modes all experience a sequence 

of crack nucleation, propagation and coalescence events. The coatings produced by 

either EB-PVD or plasma spraying will have different microstructures, morphologies as 

well as bonding mechanisms between ceramic topcoat and bond coat, the failure 

mechanisms are therefore different.
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2.5.1.1. Failure mode and mechanisms of plasma sprayed TBCs

For plasma sprayed TBCs, the surface of the bond coat is roughened to increase the 

adhesion between ceramics and bond coat. The interfaces between TBC/TGO and 

TGO/bond coat therefore comprise a large number of undulations with the TGO 

developed inside the TBC region, as shown in Figure 20.

TBC -250 pm

BC - 150pm

Ni Base Superalloy 
Substrate

Figure 20 SEM image of a cross section through an as-deposited material revealing the 

TBC, the TGO and the bond coat. The arrows highlight imperfections around the 

TBC/TGO interface [56].

Burner rig tests and laser thermal fatigue tests [48, 49] showed that when the TBCs are

exposed to high temperatures, crack-like separations nucleate around the defects at the

interfaces between both the TGO/bond coat and TGO/TBC. These cracks reside within

the TBC or TGO, parallel to the interface. In the meantime, the thickness of the TGO

increases with exposure time. Upon cooling, the small cracks extend laterally from the
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imperfections. The coalescence of the cracks in the TBC or through TGO causes either a 

large-scale buckle or an edge delamination that results in the spalls of the coatings, as 

shown in Figure 21 [55],

Figure 21 SEM images of delaminations introduced by an as -deposited plasma sprayed 

coating [55].

The failure mechanism due to the bond coat oxidation for the PS coatings has been 

studied and well explained using scaling laws [56]. When the PS TBCs are exposed to 

high temperatures, the thickness of TGO increases due to the bond coat oxidation. 

Therefore the tensile stresses form as a result of the thermal expansion misfit. Adjacent 

to the imperfections at the interfaces between TBC/TGO or TGO/bond coat, these 

stresses are normal to the interface and therefore result in radial cracks in the TBC, as 

shown in Figure 22 (a). During thermal cycling, additional radial cracks will be 

developed and eventually penetrate TGO until the cracks coalesce at the imperfection 

interface, as shown in Figure 22 (b).
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Figure 22 Schematic illustrations of the failure mechanisms for Plasma Sprayed TBCs 

[56].

2.5.I.2. Failure mode of EB-PVD coatings

Unlike the failure of PS TBCs, where the cracking propagation and spalls occur in the 

TBC or TGO near the bond coat interface due to the roughened bond coat surface; the 

EB-PVD TBCs failed by cracking at the interface between TGO and bond coat due to the 

separation at TGO/bond coat interface.

Figure 23 shows the sequence of failure of an EB-PVD TBC; the steps are the interface 

separation, buckling, buckling propagation and spalling of TGO away from the substrate.
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At high temperatures, interface separation happens due to the tensile stress developed 

within the TGO layer. When the EB-PVD TBCs are exposed to high temperatures for a 

long time, the thickness of the TGO will be increased, accompanied by compressive 

stresses developed on cooling. With more thermal cycling, the continued buckling results 

in the final spalling of the coatings and failure occurs.

Oxide
Interface
Separation

Increasing
Stress Buckling

IIIB
Buckle Propagation

IIIA
Spalling

Kink Crack

Spalling Kink Crack

Figure 23 Schematic indicating the sequence of events when a compressed film buckles 

and spalls away from a substrate [52, 53].

Figure 24 shows the interface separation after 180 thermal cycles [56]. The initial

interface separations for EB-PVD TBCs have been explained by Clarke [7, 52, 53] using

two mechanisms: one is the “ratcheting” mechanism, which is motivated by the lateral

compressive stress; another is the surface displacement associated with volumetric
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changes in the bond coat as aluminum depletion occurs.

Arrows indicate 
■ locations of separation

Figure 24 Interface separations for the EB-PVD TBCs after 180 thermal cycles [56]. 

2.5.2. Hot Corrosion Failure

When TBCs are used in diesel engines, another major degradation mechanism is the 

corrosive attack due to the low quality fuels with high amounts of impurities including V, 

Na and S.

During combustion, these fuel impurities are oxidized to form oxides with strong acid 

and base properties forming salts such as Na3V0 4  (3 Na2 0 .V2 0 5), NaVC>3 (3 Na2 0 .V2 0 s) 

and V2O5. At high operating temperatures, the reaction between oxide and YSZ will 

extract Y2O3 stabilizer from inside the coatings and result in a destabilization of the 

tetragonal phase. This leads to a detrimental phase transformation of / ’ phase 

discomposed into /-phase and w-phase. In addition, the porous structure of TBC allows 

the impurities to penetrate easily into the coating and exacerbate the corrosion failure. 

Thus, to protect TBCs from failure due to hot corrosion, materials with corrosion 

resistance are required.
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The hot corrosion behavior of TBCs has been studied by Mifune et al [57]. Two types of 

oxide ceramics C2S-I5 CZ (2CaO.SiC>2 -  15wt% CaO.ZrC^) and 8YSZ were investigated 

in hot corrosion testing environments with V2O5- Na2SOs corrosive ash for 3 hours at 

1000°C. It was found that the 8 YSZ coating partially spalls due to the reaction of Y2O3 

with V2O5, which resulted in the loss of its function. On the other hand, the C2S-I5 CZ 

coating showed adequate resistance to hot corrosion. It has been found that the SC2O3 

and Y2O3 co-doped Zr0 2  (SYSZ) had resistance to destabilization by molten NaV0 3  at 

700°C and 900°C [58]; where the SYSZ powders stabilized by SC2O3 plus 10mol% - 

20mol% Y2O3, after 1400°C, showed 5-10 times better resistance to vanadate-induced 

destabilization than the only Y2O3 stabilized YSZ powder. In the selection of altemtive 

doping oxides for zirconia, these materials should be kept in mind.

2.5.3. Degradation of Ceramic Topcoats

The failure mechanisms for TBCs produced by either PS or EB-PVD all suggest that 

coating delamination is caused by the increased stresses within the coatings. This stress 

is primarily induced by bond coat oxidation. However, it has been found that the 

degradation of the TBC itself also contributes to the increases in coating stresses and 

therefore limits the durability of the TBC system. The degradation of the TBC may 

result from the sintering and densification of the ceramic coatings, or phase 

decomposition for zirconia based ceramics. During high temperature cyclic exposure, 

any of these forms of degradation will produce additional stresses within the coatings, as 

described below.
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2.5.3.1. Sintering and densification of ceramic coatings

A high porosity level within ceramic topcoat of TBCs, typically -12-15% for PS coatings 

[59] and 20% for EB-PVD coatings [60], can reduce density, Young’s modulus and 

thermal conductivity. In particular, the existence of porosity can offer better strain 

tolerance, and the ability to accommodate thermal expansion mismatch between the 

ceramics and the metallic bond coat and substrate. However, when the coatings are 

exposed to high temperatures for extended times, porosity will decrease and the coatings 

will be densified to reduce the surface energy. This phenomenon is called sintering and 

has been observed for both PS coatings and EB-PVD coatings. The sintering and 

densification of the coatings will lead to an increase in Young’s modulus and thermal 

conductivity, and strain energy in the TBCs [59, 60].

Figure 25 Cross-sectional images showing the microstructural evolution of EB-PVD 

coating with different temperatures and times (a) as-deposited and (b) after heat treatment 

at 1200°C for 120 hours [62],

The sintering was observed in the EB-PVD deposited TBCs on annealing, where the

columnar structures became concave shaped due to stress relief in the root area or/and
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enhanced sintering at the upper side [61, 62, 62]. The microstructure evolution of EB- 

PVD coatings after isothermal treatment is shown in Figure 25. In the as-deposited state, 

the microstructure exhibits columns with a feathery shape. After heat treatment, the 

feathery morphology of the individual columns gradually disappears and changes into a 

smooth fluctuating surface with necks adjacent to columns. The sintering of TBC was 

found to be controlled by the driving force [61], which depends on the coating 

microstructure features and substrate constraint. Thus the difference in microstructure of 

TBC across its thickness leads to different degree of sintering. It has been found that the 

smaller columns near the interface are easier to sinter compared with the larger columns 

near the top surface, and also the sintering is constrained by metal substrate while the 

coating surface is less constrained [62].

120

—I I100

60-
09

0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Isothermal Time /h

Figure 26 Young’ modulus of EB-PVD coating increases with time at 1200°C [62].

The effects of densification of the coatings on Young’s modulus and residual stresses 

were examined and the results are given in Figure 26 and Figure 27 [62]. These figures
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indicate that with increased degree of sintering, the strain energy density inside the 

coatings increases. Thus the sintering and densification effects may exacerbate the 

delamination of the coatings and further limit the life of TBCs.

1200°C 30h 
—o— 1200 °C 60h 
’-A - 1200 °C 120h

5.4
. 4  S C '

a  4) 6

§ -0.5
4.0

Iow
U S

4.5
3I*

4.2
-0.4-u

i 4) .3
3.9

1000 20 40 60 80
Distance from interface to top surface (p-m)

Figure 27 Micro-thermal stress and density as a function of distance from the interface 

to top surface of free-standing EB-PVD coating with different times [62].

2.5.3.2. Aging and phase decomposition

When zirconia alloyed with 4~5 mol% Y2O3 is rapidly cooled from high temperature 

cubic phase region (2200 ~ 2400°C or above) to room temperature, a metastable 

tetragonal phase termed the t ’ phase is produced by a diffusionless process. This 

quenched t ’ phase is crystallographically the same as t phase, i.e., the same unit cell 

arrangement and a lower c/a ratio; but morphologically different. However, the 

microstructure features such as antiphase boundaries, twins and domains are different 

[17]. Coating deposition processes, such as plasma spraying or EB-PVD, are very 

similar to the rapid quenching process. Thus the tetragonal t ’ phase will form and will
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not transform to other phases at normal operating temperatures.

At temperatures above 1200°C, the yttria partially stabilized zirconia based coatings are 

unable to provide the intended thermal protection to metallic substrates. The tetragonal t' 

phase decomposes to yttria-poor tetragonal and yttria-rich cubic phases on extended 

exposure at temperatures above 1200°C. On cooling, the tetragonal phase will transform 

into monoclinic phase, which results in the coating cracks [63, 64, 65, 6 6 , 67]. The 

experiment conducted by Li et al. [65] indicated that the lattice parameter ratio c/a of t ’ 

phase increases with thermal cycling at 1050°C, corresponding to a decrease in the 

content of Y2O3 of the t ’ phase. That means that the nonequilibrium t ’ phase slowly 

decomposed into tetragonal phase with low Y2O3 content and cubic phase with high Y2O3 

content. After 300 cycles, small amounts of monoclinic phase were observed, which 

resulted from the tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation during cooling.

2.6. Heat Transfer through Ceramic Materials

In gas turbine hot sections, the surface of the components is heated by the hot gases by 

means of thermal convection and thermal radiation and therefore results in an increased 

surface temperature. Inside the solid components, the heat can be transferred by thermal 

conduction or thermal radiation. When zirconia based ceramics, as thermal barrier 

coatings, are applied to the combustor liners, turbine vanes and turbine blades, the heat 

flow is retarded due to their insulation to thermal conduction and the temperatures on the 

superalloy substrate are thus reduced. However, zirconia based ceramics is transparent or 

partially transparent to a certain wavelength range of thermal radiation. Thus, some
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wavelength range of the radiation may transmit into the coatings and through the coatings 

to the metal substrate. Generally speaking, heat transfer in ceramic coatings is governed 

by two mechanisms. The first is thermal conduction, which transfers heat from hot 

coating surface to the metal substrate, depending on the thermal conductivities of the 

coating materials. The coating surface is heated by the convection of hot gases and the 

absorbed radiation when the radiation wavelength is beyond the transparent range of the 

coating. The second type is thermal radiation falling within the transparent and partially 

transparent range of ceramics. It includes internal radiation emitted by hot coatings and 

external radiation emitted by hot gases and transmitted into the coatings. Radiation 

within transparent wavelength range of ceramic coatings will directly transport through 

the coatings to the metal substrate without any absorption, and the rest of the radiation 

will experience absorption and re-emission by hot coatings when it passes through the 

TBCs. In the following sections, both heat transfer mechanisms will be thoroughly 

discussed.

2.6.1. Thermal Conduction in Ceramic Materials

In a ceramic material, thermal energy is conducted by means of lattice vibration. In a 

regular lattice with harmonic forces between atoms, if all the atoms vibrate with the same 

frequency cok, it is called the normal vibration of the lattice, where the subscript index k

represents the wave vector. On the scale of the lattice spacing, the wave vector k is 

discrete. For example, in a one-dimensional monatomic chain with G identical ions of 

mass M  , k can only have values which meet the following condition:
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,  I I n
k  = ---------

G  a

(Eq. 6 )

where I is an arbitrary integer, and / = 1,2, • • •, G ; and a is the distance between 

adjacent atoms. The vibration frequency a>k is therefore determined by:

ka
°>k = ®max sm — 

2

(Eq. 7)

where <ymax is the maximum frequency, depending on the bonding force. (Eq. 7) shows 

that each atom may oscillate in N  different normal modes, with normal frequencies coh 

corresponding to the allowed k values, which are provided by (Eq. 6 ).

These quantized vibration modes are called phonons, an analog of photon in an 

electromagnetic wave. In a mode of frequency cok, each phonon carries the energy of

hcok and propagates with the phonon group velocity vGk — dcot / d k , where h is Planck’s

constant. When phonons travel in one direction, the heat current carried by them can be 

expressed by the product of their thermal energy and the group velocity of propagation 

[6 8 , 69]:

h = 1Z N ^ k vGt
k

(Eq. 8 )

where N k is the phonon distribution number at the mode k departing from the thermal 

equilibrium distribution.
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If the potential energy of an atom in a perfect crystal were exactly quadratic without the 

anharmonic terms in the displacement from equilibrium, the lattice waves would 

propagate without interacting with one another. The heat would be conducted without 

any thermal resistance. That means that the phonon thermal conductivity would be 

infinite, even in the absence of temperature gradient. However, in a real crystal, the 

phonons will be scattered due to the existence of anharmonicities in the atomic 

interactions and the crystal imperfections. And the phonon transport is therefore 

retarded, resulting in a finite thermal conductivity. The phonon transport involving 

various scattering processes can be described using the Boltzmann transport equation

To solve (Eq. 9), a relaxation time r  was assigned to each phonon mode. It is assumed 

that scattering processes tend to restore a phonon distribution to the thermal equilibrium 

distribution at a rate proportional to the departure of the distribution from equilibrium, so 

that:

[70]:

scattering

(Eq- 9)

N ° - N k
scat I.

T

(Eq. 10)

where N° is the phonon distribution number with energy of hcok at temperature T in

thermal equilibrium, given by the Bose-Einstein Distribution:
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N° = ----------------------
exp(ho)k/k BT ) - l

(Eq. 11)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The number 3 in (Eq. 11) means that a phonon has 

three possible polarization states (one longitudinal and two transverse) which have the 

same energy.

(Eq. 9) and (Eq. 10) can be used to solve (Eq. 8 ) for N k. By integrating over all phonon

modes, assuming an isotropic phonon group velocity, and combining the Debye model, 

the thermal conductivity X can be expressed as:

X = t(x)c(x)dx

(Eq. 12)

where x = t ia /k ^ T ; 6 is Debye temperature and has the form of 6 -  hojDj k B ;

0) ,, =  { 6 7 t2G / V ) ^  v g  , where V is the volume of the crystal; and c(x) is the specific heat 

capacity, having the form:

3£- 1c - 4
c(x) = - ^ V ( - ^ ) 3 r 3

x e
27t2v l  h (ex - l ) 2

(E q .13)

The relaxation time can be expressed as the ratio of a mean free path to a velocity, so that 

the conductivity may also be written as:

X = ^v G J7(x)c(x)<ix;

(Eq. 14)
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where l(x) = v g t ( x )  is defined as the phonon mean free path.

The above equation indicates that the evaluation of thermal conductivity needs 

knowledge of the phonon group velocity, the specific heat and the phonon mean free path 

or relaxation time. Generally, phonon group velocity is the speed of sound. At 

temperatures higher than the Debye temperature (T  »  6),  the specific heat approaches 

the classical value of 3k R. Thus, at high temperatures the thermal conductivity of a 

crystal is determined by only the value of phonon mean free path or relaxation time. The 

phonon mean free path is limited by various scattering processes and interactions of 

phonons, having the form [71, 72]:

— 1— —  l ( o } , T )  r i , ( c o , T )

(E q .15)

where the suffix / denotes various processes, including the interactions of phonons with 

each other due to the anharmonic forces between the atoms, and static imperfections of 

crystals such as point defects or scattering by boundaries. The phonon mean free path 

caused by these processes may be estimated by perturbation theory which is further 

described in the next section.

2.6.1.1. Intrinsic thermal conductivity at high temperatures

In a real crystal, the vibrations of individual atoms are not independent but correlated 

since the atom is not bound to a fixed point in space but bound to its neighbor atoms such 

that the equilibrium site depends on the instantaneous positions of the neighboring atoms
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[72]. Thus, the forces between atoms are no longer harmonic, and a small anharmonic 

component is added to the lattice forces, which results in the interaction of phonons with 

each other and further limits the values of the phonon mean free path.

The phonon interactions can be described by the anharmonic term H ’ in the potential 

energy [71, 72] as a perturbation Hamiltonian:

transferred into the phonon k3.

The coefficient c3 (kt , k 2,k 3) depends on the nature of the anharmonic forces and is very 

important for the interactions of different modes. This coefficient c3(kl ,k 2,k 3) is given 

by Klemens [71] using the Gruneisen model developed for thermal expansion:

where y  is the Gruneisen constant; G is the number of lattice sites in the crystal; M  is 

the atomic mass; and aq is the lattice constant and q is the lattice site.

When summed over all the lattice sites a} , the factor in square bracket of (Eq. 17) will

H'= 'Z c 3(ki ,k2,k3) f ( k 3)Z(ki)Z(k2)
It* jA*!

(Eq. 16)

where (k3)<̂ (k1)^(k2) means that a phonon k3 is created at the same time phonons kx

and k2 are destroyed due to the interaction. The energies from phonons kx and k2 are

(Eq. 17)
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vanish unless the following conditions are satisfied:

Arj + k2 -  kj

(Eq. 18)

Or

kl + k2 -  k3 + b

(Eq. 19)

where b is one of the reciprocal lattice vectors and has the properties aq ■ bj = 2x5^  and 

e 'bJag -  j for any q . Under these conditions, (Eq. 17) becomes:

c3 (kA,k 2,k 3) = o)xm2o)3
3 G3 vG

(Eq. 20)

It has been noted that (Eq. 18) and (Eq. 19) represent two types of three-phonon collision 

processes which contribute to the perturbation term: Normal process (iV-Process) and the 

Umklapp process (77-Process). These two processes play different roles in the production 

of thermal resistance and are schematically demonstrated in Figure 28. A //-process does 

not change the direction of energy flow, so it cannot directly contribute to the thermal 

resistance of a crystal. However, within a specific temperature range, the 77-process can 

enhance the ability of defect scattering to maintain thermal equilibrium [69]. On the 

other hand, the [/-process can provide a thermal resistance to the energy flow. When the 

wave vectors of two phonons are larger enough, the resultant wave vector may be outside 

the first Brillouin zone, the primitive cell in reciprocal space. For phonons, the only

meaningful phonons k  lie in the first Brillouin zone, so that any longer k produced in
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collision must be brought back into the first zone by addition of a b to maintain the 

conservation of momentum, which reverses the direction of the resultant wave vector of 

the produced phonon [6 8 ]. Thus, the intrinsic thermal resistance is solely dependent on 

the [/-process.

~x /a  x / a  ~x /a  x / a

(3) kj  +  Aj = k j  = k B +  b

Figure 28 (a) Normal process with k] + k2 within the first Brillouin zone, (b) Umklapp 

process with kt + k2 lying outside the first Brillouin zone and being brought back by a 

reciprocal lattice vector.

For thermal resistance caused by the [/-process, the relaxation time r„ in the simple

cubic lattice has been obtained as [73]:

1 _  Any1 a kBT  2

t u 4 2  M vq

(Eq. 21)

The phonon mean free path limited by the U-process can therefore be obtained from the 

relationship /„ = Tu ■ vG and is given by:
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Since the phonon mean free path resulting from phonons interactions is associated with 

the intrinsic structures of the materials, it is also called the intrinsic phonon mean free 

path, and thermal conductivity can be also regarded as intrinsic thermal conductivity.

At temperatures higher than the Debye temperature, the specific heat can be expressed as: 

c{a) -  3kB(02/27t2VQ

(Eq. 23)

Substituting (Eq. 23) into (Eq. 14), the thermal conductivity is then given [73] by:

^ 3 Mv2c &D 1
' “  4 ^ 3 V2 r 2 a T

(E q.24)

(Eq. 24) indicates that at high temperatures, for certain materials, such as defect-free 

zirconia, the intrinsic thermal conductivity is independent of phonon frequency and is 

inversely proportional to the temperature.

2.6.I.2. Phonon scattering by static imperfections

In order to obtain lower thermal conductivity, one effective way is to reduce the phonon 

mean free path. One option is to increase phonon scattering. This can be achieved by 

creating crystal impurities such as vacancies, interstitials, substitution atoms, grain 

boundaries and defect clusters.
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If a phonon is scattered by a point defect, and transitions from mode k into mode k ' , it 

is said that a phonon in mode k' is created and the one in mode k  is destroyed. The 

perturbation Hamiltonian caused by the defect scattering has the form:

H'=-£c2(k,k')$\nm
k,k '

(Eq. 25)

Similar to c3(^1,^ 2,^ 3) , c2(k ,k ')  is a critical parameter describing the scattering 

processes caused by defects. At the scattering site x ,  the coefficient c2(k ,k ') is 

expressed as [72]:

c2 (k, k ' ) = kk' £  dvG *?'<*-*>*
G

(Eq. 26)

VThe phonon group velocity vG is associated with (A ' / M y 2, where A' is the force

constant of linkage, thus 3v(. can be caused either by a perturbation in force constants as

a site, or by atoms of different masses. Considering all the cases of changes in masses, 

changes in force constants of bonds between that atom and its neighbors, or changes in 

force constants due to the lattice distribution caused by the impurity atoms or vacancies,

Sv /Klemens reduced the relationship between G/  and other quantities [72]:

/ vg M  F  V

(Eq. 27)

where A M /M ,  AF /F  and AV/V  are the fractional differences in masses, force
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constants and volumes between the impurity and a normal atomic cell in the lattice, 

respectively. If the impurities are distributed randomly, the defect can be thought of as 

an isolated impurity x0. In this situation, the relaxation time rP for the scattering 

resulting from a point defect was obtained and expressed as [74, 75]:

1 a 3 <y4 .AM AF  „ A F n2
—  = -----------r (-------+  2 ----------2 y ----)
zP G 4nvG M  F  V

(Eq. 28)

Likewise, the phonon mean free path caused by point defects can be expressed as:

1 CpCt3   T A
Ip d  4 f t U (;

(Eq. 29)

where CP is the concentration of point defects; and F is the scattering factor and defined 

as:

r = [ A %  + 2A %-2yW /vf

(Eq. 30)

It can be seen, from (Eq. 29), that the phonon mean free path caused by defect scattering 

is independent of temperature, but proportional to the fourth power of the phonon 

frequency. At high temperatures, the scatterings from the interactions between phonons, 

point defects and grain boundaries all contribute to the thermal resistance. The combined 

phonon mean free path can therefore be expressed as:

I  - !  _L  J _
i ~ r  + 7 T  + 7Tw pa gb
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(Eq. 31)

where lu, lpd and lgb represent the phonon mean free path cause by intrinsic processes,

point defect scattering and grain boundary scattering, respectively. However, the 

scattering caused by grain boundaries, at high temperatures, has the least effect on the 

phonon mean free path in conventional materials, but has a significant effect on coatings 

with grain sizes in the nano-scale.

2.6.I.3. Klemens-Callaway model of thermal conductivity

To calculate thermal conductivity of materials with defects, various models have been 

developed. Among these models, the most representative are Callaway’s and Klemens’ 

thermal conductivity models.

Callaway’s model:

It has been clear that, for the materials containing point defects, the phonon scattering 

relaxation time is mainly governed by the anharmonic phonon-phonon scattering and the 

scattering of phonons by point defects. At high temperatures, the phonon-phonon 

scattering increases with temperature; whereas the phonon-defects scattering is 

independent of temperature. The combined relaxation time is given by:

r(ra) -1 = t ~x + t ~q -  CTco2 + Act)4

(Eq. 32)

Where r u and t d  are the relaxation times of phonon-phonon scattering and point defect
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scattering, respectively; C and A are independent of temperature and frequency, but they 

are dependent on crystal structure and the characters of point defects and can be obtained 

from (Eq. 21) and (Eq. 28), respectively.

Based on the above thermal conductivity theory, at temperatures higher than the Debye 

temperature (T  >&),  thermal conductivity in (Eq. 12) becomes:

k  r B 'e
X = — f —  f h x{co)co2d<a 

2n vG

(Eq. 33)

Substituting (Eq. 32) into (Eq. 33), and integrating over co gives [76]:

k o
^ = r

2 n 2vG{ACT)2

(Eq. 34)

In the limit of perfect crystal structure, A —> 0. The intrinsic thermal conductivity Xu can 

be reduced from (Eq. 34) to give:

x  k l 0
" 2 n 2vGhCT

(Eq. 35)

To evaluate thermal conductivities of ceramic materials containing point defects, 

Callaway [76, 77] introduced thermal resistance W as the inverse of X so that the 

calculation can be simplified due to the additivity of thermal resistances resulting from 

different scattering mechanisms. Assuming Wu is the reverse of Xu resulting from 

phonon- phonon scattering in a pure crystal, a ratio of resistance from phonon-phonon
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scattering to total resistance of real material is then given by:

wu n ( c r i kB0 f  A )

1 “
2

----  tan D
\ A ) n { CT)w  kB0

(Eq. 36)

In the case of small defect scattering, the (Eq. 36) can be expanded to give:

___ _  „ k id 2 A . TTr 2 n 2vr 0AW = WU(1 + -2—-------) = Wu + ----- 2 —
“ 3 n2 c r  " 3 n

(Eq. 37)

The second term in (Eq. 37) is independent of temperature and can be thought to be the 

thermal resistance Wd caused by point defect scattering. Therefore,

Wd = 2^ vcM
3  n

(Eq. 38)

Klemens’ model:

Klemens proposed a phonon frequency o>0 at which lu (oj0 , T) = Ipd (co0) , the total 

phonon mean free path can then be written as [75]:

/(«>) = /,(®,T)[l + ( %  Y ]\ 2  i - l

6>n

(Eq. 39)

Substituting (Eq. 39) into (Eq. 14), the reduction in thermal conductivity due to the 

imperfection can be expressed as:

X = X , - S X pd
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(Eq. 40)

And

SApd = A, [1  -  (o)0 /  42(0 D) arctan(V2oD / <o0)]

(Eq. 41)

From the thermal conductivity theory summarized above, it becomes apparent that the 

following approaches can be taken to create thermal barrier coating systems with reduced 

thermal conductivity:

• Introduction of crystal defects through doping using atoms with different mass, ionic 

radius or valence from the host atom to increase scattering centers;

• Modification of coating microstructure such as reducing the grain sizes or creating 

porous structures;

• Selection of new materials with low intrinsic thermal conductivity.

2.6.2. Radiation Transport through Zirconia Based Ceramic Coatings

It is well known that, in ceramic based materials, there are two heat transfer mechanisms: 

one is thermal conduction which has been discussed in section 2 .6 .1 ; another is thermal 

radiation transport, which is dependent on the spectral properties of the ceramic materials 

and the radiation from the hot gases due to high operating temperatures in turbine 

engines.

2.6.2.I. Radiation properties of zirconia based ceramics

The spectral hemispherical transmittance and emittance of single crystal 13.5YSZ

specimens of various thicknesses at room temperature were measured and given in Figure
65
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29 [78], The spectral properties of YSZ can be divided into three regions. As seen, in 

region I (0.3 ~ 5 pm), the YSZ exhibits a high transmittance with low absorption; and in 

region II (5 — 10 pm), partial absorption and partial transmission were observed. In 

region III, the YSZ shows an opposite trend as compared to what is seen in region I. 

Therefore, thermal radiation within the wavelength range of 0.3 ~ 10 pm can either 

transmit directly through zirconia based TBC coatings to the metal substrate, or be 

absorbed and re-emitted, depending on the wavelength of the radiation. For radiation 

beyond 1 0  pm, the coating is opaque and all the radiation within this wavelength range is 

absorbed and transformed into heat and results in temperature increase to the ceramic 

materials.

The radiative emission is strongly dependent on temperature. When the operating 

temperatures are not high enough, the wavelength of the radiation emitted from the hot 

gases will be beyond the transparent range of the ceramics and will be absorbed by the 

ceramics. In this situation, thermal conduction dominates in the heat transfer through the 

coatings. With increase in gas temperatures the radiation emitted from hot gas shifts to 

the shorter wavelength range and most radiation may fall within the transparent region of 

zirconia based ceramics. Therefore, a significant heat flux through the coatings to the 

metal substrate will occur due to thermal radiation and will result in a further increase in 

temperature on metal substrates. Figure 30 shows that at typical operating temperatures 

between 1700-2000K, almost 80% of the radiation flux emitted from the hot gases will 

fall within 0.3-10 pm wavelength range, which is the transparent or semi-transparent 

regions for YSZ. In this case, temperature increase on the metallic substrate caused by
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thermal radiation can become significant and cannot be ignored.
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Figure 29 Room-temperature (a) hemispherical transmittance and (c) emittance / 

absorption along (100) direction of single crystal 13.5 YSZ specimens with various 

thicknesses [78].

This effect has been observed by several researchers [38, 79, 80]. The measured thermal

conductivities are found to contradict this trend and the increases in thermal conductivity

with temperature are observed in both lanthanum zirconates and zirconia-based ceramic

coatings. According to thermal conductivity theory, the intrinsic thermal conductivity of

ceramic coatings has an inverse dependence on temperature. However, values of

measured thermal conductivities are found to contradict this trend. Increase in thermal
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conductivity with rising temperature has been observed and is attributed to thermal 

radiation since the TBC materials are partially or folly transparent to the thermal 

radiation at typical engine operating temperatures.

20Q0K
1000000 - 1800K

10000 -

100 -

0.1 2.1 4.1 6.1 8.1 10.1 12.1

W avelength (micron)

Figure 1 Emission energy with a black body spectrum at different temperatures.

The temperature increase on the metallic substrate caused by thermal radiation has been 

evaluated by Siegel and Spuckler in their analysis o f thermal radiation effects in turbine 

engine TBCs [81]. In this study, the engine thermal environment was summarized with 

regard to factors affecting radiative heat transfer: Radiation transport through thermal 

barrier coatings to the metal component originates from two sources: ( 1 ) external

radiation from hot gases or soot, which is directly incident onto the coating surface and is 

transmitted to the substrate; and (2 ) internal radiation emission within the hot coating 

itself when heated by convection from combustion gases, conduction within the coating 

system or absorption o f external and internal radiation. The energy equations including
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radiation transfer within the coatings were established [81]. By solving these equations, 

it was found that if the hot gas temperature is 2000K, the temperature increase on the 

metallic substrate resulting from radiation effects could reach as high as 50°C as 

compared to that of an opaque coating, as shown in Figure 31. Thus, at high 

temperatures, thermal radiation is a very important heat transport mechanism.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Position within coating and metal, x, mm

Figure 31 Temperature distributions calculated in a zirconia thermal barrier coating on 

the wall of a combustor compared with an opaque thermal barrier coating [81].

2.6.2.2. Radiation transfer within ceramic coating materials

Unlike that in a single crystal YSZ, thermal radiation transferred through YSZ thermal 

barrier coatings deposited by either plasma spray or EB-PVD processes will experience 

scattering caused by pores and other defects in the coatings. Radiation transmitted 

through such ceramic coatings experiences absorption, emission, and scattering. 

According to radiation transfer theory [82], at the direction m of solid angle, the radiation

1986
Opaque coating 

Translucent, n = 1.58 
Translucent, n = 2.10

Metal wall

Zirconia coating

1500
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intensity iA (k x , co) along a path x within a medium can be expressed as:

diXic ,,co) . . x r r
—   +  h  ( K x  M  =  h  \ * i » a ]

x

(Eq. 42)

I\(kx, a>) in (Eq. 42) is the source function, representing the sum of the gain by local 

blackbody emission ixbi^x) and the gain by scattering in x the direction. oS) is given 

by:

h  ( K x  y®) = 0  ~ n x ( K x )) • ixb ( K x ) + f l 0 h  ( K x » a (®»®/ )<&»/

(Eq. 43)

where 0x(co, co,) is the phase function; and ©, is the incident solid angle, representing the 

radiation from the direction cot and scattered into co. And 

do) = sin OdOdcp

(Eq. 44)

where 6  and cp are polar and circumferential angles of the radiation within the medium. 

The subscript X means that radiation intensity is a function of wavelength. k x , a function 

ofx, is the optical depth defined by:

£[<*;, (**)+0 -rf(x*)]<fc* = | ' K /1( x * )dx

(Eq. 45)

where K /1(x*) = a /1(x*)+<xi/1(x’) ,  is the extinction coefficient; a A (x*) and crvA (x*)are 

the absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient respectively; and (ata ) in (Eq. 43) 

is termed the albedo and is defined as:
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n , W  = .......^

(Eq. 46)

The intensity emitted from the blackbody within the coating is given by:

2n2s Cx 
»  X5{ec^ n x ) - \ )

(Eq. 47)

where, T(x) is the temperature at x  position in the coating, ns is the refractive index of the 

coating, and C, = 0.59552137 x 108 W-jjm4 !{m •sr), C2 = 14387.752 fjm-K.

The coating layer can be simplified as a plane due to its large dimensions relative to its 

thickness. As such, the heat transfer from the coating surface to the metal substrate can 

be simplified as a one-dimensional model. Therefore, (Eq. 44) becomes: 

do) = 2 n  sin 6dG = 2 juifx

(Eq. 48)

where /1 = cos# . Let the intensity of radiation transporting in a direction towards the 

metal substrate within the ceramic coating at position x  be denoted as i\(tcz ,ju), and the 

intensity in the opposite direction at position x  be denoted as , as shown in

Figure 32. The variations of radiation intensity through the ceramic coating can then be 

expressed as:

/;(* ,,/< )  = /;(o , + i  f

(Eq. 49)
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where 0  < // < 1 ; i \  (0 , f j)  is the radiation intensity at the coating surface in the positive 

direction; and dKx = K x(x*)dx*.

r ^ . M )  = - i  f
H

(Eq. 50)

where — 1 < / /  < 0 ; k dx is the optical depth at the position x - D ,  where D is the

thickness of the thermal barrier coating; i~x {KDX,j l )  is the radiation intensity in the

negative direction at the interface between the coating and metal substrate in the negative 

direction.

Ceramic Coating Metal Substrate

180*0

Figure 32 Schematic diagram of radiation intensity variation transporting through a 

ceramic coating.

The spectral radiation flux through the coating can be evaluated by integrating the 

intensity of radiation over all directions:

<7,i (Kx )d& = | =o (*T >/*) ~ h (*T
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(Eq. 51)

As seen from equation (Eq. 51), the value for the [ i +x {k x , ju)  -  ix {k x ,-//)] term should be

kept as low as possible in order to reduce the total radiation flux into the TBC system. 

This can be achieved by either increasing the reflected radiation, i.e. 

maximizingiA ( / cA, - j u ) ,  or by increasing both the absorption coefficient a A ( x )  and the 

scattering coefficient <xu (x) to attenuate i+A{xA, T h e  most effective method to

increase the reflectivity of the radiation is to use multiple layered coatings with 

alternating layers of materials with high and low refractive indices. The design 

methodology of such coating structures will be detailed in this study.

2.7. Methods to Reduce Thermal Conduction through TBCS

It is well known, from thermal conductivity theory, that to reduce thermal conduction of 

TBC materials, one effective method is to increase the phonon scattering centers by 

doping or modifying the coating’s microstructure. Another is to find new materials with 

low intrinsic thermal conductivity. In the last decade, a host of new materials, novel 

microstructures, and advanced coating application technologies has led to improved 

thermal insulation capability, durability and stability at higher temperature, as well as 

better mechanical properties, which will be described in detail in the flowing section.

2.7.1. Introduction of Crystal Defects

Zirconium oxide has a lower intrinsic thermal conductivity than other ceramics such as

A I 2O 3 . Stabilized zirconia has an even lower thermal conductivity than pure zirconia due
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to the introduction of crystal defects. The addition of the metal oxides with cation 

valence less than 4+ to zirconia will create more O2' vacancies in the ionic lattice in order 

to maintain electrical neutrality. These vacancies strongly scatter phonons by virtue of 

both missing mass and missing interatomic linkage and result, therefore, in a decrease in 

the thermal conductivity. Alperine [38] and Nicholls [5] have reported that the measured 

thermal conductivities of bulk zirconia ceramic and zirconia TBC are a function of the 

yttria content. Figure 33 shows that the thermal conductivity decreases as the yttria 

content increases. However, further reduction in thermal conductivity of YSZ through 

yttria addition is limited by the need to stabilize the zirconia diffusionless tetragonal t ’- 

phase structure, since the high dopant concentration reduces the toughness of coatings

[83]. Furthermore, the addition of tetravalent oxides, such as ceria (CeC^), to the zirconia 

has also shown a reduction in thermal conductivities without creating any oxygen 

vacancies. It has been reported that the 17mol% ceria stabilized zirconia has the same 

thermal conductivity as that of 4mol% yttria stabilized zirconia [84]. This suggests that 

replacement of zirconium atoms by other dopant cations can also create scattering centers 

and result in the reduction of thermal conductivity, although these effects are much 

weaker than that of vacancies.

For the ZrC>2 -  M2O3 binary system, where M represents a trivalent metal ion, a semi- 

empirical phonon model indicated that there is a linear trend of decreasing thermal 

conductivity with increasing cation size of the dopant for the partially stabilized YPSZ, 

DyPSZ and SmPSZ. This model was confirmed experimentally [1, 30]. However, the 

study of phase stability of ZrC>2 -  M2O3 binary system at the same dopant concentration
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showed that zirconia doped with larger or smaller cations than Yb and Y cations is not 

stable, as shown in Figure 11. The cation sizes of Yb and Y are interestingly close to the 

size of the coordinating oxygen cube and therefore increase phase stability of doped 

zirconia.

3.5
♦ EB-PVD TBC 
■ APS TBC
* Bulk Zirconia£

i . 2.5
Xx*

tS
s-asoO

1.5

0.5

20 250 5 10 15

Yttria [wt.% ]

Figure 33 Thermal conductivities of zirconia ceramic and zirconia thermal barrier 

coatings as a function of the yttria content [5]

To incorporate more scattering centers without affecting the crystal structure and phase 

stability, transition metal oxides and rare earth oxides have been used either singly or 

together as dopants for YSZ. For example, Tamarin et al. [85] added five types of metal 

oxides with total amounts less than 5% to ZrC>2 -  8 Y2O3, and reductions of 30-40% in 

thermal conductivity were achieved for EB-PVD coatings compared to ZrC>2 -  8 Y2O3 

when measured at elevated temperatures.

According to thermal conductivity theory, additions of elements with high atomic mass
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will provide more effective scattering centers. Based on this, Rickerby and his coworkers

[84] examined five dopants: E^Cb, NiO, Nd2C>3, Gd2C>3 and Yb2 0 3 . For a 4mol% 

addition of each oxide, thermal conductivities of TBCs doped with Neodymia and 

Gadolinia dropped to 0.89W/mK and 0.86W/mK, respectively, when measured at room 

temperature. For an 8 mol% addition of E^Cb and Nd2C>3, 32% and 52% reductions in 

thermal conductivity were achieved respectively. However, there is no clear trend 

indicating how the ionic size or mass of the dopant cations affects thermal conductivities. 

These experimental results might be skewed by the pores existing in the EB-PVD 

coatings. Thus, fully densed co-doped materials may give more accurate results with 

regard to the intrinsic properties of the doped oxides.

To study the effects of mass and ionic radius of doped cations on the thermal 

conductivity of zirconia without the influence of pores in the material, densified zirconia 

co-doped with tantala and yttria or niobia and yttria, was investigated by Raghavan et al. 

[8 6 ], In this study, Ta2 0 s or N^Os was added in the same amount as Y2O3 to annihilate 

oxygen vacancies. Both doped cations were expected to scatter phonons due to the 

difference in ionic radius, mass difference and atomic bonding. The tantalum ion was 

expected to be a more effective dopant than the niobium ion due to its twofold mass 

difference. The experimental results showed both measured thermal conductivities of the 

8.52mol% tantala / 9.93mol% yttria co-doped zirconia and 9.64mol% niobia / 9.58mol% 

yttria co-doped zirconia are very close to that of 4mol% YSZ. This indicated that the 

differences in ionic mass and radius between the doped ions and zirconium ions, as 

shown by the data in Table 4, affect the thermal conductivity, although the effect may not
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be as strong as that of vacancies. However, there was little difference in thermal 

conductivity between the tantala / yttria co-doped zirconia and niobia / yttria co-doped 

zirconia, indicating that the effect of mass difference is much smaller than that of ionic 

difference.

To reduce the thermal conductivity and at the same time to improve the coatings sintering 

resistance, a multi-component defect-clustering approach was employed [87, 8 8 ]. In this 

approach, a group of selected oxides including Nd2 0 3  (Gd2C>3, Sm2C>3) and Yb2 0 3  

(SC2O3) were doped into conventional zirconia and hafnia yttria to create 

thermodynamically stable, highly defective lattice structures with essentially immobile 

defect clusters and/or nanoscale ordered phases. With this nanoscaled defect clustering 

structure, the cluster containing coating systems exhibited much lower thermal 

conductivity than conventional YSZ coatings or singly doped YSZ coatings at both room 

temperature and high temperatures; and thermal conductivity of the cluster oxide coatings 

generally decreased with increasing total dopant concentration, as shown in Figure 34.

Based on the review of doped or co-doped zirocnia, it is observed that increases in crystal 

defects, such as more oxygen vacancies, differences in mass or ionic radius, can 

effectively reduce thermal conductivity of the zirconia and other ceramic materials. 

However, the practical use of these doped coating materials may be limited by their 

thermal cyclic life and durability. For example, thermal cycling tests on multi- 

component rare earth oxide doped TBCs showed that the cyclic life of doped coatings 

generally decreased with increasing dopant concentration [89]. Among all the doped 

zirconia based ceramic materials, 4mol% YSZ exhibited excellent furnace cyclic
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durability. The t ’ phase containing yttria has a better cyclic resistance and higher fracture 

toughness than the cubic phase with higher yttria content.
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Figure 34 Thermal conductivity of plasma-sprayed oxide cluster 9YSZ-Nd-Yb coatings 

and a baseline ZrC>2 -  4.55 mol%Y2 0 3  (4.55YSZ) coating as a function of test time 

measured at a surface temperature of 1316°C [89].

2.7.2. Modification of Thermal Barrier Coating Microstructures

The microstructure and pore morphologies of thermal barrier coatings have a significant 

effect on thermal conductivity. As discussed previously, plasma sprayed coatings 

provide greater resistance to heat flow than EB-PVD coatings due to their different pores 

morphology. To couple the pore morphology that offers the highest impedance to heat 

flow with the columnar microstructure to achieve improved thermal and mechanical 

performance, a novel thermal barrier coating that exhibited a columnar structure with zig

zag morphology pores is presented in Figure 35 [90]. The coating was deposited by
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electron beam-directed vapor deposition (EB-DVD) technology. Several EB-DVD 

coatings, having a different zig-zag column morphology were examined and the thermal 

conductivity of the EB-DVD deposited zig-zag TBC with a 13.1pm wavelength had the 

minimum value of 0.8W/mK at room temperature [91].

Layer interfaces were introduced into each column of an EB-PVD coating [5, 45]. As 

seen in Figure 36, the layers in each column are approximately parallel to the coating 

surface, and the densities are changed from layer to layer by switching the D.C bias 

applied to the substrate between high and low levels during deposition. The periodicities 

of the layers are chosen to lie between 0 .2 - 2 . 0  pm and centered at a wavelength of 

0.7pm. The combination of the layer boundaries and variations in density is thought to 

be able to reduce both phonon and photon transport. The measured thermal conductivity 

of this microstructure indicated that a 37-45% reduction in thermal conductivity was 

achieved, depending on the process variables used, as shown in Figure 37.

zig-zag 
amplitude, a ,

high lateral compliance -*
pore 

inclination, o>
low 

thermal 
conductivity 

- 1.4WfmK)zig-zag 
wavelength,I

bond coat
type Iff 
pores superalloy

Figure 35 Zig-zag pores at different scale levels [90].
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Figure 36 Layered structured EB-PVD TBC introduced by Plasma Assisted Physical 

Vapor Deposited (PAPVD) processing of the ceramic [5].

Figure 37 Thermal conductivities of layered EB-PVD TBC systems compared to the 

EB-PVD and thermal sprayed TBCs [5].

As described earlier, the inner layer of EB-PVD TBC exhibits lower thermal conductivity 

than the columnar grained outer layer. Based on these findings, a modified coating 

structure was developed by creating periodic strain fields within the TBC using a 

“shutter” method during the EB-PVD deposition process. It consists of multiple layers, 

each layer having a microstructure similar to that of the inner zone of initial EB-PVD

EB-PVD PAPVD PAPVD
JBC Layered Layered

TBC uer.1 TBC uer.2

Plasma 
Sprayed TBC
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coating, as shown in Figure 38.

(a) Single Layered 
Columnar Coating

(b) Multilayered 
Columnar Coating

Figure 38 (a) Typical standard vapor phase columnar structure; and (b) modified

columnar microstructure with multiple interfaces [45].
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Figure 39 Thermal conductivity of EB-PVD coatings as a function of total number of 

layers produced by the “shutter” method, measured at various stages of testing, where ko 

= as deposited, k2 = after 2hrs, and ks = after 5hrs of testing [45],

The increased phonon scattering centers caused by a number of interfaces, grain
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boundaries as well as microporosity within each layer therefore resulted in a reduction in 

thermal conductivity. Figure 39 shows the measured thermal conductivity of EB-PVD 

coatings as a function of the total number of layers produced by the “shutter” method. 

There is an observed 30% reduction in thermal conductivity for coatings with 20 layers 

[45].

2.7.3. Development of New Generation of TBC Materials

It is well known that increasing operating temperatures will improve the performance of 

gas turbine and diesel engines. However, at temperatures above 1200°C, conventional 

YSZ is unable to provide thermal protection to metallic substrates as it exhibits 

destabilization of the tetragonal t' phase to tetragonal and cubic on extended exposure. 

On cooling, the tetragonal phase will transform to monoclinic phase, which results in 

cracking [64, 83, 92]. In addition, at high temperatures, YSZ exhibits a sintering effect, 

which will cause an increase in Young’s modulus and thermal conductivity [60]. Thus, 

the development of new thermal barrier coating materials, which can sustain temperatures 

beyond 1200°C, is required.

The rare earth zirconates, such as La2Zr2 0 7 , Nd2Zr2 0 7 , and Ga2Zr2 0 7 , have been found to 

be the most promising TBC materials for the future. These zirconates have a typical 

composition of A2B2O7 and have cubic pyrochlore structures, as shown in Figure 40 [93, 

94]. For comparison, the fluorite structure of ZrC>2 is also shown in the figure. They 

assume a single pyrochlore phase which is stable up to the melting point at 2300°C [95]. 

Additionally, rare earth zirconates are not oxygen transparent and have very low thermal
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conductivity values.

unoccupied 
80 site

(a) Pyrochlore structure of A2B207 (b) Fluorite structure of Zr02

Figure 40 Schematics of (a) the partial unit cell of the pyrochlore structure [93], (b) unit 

cell of fluorite structure.
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Figure 41 Z1O 2 -  LaC>2 phase diagram [96] exhibits stable pyrochlore structure at high 

temperatures.
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Figure 41 is the ZrC>2 -  LaCh phase diagram [96]. It can be seen that the stoichiometric 

La2Zr2C>7 has a stable pyrochlore structure up to the melting temperature of 2300°C. This 

characteristic of the lanthanum zirconate makes it the most promising material as TBC.

One of the basic requirements for thermal barrier coatings is low intrinsic thermal 

conductivity, which is associated with the increasing complexity of the crystallographic 

structure and differences in atomic weight and ionic radius inside the unit cell [69, 72]. 

Compared with the cubic fluorite structure of YSZ, the pyrochlore structure is similar, 

but with one missing oxygen atom and a large number of displaced oxygen atoms within 

a unit cell. Therefore, the pyrochlore crystal can be considered as an ordered, highly 

defective fluorite solid solution with reduced symmetry and more complicated structure. 

As such, it exhibits reduced intrinsic thermal conductivity. Experimental study showed 

that at 1000°C, the thermal conductivities are 1.5-1 . 6  W/m-K and 1.2-1.3 W/m-K for 

dense l^ Z ^ C b  and Nd2Zr2C>7, respectively [95, 97]. At 700°C, the thermal conductivity 

values range from 1.5 to 1.6 W/m-K for dense Gd2Zr2C>7, Nd2Zr2C>7 and Sm^Z^CL while 

the thermal conductivity of dense 7YSZ is 2.3 W/m-K. Figure 42 illustrates the thermal 

conductivities of some pyrochlore compositions compared with that of YSZ. Lanthanum 

zirconate and neodymium zirconate as well as gadolinium zirconate exhibit lower 

thermal conductivities than YSZ.

Among the zirconates examined, lanthanum and zirconium have similar vapor pressure;

this makes vapor deposition easier [96] than for the doped zirconia. In addition, atomistic

simulation indicated that the rare earth zirconates have higher oxygen-anion Frenkel pair

energies than that of YSZ and therefore it requires higher activation energy for oxygen to
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migrate in zirconate [94, 98, 99], This characteristic of reduced oxygen transparency of 

lanthanum zirconate provides better bond coat oxidation resistance than YSZ could offer 

[100],
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Figure 42 Thermal conductivities of some pyrochlore compositions (compared to bulk 

YSZ) [97]

However, the lower coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the rare earth zirconates 

could present challenges for their potential application as TBC since the lower CTE, 

relative to bond coat and superalloy substrate, may lead to higher thermal stresses during 

thermal cycling. On the other hand, the Young’s moduli of the zirconates are about 15% 

lower and could compensate for the effect of the higher mismatch in CTE and alleviate 

the stresses. The values of CTE as well as Young’s moduli for selected zirconates and 

YSZ are given in Table 3.
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Table 3 Thermal expansion coefficients and Young’s moduli of various zirconates

Material Thermal expansion coefficient (xlO' 6 K '1) Young’s modulus (GPa)

Gd2Zr2C>7 8.1-10.5 at 200-1000°C [95]

Eu2Zr2 0 7 10.3-10.6 at 200~1000°C [95] 205 [99]

Nd2Zr2C>7 9.0-9.7 at 200-1000°C [95] 219 [99]

La2Zr2C>7 8 .1-9.1 at 200-1000°C [95] 175±1 [101]

Sni2Zr2 0 7 10.8 [98] 231 [99]

7 YSZ 11.5 at 200~1000°C [102] 250 / 210±10 [102]

Other research indicates that the pyrochlore zirconates readily form [3-alumina or 

perovskite between the TBC and TGO and therefore are not thermodynamically 

compatible with MCrAlY bond coat system [29]. Further developments are required in 

order to fully explore the potential of the zirconate based ceramic materials and to 

identify a more suitable bond coat if zirconates are to be used on superalloy substrates as 

TBC.

Another ceramic material, the 20mol% yttria stabilized hafnia (Hf0 2 -Y2 0 3 ), was also 

found to have low thermal conductivity and become a potential TBC candidate [102]. 

The durability test for this material showed that the phase stability was improved at a 

temperature of 1650°C with the optimized composition. Further investigations on other 

thermal and mechanical properties of the FIfC>2-Y2C)3 ceramics are required.
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2.8. Methods to Reduce Thermal Radiation through TBCS

As summarized in the early section, with increase in operating temperatures, thermal 

radiation will play an important role in heat transfer through TBC. In order to effectively 

reduce thermal radiation transport through TBC systems, research has been carried out 

with emphasis on increasing the photon scattering within the coating and increasing 

coating’s reflectivity. A layered TBC structure, produced using EB-PVD, was able to 

reduce thermal radiation by increasing scattering defects such as boundaries between 

multiple layers [104]. Increasing the number of scattering defects such as microcracks 

and pores within the coating has also been reported as another efficient way of reducing 

thermal radiation [91]. A new multiple layered coating structure was designed in which 

highly reflective metallic layers are embedded within the ceramic coatings to reduce the 

radiation heat transport [105]. A mathematical simulation on the multiple layered coating 

structure (Figure 43 (a)) concluded that there would be a 12-24% reduction in the net heat 

flux (Figure 43 (b)) for a ceramic coating containing a single metallic layer as compared 

to a ceramic coating without a reflective metallic layer. The use of metal reflective layers 

in a TBC may, however, be problematic due to the thermal expansion coefficient 

mismatch between the metallic and ceramic materials, poor adhesion of the ceramic 

material to the metal, and high thermal conductivity inherent to metals.

To increase the hemispherical reflectance of the coating, Wolfe and Singh et al. [45] have

presented a modified multiple layered structure with increased hemispherical reflectance

by periodically interrupting the incoming vapor flux during electron beam physical vapor

depositing process to vary the densities of alternating layers. The variation in densities
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between layers results in different refractive indices and therefore the reflection of 

radiation can be enhanced, as shown in Figure 44.
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Figure 43 (a) Ceramic coating having metallic reflective layers; and (b) Temperature vs. 
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Figure 44 Hemispherical reflectance o f 8YSZ/PtAl/MAR-M247 and effect o f layering 

after 20 hours at 950°C [45],
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Another technique used to produce multiple layered coatings with high reflectance is to 

incorporate two or more ceramic materials with different chemical compositions; for 

example, 8 YSZ with high refractive index material and A I 2 O 3  with low refractive index 

material can be used to create alternating layers with different refractive indices. The 

multiple layered structure with alternating 400 nm 8 YSZ and 100 nm A I 2 O 3  is shown in 

Figure 45.

Figure 45 Multiple layered 8 YSZ/AI2O3 structure with increased hemispherical 

reflectance [45].

The hemispherical reflectance to radiation at 1pm wavelength was increased from 35% 

(single layer) to 45% (20 layers), as shown in Figure 46. However, to effectively reflect 

broadband radiation, optimized design of the individual layer is required. The authors 

have designed a novel high reflectance multiple layered structure with alternating high 

and low refractive index for each layer, which covers the wavelength range where 

currently used ceramic materials are transparent. All these layers use ceramic materials 

with low thermal conductivities [106, 107]. The detailed design and its mathematical 

model will be elucidated in a later section.
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Figure 46 Multilayered TBC increases IR reflectance with fixed and variable spacing 

[45].

Based on the literature review carried out, the present research will focus on the reduction 

o f both thermal conduction and thermal radiation. More specifically, fabrication and 

characterization o f a series o f metal oxide co-doped 7 wt% yttria stabilized zirconia 

(7YSZ) materials will be conducted first. A semi-empirical thermal conductivity model 

based on thermal conductivity theory and experimental results will be established to 

provide guidance on future selection o f TBC materials with low intrinsic thermal 

conductivities. At the same time multiple layered coatings with high reflectance to 

thermal radiation will be proposed and a novel TBC structure combining multiple layered 

stacks with high reflectance to thermal radiation and a single layered coating with low 

thermal conductivity will be presented. Furthermore, the temperature distributions within
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such structures are to be calculated using energy equations and radiation transfer 

equations. The outcome of these will provide a multiple layered thermal barrier coating 

structure with reduced thermal conductivity and thermal radiation heat transport.
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3. Materials Selection and Experiments

It has been well documented that the addition of metal oxide to zirconia creates point 

defects, such as oxygen vacancies and substitution of host atoms. These point defects 

increase phonon scattering centres and thus result in a decrease in thermal conductivity, 

as summarized in the literature review.

According to thermal conductivity theory, the scattering effect from each point defect is 

associated with the type of point defect, oxygen vacancy or substitution of the host atom, 

and the characteristics of the dopant cations such as mass, ionic radius, valence. For the 

single metal oxide doped binary zirconia system with trivalent dopants, Y3+, Sr3+, Yb3+, it 

has been experimentally confirmed that thermal conductivity decreases with the increase 

in ionic radius of the dopant cations [1, 30]. Unfortunately, the phase of the single metal 

oxide doped binary system is not always stable at high temperatures, especially for binary 

systems with larger ionic radius dopant cations where the maximum temperature for 

phase stability is much lower than that of yttria or ytterbia doped zirconia systems.

On the other side, compared to the binary system, the multiple metal oxide co-doped 

zirconia system exhibits very promising properties, i.e., more stable phase at high 

temperatures [29] and lower thermal conductivity [5, 8 8 ]. These benefits make the 

multiple component doped zirconia very attractive. However, all the published 

experimental data on thermal conductivity has been based on plasma sprayed or EB-PVD 

coatings where the uncertainty in porosity may influence the measurements. 

Additionally, information on how the dopant cations affect thermal conductivity of the
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bulk multiple component doped zirconia is scarce. To understand how the thermal 

conductivity changes as a function of mass, ionic radius, valence as well as the 

concentration of the dopants in zirconia based ceramics without the influence of the 

porosity, and to provide theoretical guidance for selecting TBC materials, a series of 

ternary metal oxide co-doped zirconia systems with yttria as stabilizer were investigated 

in this study.

3.1. Material Considerations

Table 4 lists the dopant oxides used in this study. The basis for these selections is 

detailed as follows.

Table 4 Parameters of selected metal oxides used as additions to 7YSZ

Dopant Dopant cation Atomic mass of the cation Ionic radius of the cation (nm)

Y20 3 y 3+ 88.91 0.089

Ta2C>5 Ta5+ 180.95 0.068

Nb20 5 Nb5+ 92.91 0.069

Cr20 3 Cr3+ 52.00 0.063

Sc20 3 Sc3+ 44.96 0.072

Yb20 3 Yb3+ 173.04 0.086

Ce02 Ce4+ 140.11 0.092

To investigate the thermal conductivity changes independent of the influence of oxygen
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vacancies, tetravalent oxide, cerium oxide, was added to 7YSZ. When a cerium ion 

replaces a zirconium ion, there are no extra oxygen vacancies generated. Thus the 

reduction, if any, in thermal conductivity can only be caused by differences in the masses 

and ionic radii between the cerium cation and the substituted zirconium cation.

The pentavalent oxides, tantalum pentoxide TaaOs and niobium pentoxide M^Os, are 

selected with the objective of adding two oxides in the same amounts as that of Y3+ in 

7YSZ to eliminate the influence of oxygen vacancies. The pentavalent tantalum and 

pentavalent niobium have similar ionic radii, however, different ionic masses. The ionic 

radii of tantalum and niobium are smaller than that of zirconium, thus the replacement of 

a zirconium ion by either a tantalum ion or a niobium ion will cause crystal distortion and 

result in changes in bonding force. In addition, the mass of a niobium ion is close to that 

of a zirconium ion, whereas the mass of a tantalum is double that of zirconium. This 

selection is based on the hypothesis that tantala dopant should have more influence on 

thermal conductivity than niobia due to the mass differences between the dopant and the 

host atom. In solid solution, all the dopant cations including both trivalent yttrium ions 

and pentavalent ions will take over the host zirconium ions. Due to the electric charge 

compensation, oxygen vacancies created by trivalent yttrium annihilate when pentavalent 

ions are added.

To investigate how the thermal conductivity changes with ionic radii of the dopant cation 

while ensuring that the valences and masses for the selected dopants are the same, 

chromium oxide O 2O3 and scandium oxide SC2O3 are selected. Since Cr3+ and Sc3+ have 

similar masses, and the same valences but different ionic radii, the chromium oxide and
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scandium oxide could provide information on the influence of ionic radius of dopant on 

various properties of doped YSZ. While trivalent dopants Cr3+ and Sc3+ have smaller 

valences than that of zirconium, the defects types will be substitutional M3+ replacing 

Zr4+ and extra oxygen vacancy sites.

3.2. Fabrication o f Co-doped Zirconia-based Bulk Materials

3.2.1. Experimental Considerations

The purpose of this experiment is to produce dense, crack-free, and chemically 

homogeneous bulk ceramic materials using a sintering process. Sintering is a process of 

solid-state reaction and densification due to the atomic diffusion, accompanying a 

decrease in the free energy of the system [108]. The actual occurrence of sintering is 

accomplished by the transport of mass, and the movement of different types of defects. 

During sintering, the compacted bodies will generally experience three mechanisms of 

diffusion: surface diffusion at low temperature, resulting in neck growth between 

particles; grain boundary diffusion at elevated temperatures, capable of achieving relative 

densities of 90% to 95%; and lattice diffusion during the final stage, caused by the 

movement of point defects through the bulk of the lattice, controlling the grain growth 

and the chemical homogeneity of the final bulk material.

The rates of sintering are dependent on the number of contact points between different 

particles, the diffusion distances and the activation energies of the diffusion mechanisms 

described above, and sintering temperatures. Ceramics with ionic bonds have very high 

activation energies for lattice diffusion; to increase the rate of sintering, the sintering
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temperatures required are therefore very high. However, it has been well documented 

that smaller particle size, narrow particle size distributions and the consolidation of the 

powders prior to sintering will reduce the activation energies, and further reduce sintering 

temperatures or increase the sintering rate and reduce sintering time. Fine powders will 

have higher surface energies, a greater number of contact points between particles, and 

better physical and chemical uniformity; and compaction will decrease diffusion 

distances.

Considering all the factors affecting the sintering behavior, the following process steps 

were developed.

1) Powder blending and comminuting were used to mix multiple powders 

uniformly in composition and to obtain finer powders and proper particle size 

distributions.

2) Powder consolidation was used to form high density green bodies so that the 

diffusion distance would be shortened and mass transport rate increased.

3) Green bodies were heated isothermally for a period of time at high 

temperatures so that the chemical homogeneity and densification could occur by 

diffusion.

The procedure for the fabrication of bulk zirconia with metal oxide dopants is shown in 

Figure 47. The sintering is a diffusional process that proceeds at relatively high 

temperatures, usually between Vi and % of the melting temperature of the ceramic [109]. 

The sintering temperature and activation energy for lattice diffusion are determined based 

on published literatures [110]. For Z1O 2 ceramic powders with particle sizes of 

40~260pm, the grain boundary diffusion and densification of the compact body occurred
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within the temperature range of 1100-1300°C, and the lattice diffusion and ZrC>2 + Y2O3 

reaction took place within the temperature range of 1300 ~ 1500°C. Thus, in this study, 

the isothermal sintering temperature was selected to be 1500°C to ensure the activation of 

lattice diffusion and reaction between 7YSZ and dopants.

Sintering

Adding binder

Charaterization

Starting materials

Burning off binder

Powders consolidation

Powder blending and comminuting

Figure 47 Flow chart for the fabrication of bulk materials with doped metal oxides.

The sintering time required is determined based on the Fick’s second law, the Arrhenius 

relation, the concentration of dopants, and the particle size so that the sintered bulk 

materials are chemically homogeneous. According to the Fick’s second law, in one 

dimensional model along x  direction, the concentration C as a function of time t is given 

by [1 1 1 ]:
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* . D .
dt

( d 2C

v - 2dx

(Eq. 52)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, a material property for characterizing the rate of 

diffusive mass transport and is given by the Arrhenius relation:

g
D = D0 e RT

(Eq. 53)

where Q is the activation energy per mol. Solving (Eq. 52), the concentration at a 

distance x  from the surface at the sintering time t is obtained as:

C = f - ^ - Y  •e~
\nD t J

(Eq. 54)

For zirconia-based ceramics, the diffusion coefficient D of Zr cations in CaO-ZrC>2 

system was reported to be D = 10-12 cm2/s  [112] at 1500°C. Assume a diffusion depth 

xp = 35/on (considering the average particle size) and a concentration of dopants of 50% 

at xp =35 fj.m, the sintering time was estimated to be about 100 hrs. In the experiment 

conducted in this study, 1 2 0  hrs sintering time was selected to account for the differences 

in ionic radii among various dopants.

3.2.2. Starting Materials

Starting materials were high purity crystalline 7YSZ obtained from Praxair Surface

Technology. The powder specifications for 7YSZ are given in Table 5.
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Table 5 Powder specifications for 7YSZ

Manufacturer Praxair Surface Technology

Powder Size (mesh) 325

Primary particle size (pm) 1-15

Composition 3.945mol% Y20 3 -Z r0 2

Purity (%) 99.9

Table 6  Powder specifications for dopants

Dopants Powder specifications
Ta2C>5 Manufacturer Metall Rare Earth Limited

Primary particle size (pm) « 1

Purity (%) 99.9

Nb2 0 5 Manufacturer Sigma-Aldrich

Primary particle size (pm) « 1

Purity (%) 99.9
Cr20 3 Manufacturer Sigma-Aldrich

Primary particle size (pm) « 1

Purity (%) 99.9
Sc20 3 Manufacturer Metall Rare Earth Limited

Primary particle size (pm) 1 - 1 0

Purity (%) 99.9

Yb2 0 3 Manufacturer Metall Rare Earth Limited

Primary particle size (pm) 1 - 1 0

Purity (%) 99.9
Ce02 Manufacturer Metall Rare Earth Limited

Primary particle size (pm) 1 - 1 0

Purity (%) 99.9

The tantalum oxide Ta2 0 s, scandium oxide SC2O3, cerium oxide CeC>2 and ytterbium 

oxide Yb2C>3 were obtained from Metall Rare Earth Limited. The powders of niobium
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oxide Nb2Os and chromium oxide Cr2C>3 are from Sigma-Aldrich. The dopant powder 

specifications are listed in Table 6 .

These metal oxide powders were added to 7YSZ powders according to the compositions 

of 7YSZ -  3.945 mol% Ta20 5 (3.9TaYSZ), 7YSZ -  3.945 mol% Nb20 5 (3.9NbYSZ), 

7YSZ -5 mol% CrO, 5 (5CrYSZ), 7YSZ -5  mol% ScO, . 5 (5ScYSZ), 7YSZ -5  mol% 

Ce02 (5CeYSZ), and 7YSZ -5  mol% YbOi 5 (5YbYSZ), respectively. The compositions 

of these metal oxide dopants as well as the content of Y cation are shown in Table 7.

Table 7 Compositions of the dopant cations in doped 7YSZ systems

Sample ID
Co-dopant

cation

Content of co-dopant cation Content of Y 

(mol%)
(wt%) (mol%)

3.9TaYSZ Ta5+ 12.03 7.05 7.06

3.9NbYSZ Nb5+ 7.60 7.05 7.06

5CrYSZ Cr3+ 2.98 4.71 7.23

5ScYSZ Sc3+ 2.71 4.71 7.23

5YbYSZ Yb3+ 7.37 4.71 7.23

5CeYSZ Ce4+ 6.50 4.71 7.23

3.2.3. Powder Blending and Comminuting

The powder blending and comminuting are performed using a ball-milling method. 

Since the rate of milling increases with the density of the balls and inversely as the radius 

of the balls [113], small, heavy balls were therefore considered when selecting grinding 

media. Another concern is the contamination from the wear of the grinding. To prevent
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contamination, pure ZrC>2 balls were selected. ZrC>2 has a higher density of 6.27g/cm3 

compared with other ceramic materials. The size of each ZrC>2 ball was 10 mm in 

diameter. A neoprene barrel with quick-sealed, leak proof closures was purchased from 

United Nuclear, Scientific Equipment & Supplies. The dimensions of the barrel is 4.5" in 

diameter and 4.75" in height. In the experiment, the barrel was filled with 1.9 lb zirconia 

balls and 11b starting powders, and placed on a Turbula T2C mix shaker made by Willy 

A. Bachofen AG Maschinenfabrik CH-4005 Basel/ Schweiz. The rotation of the shaker 

was set to its lowest speed of 2 0  t/min (turns per minute) to avoid overheat inside the mill 

due to friction. The grinding cycle was 2hrs on and 1 hr off. The total blending time is 

50 hours. Since the rate of grinding also depends on the initial particle size [113], it is 

very difficult to comminute the powder further when the particle size reaches 1 pm. 

Figure 48 shows the powders morphology after ball milling for different milling times. A 

Hitachi S-570 scanning electron microscope was used to examine the powder size and 

morphology.

Figure 48 SEM image of powder size after ball milling (a) 20 hrs and (b) 50 hrs.
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3.2.4. Powder Consolidation

The process of powder consolidation is used to form a homogeneous green body with 

high packing density. The effect of compact pressure on green density and sintering 

density for microsized 8 YSZ powders has been examined [110]. The results indicated 

that increasing the compaction pressure beyond 150MPa did not result in higher sintered 

density. Thus, in our experiment, the uniaxial pressure of 200MPa was thought to be 

sufficient.

All the powders were uniaxially pressed at 200MPa using cylindrical 25 mm dies. To 

prevent cross contamination, each die was used for one specific composite powder. The 

dies were made from precipitation hardened stainless steel and the surfaces were well 

polished to reduce friction between the particles and the wall. Before the milled powders 

were loaded into the die, a small amount of binder was added to provide strength to the 

green body. After the pressure was applied for 10 minutes, the compacted body was 

ejected from the die. To minimize friction between the compact and the die wall and 

surface of the punches, a Teflon release agent was used as lubricant.

3.2.5. Sintering Process

The samples were sintered in an air furnace at 1500°C. When the furnace temperature 

reached 200°C, the binder was burned off. The furnace was a Lindberg/Blue BF51333C. 

It is constructed with rugged firebrick insulation for stability and silicon carbide heating 

elements to maximize heat transfer. A digital single setpoint controller was used for the 

temperature control. The equipment is shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 49 Furnace used for sintering metal oxide co-doped zirconia based ceramics.
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Figure 50 Temperature cycle for the sintering process. The holding time at 1500°C 

1 2 0  hours.
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Figure 50 shows the temperature cycle for the sintering process. The heating rate was 

3~4°C/min from room temperature to 1000°C; between 1000°C~1350°C, the heating rate 

was reduced to l~2°C/min; above 1350°C, the heating rate was less than l°C/min. 

Holding time at 1500°C was 120hours. After sintering, the samples were furnace cooled. 

The cooling rate was 13 ~ 14°C/min before the temperature was lowered to 1000°C; the 

cooling rate was 4.6 ~ 1.52°C/min before the temperature was dropped to 700°C from 

1000°C.
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4. Characterization of the Alloyed Powders and the Sintered 

Materials

In this chapter, the experimental tools and methods for examining the sintering behavior 

and properties of the doped zirconia based materials are described. The characterization 

of the sintered materials included:

1. Density measurement. The density of the sintered material would provide the 

information on the densification of the sintered samples. This was also an 

important parameter in calculating the thermal conductivity. The density was 

measured using Archimedes method [114].

2. Powder characterization. The morphologies of the original powders and the 

alloyed powders were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

From the secondary electron images (SEI) obtained from the SEM, the powder 

sizes and size distributions were examined so that the time for mechanical 

alloying was determined.

3. Microstructural examinations. To obtain further information on the extent of 

sintering, the microstructures of the doped samples were examined using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM). Both secondary electron images (SEI) and 

backscattering electron images (BEI) were captured. The SEI was used to 

examine the sample surface and fraction sections; and the BEI was used to 

conduct image analysis and elemental composition analysis.

4. Evaluation of volume fraction of porosity. The porosity within the samples will
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affect the mechanical and thermal properties of the sintered materials. To 

calculate the fraction of porosity, the BEI obtained from SEM and image analyzer 

were used.

5. Elemental composition analysis. To examine the chemical homogeneity of the 

sintered materials, quantitative elemental composition analysis was performed 

using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Both point analysis and dot 

mapping were conducted by collecting the specified characteristic x-ray of the 

element of interest.

6 . Phase identification. The phase present after sintering in each sample was 

analyzed using x-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques. In addition, the molar 

fractions of monoclinic phase were evaluated from the x-ray diffraction patterns 

using the method proposed by Miller et al [115].

7. Thermal analysis. The study of phase transformations as well as the specific heat 

evaluation of each sample were performed using differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC). The values of the measured specific heat were used for the calculation of 

thermal conductivities; and the behavior of phase transition at high temperatures 

could help to determine the high temperature phase.

8 . Determination of mechanical properties. The influence of the dopants on the 

mechanical properties of the sintered materials was examined by measuring 

elastic modulas using a nano-indentation method.

9. Measurement of thermal diffusivity. The thermal diffusivity of each doped YSZ 

sample was measured using a laser flash technique so that the thermal 

conductivity of the sample can be calculated.
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The detailed testing methods and the equipment used are discussed in the following 

sections.

4.1. Density Measurement

According to the Archimedes’s theorem, the bulk density of a solid is given as:

^  ^ d r y  P liquid
Pbulk

m  sat ~ m susp

(Eq. 55)

where: p bulk is the bulk density of the sample; mdry is the dry mass of the sample; p liquid 

is the density of the saturating / suspending liquid; sample; msat is the saturated mass of 

the sample; and msusp is the suspended mass of the sample. Thus, to obtain the density of 

the sintered material, data on the dry mass mdry, the saturated mass msat and the 

suspended mass m was required.

All the masses were measured using a digital weighing scale with an accuracy of 

O.OOOOlg. Approximately lg of specimen was used for each measurement. The sintered 

pellets were weighed for their dry masses first. The samples were then submerged in 

distilled water. The suspended weight was measured by hanging a saturated pellet from 

the balance into a beaker of distilled water. Next, the saturated weight was measured by 

blotting the sample with a paper towel to remove the excess water from the surface. 

Substituting these measured data and the density of distilled water into (Eq. 55), the 

sintered density of various metal oxide doped yttria stabilized zirconia bulk materials
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were calculated.

4.2. Powder Characterization

The Hitachi S-570 SEM was used to examine the powder sizes and size distributions for 

both the original powders and the powders after mechanical alloying.

The Hitachi SEM was a microscope with a magnification range of 35X to 10,000X. This 

microscope used a tungsten filament thermionic emission gun as its electron beam 

emission source. When the electron beam emitted from the electron gun was focused 

onto the surface of the sample in a scanning pattern, interactions between the incoming 

electrons and the atoms composing the sample produced three types of signals with 

different energies: secondary electrons, backscattered electrons and characteristic x-rays, 

as schematically illustrated in Figure 51 [116]. These signals were emitted from the 

different regions of the specimen and could provide the required information on the 

materials.

Electron beam

77777777777777,
Auger electrons ^

Secondary electrons

Backscattered electrons
Continuous

X-rays
Characteristic X-rays

Fluorescent
X-rays

Figure 51 Different types of electrons originating from the interaction volume of the 

samples [116].
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The secondary electrons (SE) were caused by inelastic collisions with the atoms in the 

specimen and generally had a low energy ranging from 0 to several tens of eV. Because 

of this low energy, only the electrons emitted from a thin layer (in the nm range) could be 

detected. Since the secondary electrons emitted in all directions could be collected by the 

secondary detector, an image such as by shadowless illumination could be obtained. The 

variation in contrast was therefore determined by the sample’s topography. Thus, the 

secondary electron signals were considered to be the most suitable signals for providing 

information on the specimen’s surface topography.

The backscattered electrons (BSE) were caused by elastic collisions between the 

incoming primary electrons and the nuclei of the sample atoms and had energy as high as 

that of the incident electrons. Due to their higher energy, the information from the deeper 

layers (in the range of several 10’s of nm to lOOnm) could be obtained. If the specimen 

is even, the backscattering coefficient of incident electrons is larger for the atom with 

large atomic numbers and thus resulting in a brighter area in the image. Therefore, two 

types of information could be obtained from the backscattered electron image: the 

composition difference and the topography. Regions differing in composition (e.g. grain 

interior and grain boundary) could therefore be identified. The backscattered electrons 

were generally detected by a highly sensitive annular type semiconductor detector, which 

is located above the specimen.

Characteristic x-rays were emitted from the specimen when an electron from the primary 

beam removed an electron from an inner shell of a specimen atom, an outer shell electron 

with higher energy decayed and filled the vacancy by releasing an x-ray photon. Since
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the energies of individual shell electrons were determined by the type of elements, the x- 

ray generated by the electron transition from high-energy shell to low-energy shell was 

called the characteristic x-ray and could be used for identifying the element. In addition, 

the intensity of the x-rays is directly associated with weight or atomic fraction of each of 

those chemical elements. Thus, the x-rays could be used for analyzing the element both 

qualitatively and quantitatively.

Based on the SEM functions described above, to analyze the powders morphologies, the 

secondary electron images were enough to provide information on the powder size, shape 

and size distributions.

Sample preparation: A thin layer of powder particles was firmly attached to a SEM stage 

using a tape. Then, an air blow gun was to clean the specimen so that no loose particles 

were left. Since the non-conductive ceramic powder could result in charging effects due 

to the buildup of a space charge region, which would deflect the incident electron beam 

and lead to image distortions, a thin layer of conductive carbon was deposited onto the 

specimen’s surface using an E306 Edwards vacuum coater. The layer thickness was 

about 200A.

4.3. Microstructural Examination o f the Sintered Samples

To acquire information on porosity at the surface and inside the sintered samples, grain

size and sintering effects, the secondary electron images captured from the surface and

fracture sections were obtained using a Hitachi S-570 SEM. To analyze the elemental

compositions within the sintered samples and to calculate the volume fraction of porosity
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and grain size, the backscattered electron images, which were used for EDS analysis and 

image analyzer, respectively, were obtained from the etched/polished surfaces of the 

samples.

Sample preparation: All the specimens were ultrasonically cleaned and firmly attached to 

the sample stage. The surfaces were carbon-coated using an E306 Edwards vacuum 

coater to prevent charging effects due to the non-conductivity of zirconia-based ceramics. 

For the specimens used for obtaining BEI, the surfaces of the cross sections were 

polished using diamond-coated polishing films and diamond up to 0.25pm; and then 

etched using 10%HF acid for 30 minutes so that the grain boundary could be easily 

identified.

Finally, the grain sizes were estimated from the SEM images obtained by using an 

intercept method. A straight line was drawn through the photomicrographs that show the 

grains structure. The grains intersected by each line segment are counted, the line length 

is then divided by an average of the number of grains intersected, taken over all the line 

segments.

4.4. Volume Fraction o f Porosity in the Sintered Samples

For the materials fabricated by the sintering process, porosity may remain inside the

sintered samples and affect the thermal and mechanical properties of the materials. The

existence of porosity could result in the reduction in measured thermal conductivity

compared with that of fully dense materials with no porosity. Similarly, elastic modulus

of the material could also be reduced due to the existence of porosity. Thus, knowledge

1 1 1
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of the volume fraction of porosity as well as the pore size and shape are required for the 

corrections of the measured thermal conductivity and elastic modulus.

The determination of the average pore size distribution and overall porosity was 

accomplished using the Clemex Vision PE 4.0 Image Analysis System, Clemex 

Technologies, Inc. The raw images were loaded into the software and an automated 

routine was established to ensure invariant image analysis of the images. The porosity 

was estimated by setting up a threshold according to its different gray level when 

compared with the dense part. However, the arbitrary choice of the gray level threshold 

may cause inaccuracies in the data. Digital area analysis determined the number of pores, 

their respective size fractions, and the total porosity area. If the pore was assumed to be 

spherical, the volume fraction of porosity was approximately equal to the area fraction.

The backscattered electron images obtained from SEM were used for the image analysis 

so that higher contrast could be used to increase the accuracy of the data. About 100 

pores per specimen were measured to obtain the average pore size; and at least 5 

representative BSE images per specimen were used to obtain the pore volume fractions.

4.5. Elemental Composition Analysis

The quantitative elemental composition analysis of the doped samples was conducted

using an energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS) with a Si (Li) semiconductor

detector placed at the tip of the detector, which was installed in the Philips XL30 SFEG

SEM. The detection limit in bulk materials of this EDS was about 0.1 wt% and resolution

wasl42.07eV. However, for the light elements such as oxygen with a low-energy
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(<0.7KeV) x-ray line, the atomic fraction or weight fraction would not be accurate due to 

its uncertain large mass absorption coefficient. This inaccuracy could also affect the data 

of other elements. Thus, only semi-quantitative EDS results could be given in this 

measurement.

The distributions of all the elements including the dopant cations within the doped 

samples were examined, respectively. The selection of the points for elemental 

composition analysis was performed manually using a backscattered electron image. 

About 8  points were selected within the area of grains and across the grain boundaries, 

and the beam size at each point detected was ~ 30 nm in diameter. Data was collected in 

0.3eV increments with a dwell time at 50 psec each step. The tilted angle of the sample 

was at 0 °.

Specimen preparation: The specimens used for elemental analysis were polished using 

diamond-coated polishing films and diamond up to 0.25pm; and then ultrasonically 

cleaned and firmly attached to the sample stage. The surfaces were carbon-coated using 

an E306 Edwards vacuum coater to prevent charging effects due to the non-conductivity 

of zirconia-based ceramics.

4.6. Phase Identification

In the sintered zirconia based materials, the room temperature phase might contain

monoclinic, tetragonal or cubic phases. To identify those phases present at room

temperature, as well as to estimate the proportions of different phases in multiphase

specimens, the qualitative x-ray diffraction (XRD) technique was used and the methods
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are described in this section.

The principle of XRD is based on Bragg’s law. When a monochromatic x-ray beam with 

wavelength A is incident on the lattice planes in a crystal at an angle#, there is a path 

difference A of x-rays diffracted by two adjacent rows of atoms in a crystal: 

A = 2d  sin # . Where d  is the spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice, as shown 

in Figure 52. By varying the incident angle#, constructive interference occurs when the 

path difference satisfies the Bragg’s law conditions: 

nA = 2dsm dB n = 1,2,3,- ••

(Eq. 56)

where, dB is called the Bragg angle.

Diffracted beamIncident beam

Figure 52 Schematic diagram of x-rays diffracted by two adjacent rows of atoms in a 

crystal.

For Bragg reflection to occur from monoclinic, tetragonal or cubic structures, the 

following relationships must be satisfied:

Cubic:

sin#„ ~ — ^]h2 + k 2 + / 2 
B 2 a
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Tetragonal:

. . X h2 + k 2 11
sm e’  '  2 i b F “ + ?

Monoclinic:

. . X h k sm B I 2 /?/cos/?
sin#,, =  a —r  + ----- r - ^  + —r ------------

2 sin /? V o b c ac

where h,k and I are the Miller’s indices; a,b and c are the lattice parameters; and /? is

the interaxial angle between b and c .

For a certain crystal structure, the Bragg angle 0B varied with Miller indices. Thus, an x- 

ray diffraction pattern with the Bragg angle and intensities of the resultant diffraction 

peaks could be obtained by scanning the sample over a certain 2 6  -range. From the 

position and relative intensities, it could be determined which phase of the material is 

present. Or the identification could be achieved by comparing the x-ray diffraction 

pattern of an unknown sample with an internal reference database of crystalline phases.

To determine the relative amounts of each phase (crystal structure) in a multiphase 

specimen, the relative integrated intensities of selected x-ray diffraction peaks were 

evaluated using the direct comparison method [115]. If the diffraction intensity by one 

type of crystal structure was described as [117]:

7, (hkl) = Ke ■ K i (hkl) ■ v,

(Eq. 57)

The volume of a certain phase v, in a multiphase specimen can therefore be obtained 

from (Eq. 57) and expressed as:
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v, = /, (hkl) / K e ■ K, (hkl)
(Eq. 58)

where I, (hkl) is the intensity of the scattered wave from the (hkl) planes of phase i ; K e 

is a constant for a particular experimental system, independent of diffraction substances; 

K'(hkl) is a factor related to diffraction reflection (hkl) from the crystal structure of

phase i ; and v; is the volume fraction of phase /' in a multiphase specimen.

The volume fraction of this phase can also be calculated using the following equation: 

v,. I, (hkl) / Kt (hkl)

I > ,  £ / , ( M / ) / ^ ( M / )
1=1 1=1

(Eq. 59)

where n is the number of phases present in the specimen.

The determination of volume fraction requires the values of K, (hkl) for each phase,

which can be determined from experiment. J. R. Brandon and R. Taylor [118] have 

obtained the volume fraction of the monoclinic phase for materials with m + t + c phase 

mixtures by defining the integrated intensity ratio X m of monoclinic phase to 

tetragonal/cubic phase:

x  ^ ( l i i H U i i T )
m / m(iii) + U i i i )  + / c,((ni)

(Eq. 60)

From this, the volume fraction of monoclinic phase is given as:
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where P = 1.3 for the monoclinic - tetragonal/cubic system as given in Ref. [118].

Similarly, the molar fractions of the monoclinic phase and tetragonal/cubic phase in a 

system containing monoclinic, tetragonal, and cubic phases for each specimen was 

calculated using the methods presented by Miller et al. [115]. Let M m and M ct be the

molar fractions of the monoclinic phase and tetragonal/cubic phase, respectively, then the 

molar fraction ratio of monoclinic phase to tetragonal/cubic phase is given by [115]:

_ 0  82 U l lT ) + U n i )
M c,  ' / c,,( ll l)

(Eq. 62)

where I m{ 1 1 1 ) and I m{\ 1 1) are the integral net intensities for the monoclinic phase 

reflected from the (1 1 1 ) and (1 1 1 ) planes, respectively; and Ic, (1 1 1 ) is the integral net 

intensity for the tetragonal or cubic phase reflected from the (1 1 1 ) plane.

The lattice parameters for the cubic phase and the axial c/a ratio for the tetragonal phase 

were determined from Bragg’s law and the crystallographic relations between lattice 

parameters and interplanar spacing d. The relationships are given as below:

For the cubic phase: 

d hki = [(h2 + k 2 + l2) / a 2\  2

(Eq. 63)
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For the tetragonal phase: 

dm = [(h2 + k 2) / a 2 +12 / c 2]Ji

(Eq. 64)

where h, k and I are the Miller indices.

From the measured lattice parameters, the yttria content in the tetragonal phase was 

determined using the relationship between the d a  ratio and mol% YOi 5 by U. Schultz 

[64], which is given by:

mo/%r o „ J . - 02223- c /a
15 0.001309

(Eq. 65)

The yttria content in the cubic phase was determined using the Aleksandrov model [26], 

which is given by:

momro,s = /( ,00+SlM-lM.)
15 zz — 5.5197 /  a -5 .5197

(Eq. 6 6 )

For 7YSZ co-doped with metal oxide, (Eq. 65) and (Eq. 6 6 ) will be used to calculate the 

equivalent yttria content.

The Rigaku™ XRD equipment with a Cu Ka radiation source (A. = 0.1542nm) was used. 

For each specimen, a scan was taken in the range 20 = 20° to 100° at a scan rate of 

0.8°/min. The x-ray peak identification, including interplanar spacing d, intensity, 20 at 

peak and full-width at half-maximum, were performed using the Jade™ 3.0 software 

package.
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Sample requirement: A sample size of 25mm in diameter was used to allow the specimen 

to be held securely in front of the x-ray beam. To avoid contamination, the samples were 

ultrasonically cleaned and blow-dried before the XRD measurements.

4.7. Phenomena o f Phase Transition

To observe the phase transition and measure the specific heats of the sintered materials, 

thermal analysis was performed using heat flux differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), 

which involves the detection of changes in the thermal energy (enthalpy) or the specific 

heat of a sample with temperature.

4.7.1. Basic Principle and Method of DSC

In heat flux DSC, the test sample and an inert reference material are enclosed in the same 

furnace and maintained at an identical temperature. Upon heating or cooling, the rate of 

heat flow to the sample and to the reference is different due to their special specific heats. 

The relationship of differential heat flow versus temperature is therefore recorded as a 

DSC thermogram. Any transition associated with absorption or evolution of heat causes 

a discontinuity in the heat flow and results in a peak on the curve. The area under the 

peak is proportional to the total enthalpy change. Thus, transition temperature peak and 

the enthalpy produced can be determined from DSC thermograms.

A Netzsch DSC 404C Pegasus calorimeter (Netzsch-Geratebau GmbH, Germany) was 

used to conduct the experiment in this study. Figure 53 is the schematic illustration of 

the DSC set up. The test specimen S and the inert reference material R are placed in
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crucibles in a furnace on two constantan platforms, which are on a constantan disc. 

Chromel-constantan thermocouples are located on the underside of each platform to 

measure the temperatures. Masses of each specimen and both crucibles are recorded 

before each DSC run. Heating and cooling are controlled through a TASC 414/4 

controller (Netzsch-Geratebau GmbH, Germany) linked to PC based software. In each 

DSC run, two temperature cycles were selected. In the first cycle, temperature was 

increased from 100°C to 1400°C at a heat rate of 20°C/min. Samples were held at 

1400°C for 5 minutes, the temperature was then decreased from 1400°C to 500°C at a 

cooling rate of 20°C/min. In the second cycle, again the temperature was increased to 

1400C at 20°C/min and after 5 minutes holding, the samples were cooled to 500°C at a 

slow cooling rate of 5°C/min. The temperature program is shown in Figure 54 while the 

DSC equipment is shown in Figure 55. During the DSC running, an inert argon gas was 

used to protect the DSC cell. However, in such an environment, some oxygen reduction 

occurred in the experiment, which prevented the data from the second DSC run from 

exactly replicating the first.

Heating Coils 

\
Heating Coils

Specim en

Inert G a s  In T herm ocoup les ln e r tG a s 0 u t  

AT

Figure 53 Schematic illustration of the heat flux DSC cell.
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Figure 54 DSC temperature program with two heating cycles.
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Figure 55 DSC equipment: Furnace /Specimen holder part [119].

4.7.2. Specific Heat Measurement

The principle for measuring specific heat of each sample using DSC was based on the
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following equation:

/-- _ mstsm DSCs PSCBas
PS rns ' DSCstw-D S C Bas' Pstw

(Eq. 67)

where CP.S is the specific heat of the sample; and CP_stm is the known standard specific 

heat of sapphire; ms and msxm are the masses of the sample and sapphire, respectively; 

and DSCs , DSCstan, and DSCBas are the DSC curves of the sample, sapphire, and 

baseline respectively.

Thus, to calculate the specific heat of the specimen, three measurements were required: a 

baseline measurement was performed by running DSC for two empty crucibles; a 

standard measurement was done by using a sapphire disc as a standard sample; and a 

sample measurement was carried out as described earlier. Within this series of 

measurements, the following test parameters must be identical: atmosphere in the 

measuring cell; argon flow rate for operation; initial temperature; heat rate and scanning 

rate; mass of crucible and lid; and the position of crucible in the cell. Most importantly, 

when selecting the table of standard values, one must be sure that the calibration 

measurement and the table are based on the same calibration material. Then the 

measurements of “sample + correction” and “standard + correction” were loaded into the 

Proteus analysis software, which is a software used for analyzing the DSC results. By 

selecting the heating segment with a heat rate of 20°C/min and the Cp-standard table for 

sapphire, the specific heat of each sample was calculated by using this software.
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Sample preparation: The weight of the samples for DSC was between 35-45mg, the 

dimension of the samples was less than that of the crucible so that the samples could be 

contained within the crucible. All the samples were ultrasonically cleaned and blow- 

dried.

4.8. Mechanical Properties o f the Sintered Samples

The elastic moduli of doped materials and the baseline 7YSZ were determined using a 

CSM Nano-indentation Tester, a high precision instrument for measuring mechanical 

properties from small volumes of material.

The testing principle is based on the Depth-Sensing Indentation technique: a load is 

increasingly applied on an indenter tip, which is driven into the surface of a material to be 

tested. Upon reaching a maximum value, the load is gradually reduced until a complete 

unloading is achieved. A curve o f the indentation load versus the corresponding 

penetration depth of the indenter is then generated for each loading/unloading cycle. A 

schematic of the indentation geometry at maximum load for an ideal conical indenter and 

the indentation load-displacement curve are shown in Figure 56 [120], where hmax is the 

maximum indentation depth under the maximum load Fmax; hc is the contact depth; and hp 

is the residual plastic deformation.

Based on the assumption that unloading is fully elastic, a reduced elastic modulus is 

evaluated from the unloading curve [1 2 0 ], using the expression:

-n-1/2 e r  1t o
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(Eq. 68)

where S  is the stiffness at the maximum loading point and can be determined from the 

unloading data; a is the contact area corresponding to the arbitrary maximum indentation 

load and is evaluated from the contact depth hc and the known geometry of the indenter. 

The contact depth hc cannot be measured directly. It is commonly estimated using the 

Oliver & Pharr method [120], which is expressed by:

where hp and Fmax were defined in Figure 56; 0  is a parameter associated with the 

geometry of indenter and is 0.72. 0.75 and 1.0 for cone, spherical, and flat-ended 

cylindrical punch, respectively.

Figure 56 (a) Schematic of the indentation testing for an ideal conical indenter and (b) 

the indentation load-displacement curve [1 2 0 ].

(Eq. 69)

Displacement, h

(a) ]  F, (b)
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There is a relationship between the reduced elastic modulus E and the elastic modulii E, 

and Es of indenter and specimen,

1 (1 -v ,2) (1 -v ,2)

E E, Es

(Eq. 70)

where v, and vs are the Poisson ratios of the indenter and specimen, respectively. With 

the known parameters of the indenter, the elastic modulus of the tested sample is 

determined. In the testing, a force of 50 mN was applied to each sample, and at four 

points of each sample surface was measured to ensure accuracy of the measurements. 

Since the measured elastic modulus is affected by the porosity existing inside each 

sintered sample, the zero-porosity elastic modulus is calculated using Mackenzie’s 

equation [1 2 1 ]:

E = E0 ( l - l . 9 P  + 0.9P2)

(Eq. 71)

where P is the volume fraction of porosity, which is obtained from image analysis, and Eo 

is the elastic modulus of a nonporous material.

Sample preparation: The sample discs were prepared with dimensions of 10mm in 

diameter and 2mm in thickness. The planar surfaces of the samples were parallel to the 

testing surface; all the samples surface were polished using diamond abrasive papers 

down to 6 pm to reduce the surface roughness. Before testing, the samples were 

ultrasonically cleaned and blow-dried.
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4.9. Measurement o f Thermal Diffusivities

Thermal conductivities of the doped materials were evaluated from the relationship:

A = a - C P ■ p

(Eq. 72)

where p  was the bulk density (kg/m3), Cp was the specific heat capacity (J/kg-K), and a  

was the thermal diffusivity (m2/s). To obtain the values of thermal conductivities of the 

doped materials, the thermal diffusivity of the doped bulk materials were required.

The thermal diffusivities of the zirconia-based materials were measured using a laser 

flash technique at IMI, NRC in Montreal. The basic principle of the laser flash 

measurement involved rapid heating of one side of the specimen using laser energy and 

measuring the temperature rise on the opposite side. Then the time required for the heat 

to travel through the sample and cause the temperature to rise on the rear face could be 

used to measure the diffusivity.

A schematic of the diffusivity measurement using the laser flash technique is shown in 

Figure 57, where a laser beam from a single pulse Nd:YAG laser with 70ps duration, 1.0J 

energy and 1.064pm wavelength was projected over the full face of the sample, which 

was placed inside an air furnace. The heat flux absorbed from the pulse laser was 

transported to the other side of the material. An InSb infrared detector was used to 

monitor the temperature history at the rear surface of the specimen over the range 2 0  to 

800°C. From the temperature rise versus time curve recorded, the time tm  and ts/6, which 

are the time periods corresponding to a temperature rise to half and five-sixths of the
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maximum temperature at the rear surface of the sample, respectively, were obtained. 

Then the thermal diffusivity was calculated using the relationships given by [122]:

*5/6  =  a  '  *5/6  / e

*5/6 — 0.968 1.6382(^2 / f 5/6) + 0.6148(fj/2 / t 5/6)1/2 '  *5/6 J *1/2 '  5/6 >

Laser energy Rear surface 

IR radiation

Heat flux

Figure 57 Schematic of laser flash diffusivity measurement.

(Eq. 73)

(Eq. 74)

IR InSb Detector

Nd:YAG Laser

Sample

Amplifier

Oscilloscope

Figure 58 Setup for thermal diffusivity measurement.
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Figure 59 Equipment for measuring thermal diffusivity

The test setup and the equipment used are shown in Figure 58 and Figure 59. To obtain a 

reliable diffusivity result, each measurement was repeated 3 times, and the reported 

values were the average of 3 measurements.

The samples had a nominal diameter of 10mm and the thicknesses were between 

400-700 pm. The surfaces at both sides were ground with diamond abrasive papers 

down to 6 pm. To eliminate the effect of radiation emitted from inside the zirconia-based 

materials and penetration of the laser beam through the sample due to the semi

transparency of the ceramic materials, prior to the measurement, the samples were 

sputter-coated with 0.15 pm thick film of gold-palladium so that the samples were 

opaque.
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5. Results and Discussion

The characteristics of the ground, alloyed powders have been examined using SEM and 

the results are shown in the following sections. The variations of the microstructures, the 

thermal, physical and mechanical properties of the sintered materials with metal oxide 

dopants have been examined and will be demonstrated and discussed in this chapter.

5.1. Powder Characterization

Powder materials in both as-received condition and after blending and 50hrs milling were 

examined using SEM and the results are given in the following section.

5.1.1. SEM Images of All As-received Powders

Figure 60 and Figure 61 show the particle morphologies of the as-received powders 

examined using scanning electron microscope. The original 7YSZ powder consists of 

highly spherical particles, which have a wide range of diameters. Each spherical powder 

particle appears to consist of an agglomeration of smaller crystals, as shown in Figure 60. 

The powders of tantalum oxide, niobium oxide and chromium oxide are very fine with 

loose bonding. The particle sizes of the powders are within the nanoscale range, as 

shown in Figure 61 (a) ~ (c). The ceria, scandia and ytterbia powders constitute irregular 

shaped agglomerates. The particle size distribution of these agglomerates is wide, 

ranging from l~15jjm, as shown in Figure 61 (d) ~ (f).
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7YSZ

Figure 60 Morphologies of the as-received 7YSZ powders.

(b)Nb20 5
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Figure 61 Morphologies of the as-received (a) Ta2 0 s powders; (b) Nt^Os powders; (c)

Cr2C>3 powders; (d) SC2O3 powders; (e) Yb2(>3 powders; (f) Ce0 2  powders.
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5.1.2. SEM Images of Selected Powders after Mechanical Alloying

The particle morphologies of 7YSZ after 50hrs ball milling are shown in Figure 62. 

Compared with the as-received 7YSZ power shown in Figure 60, it can be found that 

after 50 hrs grinding, the spherical particles of 7YSZ are broken into pieces and the 

particle sizes become smaller. Most of the particles have a size ranging from 1 to 10 pm 

and only a small number of particles have sizes about 25pm.

Figure 62 Particle morphologies of 7YSZ powders after 50hrs grinding.

Figure 63 shows the particle morphologies of the alloyed powers, including 3.9TaYSZ, 

3.9NbYSZ, 5CrYSZ, 5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ, and 5CeYSZ, after 50hrs blending and 

grinding.
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Figure 63 Morphologies of the alloyed powders after 50hrs grinding, (a) 3.9TaYSZ 

powder; (b) 3.9NbYSZ powder; (c) 5CrYSZ powder; (d) 5ScYSZ powder; (e) 5YbYSZ 

powder; and (f) 5CeYSZ powder.

The distribution of particle sizes for the alloyed 3.9TaYSZ, 3.9NbYSZ, SCrYSZ powders 

are wider than those of 5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ, and 5CeYSZ, within the range of 0.1 ~ 10 

pm, whereas 5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ, and 5CeYSZ powders have narrow particle size 

distributions. This is because the particle sizes of the Ta2 0 s, M^Os and Cr2C>3 dopants 

are very small and the dopants are therefore attached to the large 7YSZ particles. The 

particle sizes for 5ScYSZ and 5CeYSZ powders fall within the range of 1 ~ 10 pm, and 

the 5YbYSZ powder is within the range of 1 ~ 15 pm. However, a small number of large 

particles were not broken completely and need further processing with increased milling 

times.
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5.2. Microstructures o f the Sintered Samples

The microstructures of each sintered material including 3.9TaYSZ, 3.9NbYSZ, 5CrYSZ, 

5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ, and 5CeYSZ were examined using SEM for both sintered surfaces 

and fracture surfaces. For comparison, the microstructures of 7YSZ for both sintered 

surfaces and fracture surfaces were also examined, as shown in Figure 65 and Figure 64

(a) ~ (f). The microstructures of the fracture surfaces (left images) were used to 

determine the distribution of porosity within the samples and to examine the fracture 

paths; and the microstructures of the sintered surfaces (right images) were used to 

roughly determine the average grain size using the lineal intercept method.

Figure 64 SEM micrographs of sintered 7YSZ. Left image: fracture section; right 

image: sintered surface.
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(a) 3.9TaYSZ.

(b) 3.9NbYSZ. 
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( C ) 5CrYSZ.

(d) 5ScYSZ. 
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(e) 5YbYSZ.

(f) 5CeYSZ.

Figure 65 SEM micrographs of the sintered materials. Left image: fracture section; right 

image: sintered surface.
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The fracture section images of 3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ in Figure 65 (a) and (b) exhibit 

very dense sintered ceramics and only small numbers of trapped pores were observed. 

The low level of porosity indicates a high density and a good sinterability of these 

alloyed powders. From the fracture section images of 5CrYSZ and 5CeYSZ in Figure 65

(c) and (f), and the fracture section image of 7YSZ in Figure 64, small amounts of 

porosity were observed. Whereas the fracture section images of 5ScYSZ and 5YbYSZ in 

Figure 65 (d) and (e) show a relatively high level of porosity with pores existing within 

grains and along the boundaries.

5.2.1. Grain Size Determinations

To measure the grain sizes, the fracture sections of the samples were polished and etched 

using 10%HF acid for 30 minutes. The images shown in Figure 6 6  are from the samples 

3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ, where the grain boundaries could be observed. From Figure 

6 6 , it can be seen that the grain size varies from 3 pm to 10 pm for both of the samples. 

Using the intercept method by drawing a straight line through about 10 grains, the 

average grain size was estimated to be 8.00 pm for 3.9TaYSZ; and 6.67 pm for 

3.9NbYSZ.

For other samples, the images obtained from the etched samples didn’t show apparent 

grain boundaries. The grain sizes of these samples were therefore estimated from the 

images of the sintered surfaces shown in Figure 65 and shown in Table 8 .
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Figure 6 6  Estimation of grain size from the backscattered electron images of (a) 

3.9TaYSZ and (b) 3.9NbYSZ.
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Table 8 Grain size of sintered samples

Sample ID Grain size range (pm) Average grain size (pm)

7YSZ 1 - 6 4.29

3.9TaYSZ 3 - 1 0 8 . 0 0

3.9NbYSZ 3 - 1 5 6.67

5CrYSZ 1 - 6 3.75

5ScYSZ 1 - 4 3.00

5YbYSZ 1 - 6 3.00

5CeYSZ 2 - 1 0 4.62

5.3. Densities o f the Sintered Samples

The bulk densities of the co-doped zirconia based ceramic samples were measured using 

Archimedes’ method with the results shown in Table 9. To compare with theoretical 

densities, the lattice parameters and densities of these co-doped materials were estimated 

using the Aleksandrov’s model [26]:

a  =  2 . 3 0 9 4 Rzr+K+Y,
P„ ■ M  t  A R t

The density is therefore evaluated as:

0 . 6 0 2 3  a AZr + 2Ao + X  '
A A t + A 0( °k - 2 )

100 (/>*-!)
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where Rzr and R0 are the ionic radii of Zr4+ and O2'; Azr and A0 are the gram atomic weight 

of Zr4+ and O2', respectively; ARk is the difference between the ionic radius of the Mi 

stabilizing element and that of Zr4+; AAk is the difference between the gram atomic 

weight of the Mi stabilizing element and that of Zr. Pk is the number of ions per molecule 

of the stabilizing element; P0k is the number of oxygen ions per molecule in the stabilizer; 

and Mk is the mole percentage of the Mi stabilizer.

The theoretical density as well as the relative density of each sintered material were 

estimated and listed in Table 9. The calculated results are fully consistent with those of 

both tetragonal and cubic structures. For the monoclinic structure, the values calculated 

using the equation above are higher than the measured density [26], since the 

Aleksandrov model is based on an ideal fluorite structure and the packing of ions. The 

monoclinic phase was expected to have lower density due to its larger lattice parameters 

(thus the larger unit cell volume) than those of tetragonal and cubic structures. As 

indicated by XRD patterns, the samples of both 3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ in the present 

study showed monoclinic structures which is thought to be due to the annihilation of 

oxygen vacancies. For the comparison, the measured density published in Ref. [26] for 

the monoclinic ZrC>2 was adopted in our study.

The data shown in Table 9 indicates that the relative densities of the sintered 3.9TaYSZ

and 3.9NbYSZ samples have reached as high as 95% and exhibit very good sinterability.

The 7YSZ, 5CrYSZ and 5CeYSZ samples have more than 90% relative densities. The

relative densities of 5ScYSZ and 5YbYSZ samples are only 89% and 84%, which

suggests that they exhibit poor sinterability. These data are also confirmed by SEM
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images showing the microstructures as well as the porosity calculation from the image 

analyzer which are discussed in the following sections.

Table 9 Measured density, theoretical density and relative density

Sample ID
Measured 

density (g/cm3)

Calculated cubic lattice 

parameter a (nm)

Theoretical 

density (g/cm3)

Relative 

density (%)

7YSZ 5.57 0.5128 6.06 91.91%

3.9TaYSZ 5.82 0.5097 6 .1 2 * 95.10%

3.9NbYSZ 5.70 0.5099 6 .0 2 * 94.68%

5CrYSZ 5.44 0.5099 6 . 0 1 90.52%

5ScYSZ 5.30 0.5109 5.96 88.93%

5YbYSZ 5.66 0.5124 6 . 2 2 84.08%

5CeYSZ 5.92 0.5131 6.14 96.50%

* The theoretical densities for 3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ showing in the table were 

calculated using the volume of monoclinic structure of ZrC^., where Vzr0 2  (m) = 0.14088 

nm3 [123],

5.4. Porosities in the Sintered Samples

The volume fractions of porosity and average pore sizes inside the sintered ceramics were 

measured using image analyzer and the results are given in Table 10. For comparison, 

the volume fractions of porosity P within the sintered materials were also evaluated using 

density measurements and the following equation:
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p  _  P  theoretical Pmeausred

Ptheoretical

(Eq. 77)

The volume fraction of porosity calculated from the image analyzer was based on the 

assumption that all the porosities were spherical, and therefore the volume fraction was 

considered to be the same as the area fraction. In fact, most of the pores were not 

spherical, as shown in Figure 6 6 , and this might cause some errors. On the other hand, 

the porosity volume fraction evaluated from (Eq. 77) may also be subject to errors: for 

example, the measured density will be subject to random experimental errors, and the 

theoretical densities were based on the cubic structure and the lattice parameters 

estimated from the dopant concentrations. Considering these two situations, thus, to 

reduce the error, the average of the two fractions are also listed in Table 10.

Table 10 Pore volume fractions

Sample ID Vol.% (image analyzer) Vol.% (density measurement) Average Vol.%

7YSZ 18.30 8.09 13.19

3.9TaYSZ 12.71 4.90 8.81

3.9NbYSZ 4.04 5.32 4.68

5CrYSZ 14.77 9.48 12.13

5ScYSZ 11.07 11.07 13.36

5YbYSZ 15.92 9.00 14.12

5CeYSZ 7.10 3.50 5.30
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5.5. Elemental Composition Analysis

The homogeneity of the doped materials distributed throughout the sintered materials was 

examined by elemental mapping using EDX. Figure 67 and Figure 6 8  show typical SE 

image of analyzed areas and the elemental maps of Zr, Ce and Sc, respectively. It can be 

seen that both Ce and Sc are distributed uniformly throughout the doped materials.

Figure 67 EDX mapping of sintered 5CeYSZ. (a) SE image of the area being mapped; 

(b) Zr mapping; and (c) Ce mapping.
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Figure 6 8  EDX mapping of sintered 5ScYSZ. (a) SE image of the area being mapped; 

(b) zirconium mapping; and (c) scandium mapping.

The quantitative element compositional analysis was conducted for each doped 7YSZ 

sample, and the composition and the spectra of the relative dopant at different spots in 

each sample were measured and are shown in Figure 69. From these BEI images, some 

small dark particles were observed to be dispersed within the area of some large grains.
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The size of the dark particles varies from 0.5 pm to 2 pm, depending on the dopant 

cations. The total area fraction of these small dark particles was estimated to be less than 

5%.

To examine the element distribution, 8  spots were selected to do the element 

compositional analysis for each doped material, as labeled in Figure 69. In all these 

figures (Figure 69 (a) ~ (f)), the areas indicated by the numbered spots are equivalent in 

each figure. For example, spot #4 in Figure 69 (a) is similar to spot #4 in Figure 69 (b). 

Spots #1, #2, and #3 are located in the center of the randomly picked grains; spots #4 and 

#5 lie in the center of two dark small particles; and spots #6 , #7, and # 8  are in the areas 

from the grain boundary or the edge of the dark particles to the center of grains, with 

about 1 pm distance between each two spots.

For the quantitative element analysis, it should be noted that

1. Since the mass absorption coefficients for light element such as oxygen with low- 

energy x-rays (<0.7KeV) are very large, which result in inaccurate concentration 

of oxygen detected at the peak 0.5KeV. Thus, it is very hard to obtain accurate 

atomic fraction of each element. To obtain the accurate dopants composition, in 

the following discussion, only the compositions of the dopant cations are 

considered.

2. At lower energy range (below 3 keV), the separations of the members of the K, L,

or M families are so small that the x-ray peaks are not resolved with an EDX

system. Thus the elements Y-La (1.92KeV) and Zr-La (2.0KeV) couldn’t be

separated completely and the quantitative analysis between Y and Zr might not be
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accurate.

r* <gh WmFJ

0
jfipPpSM

y /  • f 0  «

•  • > ; *  . :
p  •'ss’.fe  • ©

I
b

V V  i»>

spot#05 V spot#07

Ta 1 M  Ta

Element # 1 #2 #3 #4 #5 # 6 #7 # 8

Y (mol%) 11.41 11.47 1 1 . 2 2 12.69 12.04 12.89 12.28 13.04

Zr (mol%) 81.33 81.33 81.77 78.74 79.41 78.93 80.59 79.96

Ta (mol%) 7.25 7.20 7.03 8.57 8.55 8.18 7.13 6.99

(a) 3.9TaYSZ
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Nb sp o t#05 . sp o t#07
INb

J  - 1 ________________

Element # 1 # 2 #3 #4 #5 # 6 #7 # 8

Y (mol%) 11.15 8.54 8.98 9.39 9.72 10.94 8.80 10.71

Zr (mol%) 75.54 79.49 79.48 77.815 77.96 77.84 79.55 77.43

Nb (mol%) 13.32 11.97 11.54 12.79 12.32 11.215 11.65 1 1 . 8 6

(b) 3.9NbYSZ
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a  : «

Q,
<

spot #05

Cr

Zr

0

spot #07

Cr

Element # 1 # 2 #3 #4 #5 # 6 #7 # 8

Y (mol%) 0 . 0 0 6.78 32.55 29.60 32.32 31.165 34.93 33.80

Zr (mol%) 99.55 92.64 67.00 70.14 66.52 67.93 64.59 65.76

Cr (mol%) 0.45 0.58 0.46 0.87 1.16 0.90 0.47 0.44

(b) 5CrYSZ
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Element # 1 # 2 #3 #4 #5 # 6 #7 # 8

Y (mol%) 9.80 9.58 11.47 10.60 11.42 12.36 1 1 . 0 0 11.52

Zr (mol%) 85.07 84.89 84.02 83.86 83.135 82.27 83.86 83.40

Sc (mol%) 5.13 5.53 4.52 5.54 5.44 5.37 5.15 5.08

(c) 5ScYSZ
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Zr

spot #05
Zr

spot #07

Element # 1 # 2 #3 #4 #5 # 6 #1 n

Y (mol%) 28.70 26.29 22.48 28.53 23.19 27.07 19.98 27.40

Zr (mol%) 6 8 . 1 2 69.81 75.30 66.46 70.80 67.65 75.29 6 8 . 0 0

Yb (mol%) 3.19 3.73 2 . 2 2 5.01 6 . 0 1 5.28 4.73 4.60

(e) 5YbYSZ
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*  1

spot #07spot #05

Element # 1 # 2 #3 #4 #5 # 6 #7 # 8

Y (mol%) 5.39 14.43 6.38 11.71 13.42 14.96 15.03 15.10

Zr (mol%) 91.34 80.19 90.17 81.28 79.78 78.15 79.19 79.49

Ce (mol%) 3.27 5.38 3.45 7.02 6.80 6.89 5.78 5.40

(f) 5CeYSZ

Figure 69 BEI images and element compositional analysis of doped materials: (a) 

3.9TaYSZ; (b) 3.9NbYSZ; (c) 5CrYSZ; (d) 5ScYSZ; (e) 5YbYSZ; and (f) 5CeYSZ.
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Comparing the dopant compositions measured at each spot, it is found that the dopant 

cations preferred to lie in the positions near the Y cations. That is, if the concentration of 

Y is high, then the concentration of the dopant cations is high as well. On the opposite, at 

positions with lower content of Y, the content of the dopant cations is also lower.

Within the area, such as spots #4 and #5, of small dark particles, the contents of both Y 

and dopant cations are higher than those within other areas for the 3.9TaYSZ, 3.9NbYSZ, 

5YbYSZ and 5CeYSZ samples; this indicates that within these dark particles, more 

oxygen vacancies might have been created. On the other hand, in the area close to the 

edge of dark particles or grain boundaries, such as spot #6 , the contents of both Y and the 

dopant cations are higher than those in the center of large grains and lower than those 

within the dark particles.

In the center of large grains, such as the spots #1, #2, #3, #7 and #8 , the contents of the 

elements for the 3.9TaYSZ, 3.9NbYSZ, and 5ScYSZ samples are very close and exhibit 

a homogeneous distribution for each relative element. For the 5YbYSZ and 5CeYSZ 

samples, the contents of elements within these areas are somewhat dissimilar and have 

two slightly different levels of concentration. The images of 5YbYSZ and 5CeYSZ 

samples show some grains with shadow-like appearances. The compositions of Yb or Ce 

and Y within the shadowed grains on the images of 5YbYSZ and 5CeYSZ are slightly 

lower that those within the light grains; in contrast, a higher composition of Zr is 

observed within the shadowed grains than within the light grains. This is a result of their 

diffusion coefficients: the ionic radii of the dopants Ta, Nb and Sc are smaller than that of 

Zr and therefore could diffuse faster when the samples were cooled down. On the other
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hand, due to the relatively large ionic radii of the dopants Yb and Ce, they would be 

expected to diffuse slower. Thus, it appears that with the same crystal structure, but 

slightly different compositions, two phases were formed.

For 5CrYSZ samples, unfortunately, the Cr3+ dopant content measured by EDX from the 

BEI images is very low. Thus, the results for 5CrYSZ couldn’t give useful information. 

It seems that the Cr3+ ions had evaporated during long time high temperature sintering 

since the Cr20 3  might be converted into C r03, which has a melting point of only 197°C.

5.6. Phases Identification

The properties of the sintered zirconia-based materials are determined by both crystal 

structures and microstructures. At equilibrium, three structures may appear for zirconia- 

based ceramics: monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic phases, as explained earlier. The 

phases present at room temperature depend on the content of dopants and heat treatment 

conditions. To identify the phases present at room temperature for each doped 7YSZ 

material, the x-ray diffraction technique was used. By analyzing the XRD patterns, the 

fraction of the phase present, lattice parameters, as well as the equivalent yttria content of 

each sintered sample were estimated.

The XRD patterns of all the samples studied are shown in Figure 70 ~ Figure 74. From

the XRD peaks reflected from (111) plane for the cubic or tetragonal structure and the

peaks reflected from m( 1 1 1 ) and m{1 1 1 ) planes for the monoclinic structure, the

fraction of monoclinic phase, if any, was calculated for each sample using (Eq. 62) and

the results are listed in Table 11. The lattice constant a for the cubic phase and the axial
155 '
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c/a ratio for the tetragonal phase were calculated from the relationships between the 

lattice parameter and the interplanar spacing ((Eq. 63) and (Eq. 64)) are also listed in 

Table 11.

5.6.1. 7YSZ and 5CrYSZ

The XRD patterns of the 7YSZ sample exhibiting both monoclinic and cubic phases are 

shown in Figure 70.

4000
7YSZ

£  3000 -

2000 -

5 iooo -

21.98 29.98 
29 (deg)

373*8

4000 

^  3000
ieU
^ 2000

-8£  1000 [.'(222)

57.78 65.78

7YSZ

'(331)
e(+00) f(420)

73.78 
29 (deg)

81.78

Figure 70 XRD patterns of the sintered 7YSZ sample.

From the patterns, it can be seen that the 7YSZ at room temperature consists of
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monoclinic and cubic phases. The fraction of the monoclinic phase was calculated using 

(Eq. 62) to be about 45.96mol%. Due to the insufficient time during cooling to achieve 

complete equilibrium, the actual phases measured from XRD might include small 

amounts of tetragonal phase, which couldn’t be observed due to the limitation of the 

equipment.

The XRD patterns of the 5CrYSZ were very similar to that of 7YSZ, as shown in Figure 

71.
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5
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•S*|  2000 
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0

215*8 295*8 375*8
26 (deg)
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V  4000 - 
§
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t
M 1000 -

0  -

57

Figure 71 XRD patterns of the sintered 5CrYSZ sample.

The XRD results indicate that the 5CrYSZ sample contains monoclinic phase with a
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concentration of 51.52mol% and cubic phase with a concentration of 48.48mol% at room 

temperature. The larger amount of monoclinic phase than in 7YSZ might be due to the 

small ionic radius of Cr cations, which played a role of de-stabilization instead of 

creating more oxygen vacancies to stabilize the cubic phase. From the previous EDS 

element analysis for 5CrYSZ, it has been seen that only a very small amount of Cr cation 

was detected. Thus, the chemical composition of 5CrYSZ is very close to that of 7YSZ, 

and its XRD pattern is also very similar to that of 7YSZ.

5.6.2. 3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ

The XRD patterns of the samples of 3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ are shown in Figure 72 

(a) and (b). These two samples exhibit almost 100% monoclinic phase except for a small 

peak appearing at the 20 of 31.02 degree in the patterns of 3.9NbYSZ sample, as shown 

in Figure 72 (b). This is thought to be due to the reflection from the (111) plane of the 

tetragonal structure and which has a fraction of about 3.48mol%. This small amount of 

tetragonal phase might be retained when the crystal was cooled down from high 

temperature to room temperature, due to the incomplete phase transformation.

The almost 100% transformation from tetragonal to monoclinic phase when these two 

doped materials were cooled down from high temperature to room temperature was due 

to the very low content of oxygen vacancies. In addition, both Ta5+ and Nb5+ cations had 

smaller ionic radii than that of Zr4+ and thus had an opposite effect on the stabilizing of t- 

or c-Zr0 2 .
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Figure 72 XRD patterns of the sintered samples (a) 3.9TaYSZ; (b) 3.9NbYSZ.

5.6.3. 5ScYSZ and 5YbYSZ

For the 5ScYSZ sample, both the cubic phase and the monoclinic phase were observed 

from the XRD patterns in Figure 73 (a), with a monoclinic phase fraction of only about 

5.73 mol% present at room temperature. For the sample 5YbYSZ, no monoclinic phase 

was observed from its XRD pattern, as shown in Figure 73 (b).

Though the oxygen vacancy concentrations created within the two samples 5ScYSZ and 

5YbYSZ were very similar, the differences in the actual phases present at room
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temperatures might be due to their different ionic radii. For the 5ScYSZ sample, the 

smaller ionic radius of Sc3+ ion compared to Yb3+ ion would have less effect on 

stabilization.

4000
(a) SScYSZ
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29 (deg)
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Figure 73 XRD patterns of the sintered samples (a) 5ScYSZ; (b) 5YbYSZ.

5.6.4. 5CeYSZ

The XRD pattern for 5CeYSZ was different from those of the other samples, as shown in

Figure 74. It indicated the presence of a very small amount of monoclinic phase of only

about 2.49mol%, the rest (97.51mol%) most probably consisted of a mixture of

tetragonal and cubic phases. The grains shown in the backscattered electron image in
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Figure 69 (f) and the EDS analysis for this sample also exhibited two different dopant 

and yttrium contents. The grains having lower contents are thought to be the tetragonal 

phase and the grains having higher contents are thought to be the cubic phase. Compared 

with the dopants SC2O3 and Yb2C>3, the CeC>2 exhibited a lower effect on stabilizing cubic 

phase 7YSZ than the SC2O3 and YE2O3 dopants. It appears quite likely that the Ce4+ ions 

didn’t create extra oxygen vacancies when replacing the Zr4+ ions; the stabilization being 

due mainly to the large ionic radius of Ce4+.

8000
5CeYSZ

6000 -

4000 -

1

II—I 2000 -

27.18 31.18 35.18 39.18
28 (deg)

Figure 74 XRD patterns of the sintered 5CeYSZ sample.

In summary, Table 11 lists the phase structures and concentrations of each doped 

material. The relative lattice parameters for the cubic or tetragonal phase as well as the 

equivalent YOi 5 content in c-or t-phase were also calculated from the XRD patterns and 

given in the Table 11.

It should be noted that the existence of small particles with higher dopant contents shown 

in the backscattered electron images in Figure 69 were not detected by XRD due to the 

small amounts and the limited the sensitivity of the equipment.
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Table 11 Phases present and phase concentrations obtained from XRD patterns

Sample ID m-

phase

(mol%

)

c and t- 

phases 

(mol%)

Lattice constant 

a for c- phase 

(nm)

Axial ratio 

c/a for /- 

phase

Equivalent YO1.5 

content in c-or t- 

phase (mol%)

7YSZ 45.96 55.04 c 0.5140 - 17.66

3.9TaYSZ 1 0 0 0 - “ 0

3.9NbYSZ 96.52 3.48/ - - 17.05

5CrYSZ 51.52 48.48 c 0.5139 - 16.87

5ScYSZ 5.73 94.27 c 0.5128 - 11.55

5YbYSZ - 1 0 0  c 0.5140 “ 23.35

5CeYSZ 2.49 97.51 /+ c - 1.006948 11.587

5.7. Prediction o f Phases from Reference Phase Diagrams

To better analyze the EDS and XRD results, the predicted phases present and the relative 

content of each phase are described for each doped material from the reference ZrC>2- 

Y2O3 phase diagram in this section. Three assumptions were made in determining phases 

present in the doped zirconia alloys:

1. All the samples were sintered at 1500°C for 120hrs and then cooled at a very 

slow cooling rate (<5°C/min), as shown in Figure 50. Under these conditions, the 

diffusion within the zirconia alloys was assumed to be complete and an 

equilibrium state was assumed to have been reached when cooling was complete.

2. The ternary phase information for the co-doped ziconia alloys is scarce. Since

the phase stability and phase transformation of ZrC>2 are primarily controlled by
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the content of oxygen vacancies, and the addition of metal oxides to ZrC>2 may 

either create or annihilate oxygen vacancies, our phase analysis will be mainly 

based on the effect of oxygen vacancies on the t- or c-Zr02 stabilization. The 

equilibrium phase diagram for the Y2O3 -  ZrC>2 binary system was adopted in the 

phase analysis for all the co-doped samples, where the concentration of oxygen 

vacancies in each system is considered. The calculated percentages of oxygen 

vacancy for each sample are given in Table 12.

3. In addition to the oxygen vacancies, the addition of a cation that has a larger 

ionic radius than Zr4+ has an effect on the stabilization of t- or c-ZrC>2 as well, 

although its degree of stabilization is much less than that of an oxygen vacancy. 

For example, in the CeC>2 stabilized ZrC>2 system, no oxygen vacancies are 

created since the valence of Ce4+ is the same as that of Zr4+. In such a system, the 

cubic or tetragonal ZrC>2 is stabilized by the large Ce4+ ion although the effect of 

20mol% CeC>2 stabilizing the c-phase in the CeC>2 - ZrC>2 system is almost the 

same as that of 9mol% Y2O3 in the system Y2O3 - ZrC>2 [22]. Thus, there will be 

some variability for each doped system due to the different dopant cations. These 

variations will be discussed qualitatively.

The phase diagram of the Y2O3 -  ZrC>2 system is shown in Figure 75. From this phase 

diagram, it is expected that the zirconia alloys with an oxygen vacancy content between 

1.7 mol% to 6.9 mol% will fall within the two-phase region at 1500°C. Since 7YSZ has 

about 3.8mol% of oxygen vacancies, it lies in the two-phase region at position A in the 

phase diagram. Likewise, the number of oxygen vacancies for the 7 YSZ-Ce0 2  system is
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the same as for 7YSZ, and it situates at position A as well. The 5Cr7YSZ, 5ScYSZ, 

5YbYSZ and 12YSZ systems with the concentration of about 5.97mol% oxygen 

vacancies are all located at B in the two-phase region. On the other hand, the 3.9TaYSZ 

and 3.9NbYSZ systems have only about 0.0055mol% oxygen vacancies due to their 

annihilation when the pentavalent cations were added to Zr0 2 . Thus these two-doped 

samples move into the single tetragonal phase region at position C at 1500°C, close to the 

pure Zr0 2 .

Table 12 The calculated oxygen percentages for each sample

Sample ID Oxygen vacancies (mol% per 100 cations)

7YSZ 3.8

3.9TaYSZ 0.0055

3.9NbYSZ 0.0055

5CrYSZ 5.97

5ScYSZ 5.97

5YbYSZ 5.97

5CeYSZ 3.615

12YSZ 5.97

At points A and B, the equilibrium phase consists of tetragonal phase with about

1.7mol% oxygen vacancies and cubic phase with about 6.9mol% oxygen vacancies.

Using the lever rule, the fractions of the tetragonal and cubic phase for both 7YSZ and

5CeYSZ at point A were calculated to be about 59.62mol% and 40.38mol%,

respectively; and the fractions of the tetragonal and cubic phase for 5CrYSZ, 5ScYSZ,
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and 5YbYSZ systems at point B were about 17.88mol% and 82.12mol%, respectively. 

At point C, samples comprised of 7YSZ -TaC>2.5 and 7 YSZ-Nb0 2 .5  contained tetragonal 

single phase.

M ol. % YO1.5
0 5 10 15 20

A: 7YSZ 
Ce4*

B: Cr3+ 
Sc3+ 
Yb3+

C: Ta5+ 
N b5+

0 2 5  5 1 5  10
M ol%  Oxygen Vacancy Per 100 Cations

Figure 75 Phase diagram for the Y2O3 -  Zr0 2  binary system. The positions of eight 

doped samples studied are labeled in the phase diagram [25].

When cooled down to room temperature at a very slow cooling rate, the phases in the A 

and B regions experience transformations from cubic to tetragonal and tetragonal to 

monoclinic. The tetragonal phase for samples with less than 1.5mol% oxygen vacancies 

will transform to monoclinic phase; and samples with greater than 9mol% oxygen 

vacancies will keep the cubic phase. The c + t phases for the 7YSZ, 5CrYSZ, 5ScYSZ,
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5YbYSZ and 5CeYSZ samples will transform into m + c phases upon cooling. The 

calculated phase fractions for 7YSZ and 5CeYSZ are about 69.33mol% monoclinic phase 

with 1.5mol% oxygen vacancies and 30.67mol% cubic phase with 9mol% oxygen 

vacancies respectively; and the phase fractions for 5CrYSZ, 5ScYSZ, and 5YbYSZ 

samples are about 40.4mol% monoclinic phase with 1.5mol% oxygen vacancies and 

59.6mol% cubic phase with 9mol% oxygen vacancies, respectively. For 3.9TaYSZ and 

3.9NbYSZ with oxygen vacancies less than 1.5mol%, at room temperature, the 

equilibrium phase is 100mol% monoclinic. The calculated relative content of each phase 

based on the equilibrium Y2O3 -  ZrC>2 binary system phase diagram at 1500°C and room 

temperature for all the samples are listed in Table 13.

Table 13 The relative content of each phase calculated for all the samples

Sample ID

1500°C (c + 1) Rom Temp, (c + m)

c-phase with 

6.9mol% oxygen 

vacancy 

(mol%)

t-phase with 

1.7mol% oxygen 

vacancy 

(mol%)

c-phase with 

9mol% oxygen 

vacancy 

(mol%)

m-phase with 

1.5mol% oxygen 

vacancy 

(mol%)

7YSZ 40.38 59.62 30.57 69.42

3.9TaYSZ 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

3.9NbYSZ 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

5CrYSZ 82.17 17.83 59.71 40.29

5ScYSZ 82.21 17.79 59.81 40.19

5YbYSZ 82.15 17.85 59.63 40.37

5CeYSZ 36.77 63.23 28.19 71.81
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5.8. Estimation of Compositions o f Dopants and Oxygen Vacancies

Comparing the predictions from the phase content and the results from XRD, it was 

found that some discrepancies existed. Two reasons are thought to be for this: one is the 

insufficient time for diffusion during cooling; another is the factor of ionic radius of the 

doped cations, which is not considered in the phase calculation. However, the effect of 

ionic radius of dopant cations on stabilization of the tetragonal or cubic Zr02 is not 

negligible.

The calculation of the degree of stabilization for different doped cations by Kuwabara et 

al. [21] showed that the rare earth metal oxides, such as Yb3+, which had almost the same 

valence and ionic radius as Y3+, were expected to have the same stabilizing effect as Y3+. 

Therefore, the degree of stabilization for these rare earth metal oxides was close to 1. On 

the other hand, the degree of stabilization for Sc is 0.45 and as such SC2O3 had a lower 

effect on stabilization than Y3+, although it created the same number of oxygen 

vacancies. When the ionic radius of the dopant, such as Sc cation, was smaller than 

that of Zr4+, it led to a decrease of lattice parameter when added to Zr0 2  material and 

therefore reduced the stabilizing effect. In contrast, the addition of larger ions, such as 

Ce4+, increased the lattice parameter and was shown to lower the degree of stabilization 

(0.38) compared to the cations discussed above. An argument for the stabilization of 

ZrC>2 by Ce4+ was because the Ce4+ ions might partially be reduced to Ce3+, which was 

associated with the creation of oxygen vacancies for charge neutrality [124].

This explained why the 5YbYSZ had more cubic phase than 5ScYSZ; and why 5CeYSZ
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sample also had the tetragonal phase. However, it seems that the addition of Cr3+ cations 

to 7YSZ had a totally opposite effect on the stabilizing of Z1O 2 . Since Cr3+ cations had 

an ionic radius of 0.063 nm, smaller than that of Zr4+ cations, the effect of destabilization 

caused by the decrease in lattice constant had undermined the effect of stabilization 

caused by oxygen vacancies.

In general, the dopants or oxygen vacancies did not distribute homogenously when there 

were two or more phases present and the content of oxygen vacancies varied with the 

crystal structures. For example, for the 7YSZ sample, the content of oxygen vacancies 

within the monoclinic phase was much less than that within the cubic phase, same as the 

yttrium content. From the phase diagram, the contents of oxygen vacancies at room 

temperature for the doped samples were estimated to be of 1.5mol% within the 

monoclinic phase and 9mol% within the cubic phase, as shown Table 13. However, this 

prediction was based on the Zr0 2 -Y2C>3 phase diagram without considering the effects of 

ionic radius of the dopant cations and the cooling conditions. The actual phase 

concentrations detected by XRD were not the same as the predictions. Therefore, the 

distributions of oxygen vacancies were also different from the predictions. Considering 

all these factors, the concentration of oxygen vacancies and the dopants will be 

recalculated based on the XRD and EDX elemental analysis results, as well as the phase 

diagram in this section. In addition, during the calculation, except for 3.9TaYSZ and 

3.9NbYSZ samples, all the remaining samples including those containing the monoclinic 

phase were assumed to have a concentration of 1.5mol% oxygen vacancies within the 

relative monoclinic phase.
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5.8.1. 7YSZ

In the 7YSZ system, 7.6mol% YO1.5 was added to pure Zr02. At room temperature, 

about 46.0mol% monoclinic phase and 54.0mol% cubic phase in this sample were 

detected by the XRD results, which are similar to that predicted from the Z r0 2 -  Y2C>3 

equilibrium phase diagram. Thus, it can be assumed that the 7.6mol% YO1.5 will 

partition between these two phases reaching an estimated 3.0mol% in the monoclinic 

phase and 11.3mol% in the cubic phase. The oxygen vacancies created by Y3+ is 

therefore about 1.5mol% in the monoclinic phase and 5.65mol% in the cubic phase.

5.8.2. 3.9TaYSZ

In the 3.9TaYSZ system, 7.056mol% YOi 5  and 7.045mol% Ta02.s were added to the 

pure Z r02. At room temperature, almost 100mol% monoclinic phase was observed from 

the XRD results, which indicated a lower content of oxygen vacancies. Since the oxygen 

vacancies created by Y3+ could be annihilated by the addition of Ta5+ [8 6 ], thus, only 

about 0.0055mol% oxygen vacancies might be remained in the monoclinic phase for the 

dopants of 7.056mol% Y and 7.045mol% Ta.

5.8.3. 3.9NbYSZ

Similar to the 3.9TaYSZ sample, in the 3.9NbYSZ sample, 7.056mol% YO1.5 and 

7.045mol% N b0 2 5  were added to the pure Z r02. Thus, these two samples had the similar 

monoclinic structures except for a small amount of tetragonal phase was observed for the 

3.9NbYSZ. For the same reason, about 0.0055mol% oxygen vacancies might exist in
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both the monoclinic and tetragonal phases.

5.8.4. 5CrYSZ

In the 5CrYSZ system, about 7.233mol% YOi 5 was added along with COj 5 to pure 

Z1O 2. At room temperature, it was divided into an estimated 3.0mol% in the monoclinic 

phase (Assuming no Cr cations exist in the monoclinic phase) and 11.73mol% in the 

cubic phase. The oxygen vacancies created by yttria is therefore about 1.5mol% in the 

monoclinic phase and about 5.86mol% in the cubic phase. The EDX elemental analysis 

indicated that the content of Cr cations was only about 1.17mol%, which is thought to 

create about 0.59mol% oxygen vacancies in the cubic phase.

5.8.5. 5ScYSZ

In the 5ScYSZ system, 4.711mol% ScOi.5 and 7.233mol% YO] 5 were added to pure 

ZrC>2. At room temperature, about 5.7mol% monoclinic phase and 94.3mol% cubic 

phase were detected by XRD. The EDX elemental analysis in this sample showed a 

homogeneous distribution of both Y and Sc cations within each phase and a ratio of Y/Sc 

was about 7.233/4.711. Based on these results, it is estimated that 1.183mol% Sc and 

1.817mol% Y are in the monoclinic phase; and 4.92mol% Sc and 7.56mol% Y are in the 

cubic phase. The oxygen vacancies created by these two dopant cations are therefore 

about 1.5mol% in the monoclinic phase and 6.24mol% in the cubic phase.

5.8.6. 5YbYSZ

Same as the 5ScYSZ sample, 4.711mol% YbOj 5  and 7.233mol% YOi 5  were added to
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pure Z1O 2 . However, only cubic phase was observed in the XRD patterns. Thus, the 

single cubic phase is assumed at room temperature. The content of oxygen vacancies 

created by these two types of cations is estimated to be 5.97mol% and the dopant 

contents for Y and Yb are 7.233mol% and 4.71 lmol%, respectively.

5.8.7. 5CeYSZ

The 5CeYSZ sample contained 7.233mol% YO] 5  and 4.711mol% Ce0 2  as dopants. In 

this sample, only the Y cations contributed to the formation of oxygen vacancies. Since 

Ce had the same valence as Zr, the replacement of Zr by Ce would not create oxygen 

vacancy. At room temperature, about 2.5mol% monoclinic phase and 97.5mol% 

tetragonal/cubic phases were observed from XRD patterns of the 5CeYSZ sample. In 

addition, from the EDX elemental analysis results, about 5.88mol% Y and 3.36mol% Ce 

were observed to be within the shadowed grains and 14.85mol% Y and 5.52mol% Ce 

were within the bright grains. These data provided the evidence of the existence of both 

tetragonal and cubic phases. Combined with the XRD results for the relative content of 

each phase, the tetragonal phase was estimated to be 81.66mol% and the cubic phase was 

15.84mol%.

The 7.233mol% Y therefore partitioned between these three phases, resulting in a content 

of about 3.0mol% Y in the monoclinic phase, 5.88mol% in the tetragonal phase and 

14.85mol% in the cubic phase. Considering the small amount of monoclinic phase, the 

Ce cations within the monoclinic phase were assumed to be zero. Thus, the 4.71 lmol% 

Ce only partitioned between the tetragonal phase with an estimated content of 3.36mol%
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and the cubic phase with an estimated content of 5.52mol%. The contents of oxygen 

vacancies created by Y are therefore about 1.5mol%, 2.94mol% and 7.43mol% in the 

monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic phases, respectively.

Based on the discussion above, the contents of dopants and oxygen vacancies in each 

phase as well as the phase fraction for each sample were estimated and the data are listed 

in Table 14.

Table 14 The contents of dopants and oxygen vacancies within each phase and phase 

fractions

Sample ID

m-phase

(mol%)

t-phase

(mol%)

c-phase

(mol%)

Phase fraction 

(mol%)

*v Xy XM *v Xy XM *v Xy XM C, c c

7YSZ 1.50 3.00 - - - - 5.65 11.30 - 46.00 - 54.00

3.9TaYSZ 0.005 7.056 7.045 - - - - - - 1 0 0 - -

3.9NbYSZ 0.005 7.056 7.045 0.005 7.056 7.045 - - 96.52 3.48 -

5CrYSZ 1.50 3.00 0 . 0 0 “ - - 6.45 11.73 1.17 51.52 - 48.48

5ScYSZ 1.50 1.82 1.18 - - - 6.24 7.56 4.92 5.73 - 94.3

5YbYSZ “ - - - 5.97 7.23 4.71 - - 1 0 0

5CeYSZ 1.50 3.00 0 . 0 0 2.94 5.88 3.36 7.43 14.85 5.52 2.49 81.66 15.84

Note: xv, xY, and xM denoted the contents of oxygen vacancy; Y cation, and dopant 

cation, respectively; where M = Ta, Nb, Cr, Sc, Yb, and Ce. Cm, C ,, and Cc denoted the 

contents of monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic phases, respectively.
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5.9. Effects o f Dopants on Phase Transformations and Specific Heats

To obtain the information on phase stability and phase transition at high temperatures as 

well as the values of specific heat of the co-doped materials, the DSC analysis was also 

conducted. The results will be discussed as follows.

5.9.1. DSC Analysis

The DSC curves of each co-doped materials upon heating and cooling are shown in 

Figure 76, Figure 77, and Figure 78. From the DSC curves, upon heating at a rate of 

20°C/min, it could be seen that all the materials exhibited both broadband endothermic 

(heat is taken in) and exothermic (heat is given out) regions, and the endothermic peaks 

were within the temperature range from 482 to 761°C, and then the exothermic process 

happened. Whenever the endothermic or exothermic process occurred, the relative 

specific heat also changed. The transition temperatures upon heating for each doped 

material are summarized and listed in Table 15.

Table 15 Summary of phase transformation temperatures upon DSC heating

Sample ID To (°C) Ti (°C) T2 (°C)

7YSZ 562 661 761

3.9TaYSZ 582 642 761

3.9NbYSZ 482 502 761

5CrYSZ 533 661 761

5ScYSZ - - 761

5YbYSZ - - 761

5CeYSZ - - 761

As seen from these curves, the co-doped materials can be classified into three different
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categories: (a) 5CrYSZ and 7YSZ; (b) 3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ; and (c) 5ScYSZ, 

5YbYSZ as well as 5CeYSZ. This classification is consistent with the results obtained 

from XRD analysis, that is, the materials classified in the same group have similar phase 

concentrations. In the following section, these DSC curves will be discussed based on 

these three groups of materials.

5.9.1.1. 7YSZ and 5CrYSZ

From XRD results, it is known that the 7YSZ and 5CrYSZ samples have very similar 

crystal structures and the relative content of each phase in spite of the 5mol% CrOi 5 

dopant into 7YSZ. That is, both 7YSZ and 5CrYSZ have almost 50mol% fraction of 

monoclinic structures. Similarly, the curves of these two materials also exhibit very 

similar phase transformation processes, as shown in Figure 76.

Upon heating, the two DSC curves both show an endothermic peak at a temperature of 

661°C (Ti). The endothermic peak at 661°C might involve the phase transition from 

monoclinic to tetragonal with 4mol% YO1.5, which resulted in a change of specific heat. 

The onset temperatures are slightly different, for 7YSZ, it is 562°C (To), and for 5CrYSZ, 

it is 533°C (To). This difference may be caused by the Cr3+ dopant cation. With a further 

increase in temperature, the concentration of cubic phase increased due to the 

transformation from tetragonal to cubic, which might involve an exothermic process. At 

a temperature of 761 °C (T2), the exothermic process is dominant for both materials, the 

DSC curves exhibit the exothermic process. Upon cooling, there is no apparent phase 

transition except a slight change in specific heat at 1081°C, which may be caused by the
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phase transition. This can also be explained by transformation kinetics, that is, there is 

not enough time for the phase transition to occur due to the fast cooling rate (20°C/min).
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Figure 76 DSC curves for doped 7YSZ sintered materials upon heating and cooling at a 

rate of 20°C/min. (a) 7YSZ; (b) 5CrYSZ.

5.9.I.2. 3.9MYSZ (M = Ta and Nb)

The curves of both DSC of the 3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ samples are shown in Figure 

77. The DSC curve upon heating for 3.9TaYSZ exhibits one endothermic peak at a 

temperature of 642°C (Ti). It indicates the transformation completion of from 

monoclinic to tetragonal phase. The intersection between two tangent lines gives the 

onset temperature of 582°C (T0), at which the phase transition from monoclinic to 

tetragonal begins and the specific heat starts to change. With further increase in
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temperature, a slight exothermic trend may be a result of the decomposition of tetragonal 

phase to two tetragonal structures with different dopant concentrations. In contrast, for 

3.9NbYSZ, the endothermic peak for the transformation from monoclinic to tetragonal 

phase is at the temperature of 502°C, and this transformation started at the temperature of 

482°C. As in the case of 3.9TaYSZ, when temperature was higher than 761°C, an 

exothermic process started. Between 502°C and 761°C, a small endothermic peak was 

observed at 562°C, which may be caused by the remaining tetragonal phase. Upon 

cooling, there are no exothermic phenomena observed for both samples.
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Figure 77 DSC curves for doped 7YSZ sintered materials upon heating and cooling at a 

rate of 20°C/min. (a) 3.9TaYSZ; (b) 3.9NbYSZ.

5.9.I.3. 5MYSZ (M = Sc, Yb, and Ce)
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The DSC curves of the 5MYSZ (M = Sc, Yb, and Ce) samples are shown in Figure 78.
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Figure 78 DSC curves for doped 7YSZ sintered materials upon heating and cooling at a 

rate of 20°C/min. (a) 5ScYSZ; (b) 5YbNbYSZ; and (c) 5CeYSZ.

There are no apparent endothermic or exothermic peaks observed from DSC curves for
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5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ and 5CeYSZ samples, as shown in Figure 78. Only at the temperature 

of 761°C, the specific heat started to change and exhibit a slow exothermic process. This 

is because the endothermic transition might be caused by the phase transition from 

monoclinic to tetragonal. However, for the 5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ and 5CeYSZ samples, 

only a small amount of monoclinic or no monoclinic phase was observed. For the slow 

exothermic process, it may be caused by the diffusion from high content of oxygen 

vacancies (9mol%) to small content oxygen vacancies (6.9mol%). Upon cooling, a 

change of specific heat occurred at 900°C for 5ScYSZ and 1101°C for 5YbYSZ. As for 

5CeYSZ, no specific heat change was found.

5.9.2. Specific Heat of Each Doped Material

The specific heat of each doped material was calculated using (Eq. 67) and the DSC 

results obtained from three measurements for the baseline, a standard sapphire and the 

corresponding sample. Similar to the DSC curves, the specific heats of the doped 

materials can also be classified into three categories: (a) 5CrYSZ and 7YSZ; (b) 

3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ; and (c) 5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ and SCeYSZ. The variations of 

specific heat with temperature of these doped materials upon heating are shown in Figure 

79. The appearing of the specific heat peaks shown in Figure 79 (a) and (b) resulted from 

the transition from monoclinic to tetragonal phase. In contrast, no specific heat peaks 

were observed from Figure 79 (c) due to the lack of monoclinic phase. Specific heat data 

are required for the calculation of thermal conductivities, and the values are given in 

Table 16 for each sample at 100°C, 600°C and 800°C.
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Figure 79 Specific heat o f the doped samples (a) 7YSZ and 5CrYSZ; (b) 3.9TaYSZ and 

3.9NbYSZ; and (c) 5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ and 5CeYSZ.
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Table 16 The values of measured specific heat of doped materials using DSC

Sample ID
Specific heat Cp (J/Kg-K)

100°C 600°C 800°C

7YSZ 491.70 1076.31 1153.54

3.9TaYSZ 438.52 739.56 920.38

3.9NbYSZ 554.55 819.71 864.48

5CrYSZ 525.40 975.46 896.04

5ScYSZ 496.51 918.26 940.45

5YbYSZ 490.14 557.58 533.51

5CeYSZ 565.39 984.91 948.75

Table 17 The values of specific heat of doped materials from publications

Sample ID
Specific heat Cp (J/Kg-K)

22°C 600°C 800°C

7YSZ [125] 490.04 628.88 653.38

3.9TaYSZ[125] 432.83 571.96 579.69

3.9NbYSZ[125] 438.38 600.75 608.87

5CrYSZ " - -

5ScYSZ [126] 500.33 642.09 667.11

5YbYSZ [125] 516.06 666.9 698.66

5CeYSZ [75] 470.54 - -

For comparison, some data on specific heat obtained from publications are listed in Table

17. From these values, it can be seen that at low temperatures, the specific heat for all the

doped materials are very similar. The measured data at 100°C was slightly higher than

the published data at room temperature except for the 5ScYSZ and 5YbYSZ. At high
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temperatures, the measured specific heat values, especially for the 7YSZ, 5CrYSZ 

3.9TaYSZ, and 3.9NbYSZ samples, were higher than the corresponding published 

values. This is because the specific heat measured by Leclercq and Meverl [125] was 

based on single-phase samples without phase transformation at high temperatures; 

whereas the samples measured in our study experienced phase transformations at high 

temperatures and therefore resulted in high deviations in specific heat values. In 

addition, the loss of oxygen at high temperatures due to the inert gas environment during 

DSC running also caused some variability.

5.10.Effects o f Dopants on Materials Elastic Modulus

The elastic modulus of each sample was measured using a nano-indentation tester. A 

force of 50mN was applied. The curves of load versus displacement of 5YbYSZ and 

5CeYSZ are shown in Figure 80.
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Figure 80 The load-displacement curves of 5YbYSZ and 5CeYSZ samples.

To better illustrate how the dopants affect the material’s elastic modulii, the elastic 

modulus of each sample with zero porosity was evaluated using Mackenzie’s equation 

(Eq. 71) [121]. The volume fractions P of porosity were obtained from back scattering
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images using an image analyzer. The values of elastic modulus in samples containing 

porosity (E), along with corresponding hardness values and the elastic modulus in 

samples without porosity (Eo) are listed in Table 18. Comparing the data shown in Table 

18, it can be seen that the elastic moduli of the 7YSZ, 3.9TaYSZ, and 5CrYSZ materials 

are lower than those of the other doped materials. The 5CrYSZ has the lowest value and 

the 5ScYSZ has the highest value. However, as a TBC material, low value of elastic 

modulus can be beneficial for releasing the stress caused by the mismatch of thermal 

expansion coefficients between ceramic topcoat and metal substrate.

Table 18 Values of elastic modulus and hardness of each doped material at 50mN loads

Sample ID
Porosity P 

(vol.%)

Elastic modulus (GPa)
Hardness (MPa)

E Eo

7YSZ 13.19 106.65 139.40 12727

3.9TaYSZ 8.81 103.43 123.19 10470

3.9NbYSZ 4.68 168.82 184.90 9306

5CrYSZ 12.13 46.568 59.49 6679

5ScYSZ 13.36 191.04 250.63 17994

5YbYSZ 14.12 116.36 155.42 16224

5CeYSZ 5.30 145.88 161.76 19433

Two factors contribute the magnitude of the elastic modulus: the bonding strength for the

dense materials and the microstructures of the doped materials. The bonding strength

could be affected by the atomic bonding and crystal structures. For example, the low

elastic modulus for Cr3+ doped materials may be caused either by the weak bonding when

the host Zr4+cation is substituted by Cr3+ cations, or the presence of monoclinic phase

which results in the microscracks inside the sintered samples. The microstructures with
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inherent cracks or porosity due to poor sintering may also contribute to the low modulus 

of elasticity. On the other hand, the high elastic modulus of the 5ScYSZ sample may be 

caused by its strong atomic bonding strength and its cubic crystal structure.

5.11.Effects o f Dopants on Thermal Diffusivity

Thermal diffusivities of each doped material at room temperature, 600°C and 800°C were 

measured using the laser flash method and the values as well as their standard deviations 

are given in Table 19.

Table 19 Thermal diffusivity (a) and its standard deviation of each doped material at 

different temperature

Sample ID
22°C 600°C 800°C

a  (1 0 '7 m2/s) a  ( 1 0 '7 m2/s) a  ( 1 0 -7 -m2/s)

7YSZ 12.00 ±0.14 5.45 ± 0.01 5.78 ±0.01

3.9TaYSZ 8.37 ± 0.05 1.52 ±0.01 1.10 ±0.03

3.9NbYSZ 9.29 ± 0.01 1.71 ±0.01 1.49 ±0.01

5CrYSZ 7.93 ± 0.03 5.27 ± 0.02 5.75 ± 0.01

5ScYSZ 7.60 ± 0.07 6.28 ± 0 . 1 0 5.98 ±0.05

5YbYSZ 6.53 ± 0.09 5.18 ±0.02 4.96 ± 0.02

5CeYSZ 9.65 ± 0.04 6.81 ±0.09 6.47 ± 0.02

Three measurements had been made for each sample. All the data fell within 14% of the 

best-fit line. This scatter may be caused by some uncertainty in the measurements due to
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inhomogeneous heating because of the small size o f the incident beam (8 mm) and 

inconsistent sample diameters (8~10mm). Heat may flow to the radial direction in a 

sample, which could also affect the temperature measurements.
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Figure 81 Thermal diffusivities o f M O 1 . 5  (M = Cr, Sc, and Yb) and Ce0 2  doped 7YSZ 

as a function o f temperature.
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Figure 82 Thermal diffusivity o f M O 2 . 5  (M = Ta, Nb) doped 7YSZ as a function of 

temperature.
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The variations of the thermal diffusivities of the doped samples with temperature are 

shown in Figure 81 and Figure 82, which showed that the thermal diffusivities decreased 

with increase in temperature. This is consistent with the literature data. However, the 

data for 3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ exhibited large scatter at temperatures of 600°C and 

800°C from the trend line. The extremely low values at high temperatures resulted from 

the loose, powder-like structures due to phase transformation from tetragonal to 

monoclinic. When the measured temperature was lowered from 800°C to room 

temperature, both 3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ specimens were found to have crumbled to 

powdery states.

5.12. Calculation o f Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivities of the doped materials were calculated from the relationships of 

X = p  a  Cp, see (Eq. 72). The values of the density (p), specific heat (Cp), and thermal

diffusivity (a), are given in Table 9, Table 16, and Table 19. The thermal conductivities 

calculated from these measured parameters for sintered materials were lower than those 

of the dense samples due to the presence of porosity. Consequently, a correction factor 

needs to be introduced. Assume all the pores in the sintered samples are spherical; the 

thermal conductivities of the dense, porosity free materials can be evaluated using the 

equation [127]

^porous   |  4 P
^dense 3

(Eq. 78)

where P is volume fraction of total porosity inside the sintered sample, which is obtained
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form image analysis and density measurement. The average values for each sample are 

shown in Table 10; Amorous is the measured thermal conductivity o f the material containing 

porosity; and Xdense is the corrected thermal conductivity with zero porosity in the sintered 

material.

Substituting the values o f density, specific heat, thermal diffusivity and the fraction of 

porosity in the sintered samples into (Eq. 72) and (Eq. 78), the variations o f thermal 

conductivity with temperature for all the sintered samples were obtained and are shown 

in Figure 83 and Figure 84, respectively. It should be noted that the values o f specific 

heat measured at 100°C were used to calculate the thermal conductivities, which may 

have resulted in a certain systematic error due to the lack o f data at room temperature.

A
H  OJO

20 200 800400 600
Temperature (®C)

♦7Y SZ  ASCrYSZ *5ScY SZ  BSYbYSZ A5CeYSZ

Figure 83 Variations of thermal conductivity as a function of temperatures for 7YSZ and 

5MYSZ (M = Cr, Sc, Yb, and Ce) samples.
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Figure 84 Variations o f thermal conductivity as a function o f temperatures for 7YSZ and

3.9MYSZ (M = Ta and Nb) samples.

From these figures it can be seen that at room temperature, all the doped materials have 

lower thermal conductivities than 7YSZ. Among the 5MYSZ (M = Cr, Sc, Yb and Ce) 

samples, the thermal conductivity o f 5YbYSZ is the lowest and that of 5CeYSZ is the 

highest. This can be easily understood. Based on thermal conductivity theory, the 

addition of M3+ or Ce4+ to 7YSZ creates either more oxygen vacancies or more 

substitutional atom defects, which therefore increases phonon scattering centers. Among 

these values, 5CeYSZ has a relatively higher thermal conductivity than that o f the 

5MYSZ (M = Cr, Sc, and Yb) samples although the mole percentage o f Ce4+ ions is the 

same as M 3+ions. Since the addition o f Ce4+ to 7YSZ does not create additional oxygen 

vacancies (some oxygen vacancies are believed to have formed due to the formation of a 

small amount o f Ce3+ during the sintering process), it is therefore thought that the phonon 

scattering by oxygen vacancies is more effective than that due to the substitutional Ce4+
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ions. Likewise, the doped Ta5+ - or Nb5+ -7YSZ samples were also observed to have 

lower thermal conductivities at both room temperature and elevated temperatures than 

7YSZ. Especially at high temperatures, thermal conductivities of these two materials 

dropped rapidly. For these two materials, the oxygen vacancies created by Y3+ could be 

annihilated by Ta5+ or Nb5+ because of the compensation for electrical charge. The 

reductions in thermal conductivity may be caused by the phonon scattering centers 

formed by the defect clusters due to the differences in ionic radius or mass between the 

pentavalent dopant cations Ta5+ and Nb5+ and the host cation Zr4+. Besides, the thermal 

conductivity of Ta5+ co-doped 7YSZ is slightly lower than that of Nb5+ co-doped 7YSZ, 

which may be caused by the mass differences since the atomic mass of Ta is twice of that 

of Nb. In addition, according to the phase transformation phenomenon, after the samples 

were cooled down to room temperature from testing, both 3.9TaYSZ and 3.9NbYSZ 

discs were found to have crumbled to powdery states. Thus these two samples became 

loose structures with more porosity at high temperatures such that they resulted in higher 

thermal insulation.

At high temperatures, the thermal conductivities for 7YSZ, 5CrYSZ, 5ScYSZ and 

5CeYSZ were found to be higher than at room temperature. These high values for these 

samples resulted from their high specific heats at high temperatures; and the high specific 

heat may arise from the loss of oxygen or phase transition. Another explanation is that at 

high temperatures, the atomic defect scatterings were dominant, thus the thermal 

conductivities were not sensitive to the temperature.

In summary, compare the thermal conductivity results for all the doped 7YSZ materials,
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the Yb2C>3 co-doped 7YSZ was the most effective dopant in reducing the thermal 

conductivity due to the added oxygen vacancies and its larger ionic radius and atomic 

weight. On the other hand, the Ce0 2  co-doped 7YSZ shows the least effec on the 

reduction in thermal condcutivity. It is suggested that larger and heavier doping ions 

with lower valence are to be selected in order to further reduce the thermal conductivity 

of 7YSZ.
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6. Modeling of Thermal Conductivity

It has been well known that the addition of metal oxide to zirconia creates point defects, 

such as oxygen vacancies, substitution of host atoms, etc. These point defects increase 

phonon scattering centres and thus result in an increase in thermal resistance, as seen in 

the previous literature review. According to thermal conductivity theory, the scattering 

effect from each point defect is associated with the type of point defect (oxygen vacancy 

or substitution of the host atom) and the characteristics of the dopant cations including 

mass, ionic radius, valence, etc. Various models to predict how the thermal resistance 

resulting from the dopants in the zirconia-based ceramics quantitatively change with the 

dopants parameters have been published [30, 74, 75, 128, 129, 130]. However, these 

models were based on the assumption that each point defect such as an oxygen vacancy 

or substitutional atom was isolated, and the phonon scattering from one point defect was 

not related with another. In fact, for ZrCh doped with MO or M2O3, oxygen vacancies 

created by the metal cations will always be closely coupled to the dopant cations. This 

has been confirmed by M. O. Zacate et al. [131]. These workers studied the formation of 

defect clusters in M2O3 -  doped cubic Zr0 2  and found that, when the M2O3 oxides were 

added to Zr0 2 , the oxygen vacancies always occupied the sites that were first neighbours 

with respect to small dopants, or second neighbours with respect to large dopants. This 

dopant cation and the resulting oxygen vacancy in the neighbour formed a local defect 

cluster, which was of the order of the lattice parameter of ZrC>2 and resulted in a local 

distortion of the lattice. For example, in Y2O3 doped ZrC>2 material, the most 

energetically stable configurations for the defects of oxygen vacancies and dopant cations
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were (M Zr : V"  )* clusters or (2M Zr: V'' )y clusters instead of atomic defects M Zr or 

Vq . These defect clusters had been confirmed using high-resolution transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) by D. Zhu et al. [87] in the study of the characterizations of 

Nd, Gd, and Yb rare-earth doped zirconia-yttria thermal barrier coatings. Apparently, the 

phonon scattering effect caused by defect clusters is different from that caused by the 

single atomic defect. Therefore, to accurately predict how thermal conductivity varies 

with the dopant parameters, the defect cluster should be considered as one combined 

scattering source. In the present study, a semi-empirical model of thermal conductivity 

varying with the dopants for M2O3 or M2O5 doped 7YSZ materials is proposed, based on 

existing thermal conductivity theory and the assumption that the defect clusters may be 

considered as phonon scatterings sources. Some published experimental data have been 

adopted to evaluate the parameters in the model. Finally, the results calculated from the 

doped materials: 3.9TaYSZ, 3.9NbYSZ, 5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ and 7YSZ samples using this 

model are compared with the experimental results shown in Chapter 5 to evaluate the 

validality of the model.

6.1. Thermal Resistance o f  Zirconia Based Materials

The evaluation of thermal conductivity of zirconia based materials is based on the 

Klemens-Callaway theory described in 2.6.1, and (Eq. 37) and (Eq. 38) are used. Most 

thermal conductivity models published were established on the assumption that the 

material was a single-phase crystal with homogeneously distributed point defects [127, 

155, 128, 129]. However, the actual crystal structures may include more than one phase
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with each phase having different fractions of defects; and the measured thermal 

conductivities at room temperature are the combination of the thermal conductivities of 

these multiple phases. Besides, the intrinsic thermal conductivity is also dependent on 

the crystal structures, since the phonon dispersion curve in reciprocal space is determined 

by the crystal structure. For zirconia-based ceramics, the room temperature structure may 

consist of monoclinic, tetragonal or cubic phases, depending on the dopant content and 

heat treatment conditions. The thermal resistance for zirconia based materials was 

therefore modified as:

w ^ c , w ,
i

(Eq. 79)

where i = m, t, or c. And Cm, C ,, and Cc denote the contents of monoclinic, tetragonal 

and cubic phases, respectively; and Wm, Wt, and Wc denote the thermal resistance of 

these phases, respectively. The can be obtained from the following relationship:

r < = w' « + 7 T T r ' = , r » + i ; ' lr-6  hvG

(Eq. 80)

where WPm, WPt, and WPc are the intrinsic thermal resistance of monoclinic, tetragonal

and cubic phases, respectively. For doped Zr(>2 based materials, the transformation from 

cubic to tetragonal phase did not result in a pronounced volume change, thus, the intrinsic 

thermal resistances for these two phases could be assumed to be the same, denoted as 

WPc, for the purpose of simplification. B is expressed as:
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6%Vq

(Eq. 81)

where Q 0 is the volume per atom of the crystal. Considering that there are three atoms 

in one ZrC>2 molecule, the average atomic volume Qo is given from:

n  -  K ______
0 3x6.023xl(T23/?

(Eq. 82)

The group velocity of the phonons vG may vary in doped materials and it will be 

calculated using the relationship derived by D.Clarke [132]:

vG = 0.87.

(Eq. 83)

where E  is the elastic modulus and p  is the density, measured in the present experiment 

for zirconia based material.

The Debye temperature 6  is evaluated using its definition [6 8 ]:

k B V V J k B I «o/4
3 =6.187 —  ̂

kB a0

(Eq. 84)

In the analysis of thermal conductivity data, to determine the scattering factor T , it is 

necessary first to estimate all the scattering centers. In the present study, the following 

doped zirconia systems are studied.
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1. In the M2O3 doped ZrCh binary system, the point defects consisted of the 

substituted dopant cations M3+ and the oxygen vacancies created by those ions 

and the scattering center is assumed to be a defect cluster of (2M Zr : V "  )*. The 

defect chemistry is described using the Kroger-Vink notation [133]:

M 20 3 -+ 2 M 'r + Vr;’ +20;;

2. In the M2O3 and Y2O3 co-doped Zr0 2  ternary system, the point defects are 

composed of both M3+ and Y3+ dopant cations as well as oxygen vacancies 

created by those cations, which resulted in the scattering centers formed by the 

configurations of the defect clusters (M Zr: YZr : V "  )*, (2MZr : V")* or

(2YZr : Vq )x . The Kroger-Vink notation is expressed as

I m 20 3 + I t 20 3 M ‘Zr + Y'r + v ;m + 201 (M =Cr, Sc and Yb)

3. In the M2O5 and Y2O3 co-doped ZrC>2 ternary system, the oxygen vacancies 

created by Y3+ are annihilated by the addition of M5+ cations, as suggested by 

published literature [8 6 ] and supported by the XRD results of the present work. If 

the dopant fractions of both M5+ and Y3+ are the same, there is no oxygen vacancy 

present. The scattering source is therefore assumed to be a defect cluster of 

(M ’Zr: YZr) . The Kroger-Vink notation for this situation is given:

~ M 20 , + ^ Y 20 3 -> M'Zr + Yyr + 4 0 x0 (M = Ta and Nb)

If the fraction of Y3+ cations is more than that of M5+ cations, the two kind of 

clusters of (M ’Zr : YZr) and (2TZr : V'" )x will be the scattering centers.
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From the discussion above, the phonon scattering factor for the M2O3 or M2O5 doped

local masses and local volumes between the cluster and the perfect crystal. The new 

definition for the phonon scattering factor T is described as below:

where x} is the fractional concentration of the / h type of defect cluster; AMy is the

cluster and the perfect crystal; M  and 8  are the average atomic mass and radius of the 

virtual crystal, respectively; and s jX and s J2 are the adjustable parameter for the average 

atomic mass and radius differences between the defect cluster and the host, respectively.

To determine the adjustable parameters s JX and s j2, the experimental results of Y-PSZ,

Dy-PSZ, and Yb-PSZ published in Ref. [30] and the experimental results of N4 and T9 in 

Ref. [8 6 ] were used. In these doped materials, the defect clusters could be classified into 

two types: (2M'Zr :V“)X, where M = Y, or Dy, or Yb; and {M'Zr :YZrY , where M = Ta or 

Nb. Thus, a total of four adjustable parameters need to be determined.

In the Y-PSZ, Dy-PSZ and Yb-FSZ samples [30], only t ’ phase were observed at room 

temperature. The defect cluster for Y-PSZ is (2YZr : V'' )x, for Dy-PSZ is (2DyZr : V “ Y , 

and for Yb-FSZ is (2YbZr : V'/ Y ■ They are the same type of clusters and can be used to

Z1O 2 is assumed to be determined by defect clusters, which result from the differences in

(Eq. 85)

difference in average atomic mass between the / h type of defect cluster and the perfect 

crystal; A8j is the difference in average atomic radius between the / h type of defect
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determine the adjustable parameters s n and s n . The (Eq. 80) for these doped materials 

is rewritten as:

In the N4 and T9 samples [8 6 ], both tetragonal and cubic phases existed at room 

temperature. Within the tetragonal phase, the oxygen vacancies were annihilated due to 

the presence of the same mole percentages of Nl^Os (or Ta2 0 s) and Y2O3. Thus the 

defect cluster type within the /-phase was (M Zr : YZr)*, and the crystal structures in the /- 

phase for N4 and T9 are therefore assumed to be the same as that of pure ZrC>2 in the 

monoclinic phase; and their intrinsic thermal resistance is that of m- Z1O 2 and to be WPm .

The defect cluster of (M Zr: YZr)x is used to determine the corresponding adjustable 

parameters s 2x and s 22. Within the cubic phase, only Y 2 O 3 was observed and the defect 

cluster was therefore only the type of (2YZr : V” )x. The thermal resistances for these two 

samples can be expressed as:

(Eq. 8 6 )

where # represents Y-PSZ, Dy-PSZ, or Yb-FSZ, and:

(Eq. 87)

V, =C, (wr. + i w j + c . ■(*„„ + sZOTr,)

(Eq. 8 8 )

where q represented N4 and T9, respectively; and:
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To solve equations (Eq. 8 6 ) to (Eq. 89) for each sample, the value of BZr02 for ZrC>2 was 

calculated using (Eq. 83) ~ (Eq. 82) and which gave BZK)2 =1.058. In addition, the 

thermal conductivity of pure ZrC>2 measured at the room temperature by R. Mevrel, et al 

[129] was adopted as WPm for the calculation, and the value is shown in Figure 85.

200 400 600
Temperture (°C)

800

Figure 85 Thermal conductivities of pure m-ZrC>2 [129] as a function of temperature.

At room temperature, the intrinsic thermal conductivity WPc for the cubic or tetragonal

ZrC>2 can not be measured since the pure ZrC>2 exists only at the monoclinic phase. Thus, 

except for the values of the adjustable parameters s u , s n , s 2), and s 22 shown in (Eq.

87) and (Eq. 89), another parameter WPc also needs to be determined. The differences in
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masses AM j and differences in ionic radii A8j between the defect clusters and the host

cations were calculated and these data are given in Table 20. In addition, the values of 

the contents of each type of defect cluster within each phase present, the phase contents 

as well as the measured thermal conductivities are also listed in Table 20. Substituting 

the data shown in Table 20 into (Eq. 8 6 ) to (Eq. 89) and solving these equations, the 

values of s n , s n , s 2land s 22 as well as WPc were obtained: s u =5.00; s n =246.82; 

s 2l = -2 .4 2 ; tr22 =695.18; and WPc = 0.3414.

Table 20 The data for determining parameterss x,, en , s 2l3 e22 and WPc.

Sample

Thermal

conductivity

(W/mK)

Cluster type A M j

<1 Cluster content 

(mol%)

Phase content 

(mol%)

Y-PSZ [30] 2.6 t '- (2 Y Zr :Vq ) x -3.42 0.0050 4.49 100

Dy-PSZ [30] 2.2 v - (2 D y Zr: v ; ; y 21.11 0.0062 4.00 100

Yb-FSZ [30] 1.7 t ’- ( 2 Yb'Zr : v ; ; y 24.63 0.0020 11.98 100

N4 [86] 2.1

H N b 'Zr :Y'Zry -0.08 -0.0050 13.8
58.90

t- ( 2 r ;  : v - y -3.42 0.0050 0.55

0 1 -3.42 0.0050 10.4 40.10

T9 [86] 2.05

t-{T aZr :YZry 14.58 -0.0055 12.92
61.84

t- (2 Y Zr : V ’T -3.42 0.0050 0.94

c-(2  YZr: V “ y -3.42 0.0050 10.20 38.16

Substituting the obtained parameters into(Eq. 79), (Eq. 80) and (Eq. 85), the model of 

thermal resistance was derived as:

W = Cm • (0.143 +1.058 Tm) + C( (0.3414 +1.058 T() + Cc • (0.3414+ 1.058 T,)

(Eq. 90)
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The scattering factors within each phase could then be rewritten as:

5.00- +  246.82- + Z , X2 j - 2 .4 2 -
/ A M

+ 695.18-

(Eq. 91)

6.2. Calculation of Thermal Conductivities o f the Doped Zirconia Based 

Materials Using the Thermal Resistance Model

To validate the thermal resistance model, the thermal resistances of 7YSZ, 5CrYSZ, 

5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ, 3.9TaYSZ, and 3.9NbYSZ were calculated. The data required for 

calculation for each doped material are listed in Table 21. The calculated thermal 

resistances and the corresponding thermal conductivities are listed in Table 22. For 

comparison, the measured thermal conductivities and the relative differences between the 

calculated and measured results are also listed in Table 22 and illustrated in Figure 8 6 .

The thermal resistance (and therefore thermal conductivity) of the sample 5CeYSZ was 

not calculated using the proposed model, since in the 5CeYSZ system, the defects 

consisted of both defect clusters (2TZr : V” )x and substituted Ce4+ defects. The cross 

section of phonon scattering from the substituted Ce4+ defect is different from the defect 

clusters discussed above, thus another two adjustable parameters f 31 and s i2 for the

substituted Ce4+ defect are required. However, the experimental data for determining 

these parameters are not available in the current study. Thus, the model proposed cannot 

be applied to 5CeYSZ.
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Table 21 Data for calculation of thermal resistance using the established model

Sample Cluster type AM j AS,
Cluster content 

(mol%)

Phase content 

(mol%)

7YSZ
m-(2 YZr: V - f -3.42 0.0050 1.52 46.00

c-(2 YZr:V -y -3.42 0.0050 5.99 54.00

3.9TaYSZ
m-(Ta'Zr :YZry 14.58 -0.0055 7.58 1 0 0

m-(2YZr :V(y y -3.42 0.0050 0.0059 1 0 0

3.9NbYSZ
m-(Nbl :YZry -0.08 0.0050 7.58 96.52

t- ( 2 Y'Zr :V'-y -3.42 0.0050 0.0059 3.48

5CrYSZ

m-(27& :V~y -3.42 0.0050 1.52 51.52

C-(CrZr :YZr :V"y -9.57 -0.0080 1.25
48.48

c~(2YZr :V~y -3.42 0.0050 5.64

5ScYSZ

m-(ScZr:vZr:v;;y -10.74 -0.0035 1 .2 0

5.70
m- ( 2 YZr :V -y -3.42 0.0050 0.33

C-(ScZr:YZr:V"y -10.74 -0.0035 5.25
94.30

c-(2 F& :V(;-y -3.42 0.0050 1.41

5YbYSZ
c-(YbZr:Y;r-.v;;y 10.61 0.0035 5.01

1 0 0
c-(2YZr : Vq )x -3.42 0.0050 1.34

The comparison listed in Table 22 and shown in Figure 8 6  indicates that the differences

between the calculated and measured thermal conductivities were within 1 0 % except 

7YSZ and 5CrYSZ. The larger scatter for 5CrYSZ may be caused by the inaccurate Cr3+ 

content measurement. For the 5CrYSZ, 5ScYSZ, 5YbYSZ and 3.9TaYSZ, the calculated 

thermal conductivities were a little higher than the measured values. These differences 

might arise from the error in porosity measurement. The measured samples might have
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higher porosity, which resulted in the lower thermal conductivities. However, the 

calculated thermal conductivities could still provide a trend for the metal oxide doped 

zirconia based materials, and therefore provide a guideline for the selection of thermal 

barrier coating materials.

Table 22 Thermal conductivities of the calculated and measured results

Sample ID
Calculated Wcai. 

(mK/W)
Calculated X,cai 

(W/mK)

Measured A,mea. 

(W/mK)
(7-mea.~^cal )/ ^mea.

7YSZ 0.29 3.42 3.99 0.14

3.9TaYSZ 0.35 2.80 2.57 -0.09

3.9NbYSZ 0.34 2.94 3.13 0.06

5CrYSZ 0.29 3.46 2.70 -0.28

5ScYSZ 0.38 2.60 2.35 -0 .1 1

5YbYSZ 0.39 2.53 2.30 -0 . 1 0

7YSZ 5CrYSZ

0  Calculated thermal conductivity 

B M easured thermal conductivity

5ScYSZ

Doped zirconia based material
5YVYSZ 3.9TaYSZ 3.9NbYSZ

Figure 8 6  Comparison of thermal conductivities between the calculated results and the 

measured results.
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7. Multiple Layered Thermal Barrier Coatings Design

As summarized in the literature review, the heat transfer in ceramic materials is achieved 

by two mechanisms: thermal conduction and thermal radiation. In the previous chapter, 

it has been shown that the thermal conduction in ceramic materials can be effectively 

reduced by employing doping methods. In this chapter, the thermal radiation issue will 

be tackled using the design of a multiple layered coating system. To achieve a significant 

reduction in temperature increase at the substrate caused by radiation, the concept of 

using multiple layered coatings containing several stacks to effectively reflect radiation 

within a wavelength range of 0.3-5 pm [78] is proposed and will be described in the 

following sections.

7.1. Design o f Multiple Layered Stacks with High Reflectance

The proposed structure consists of several sets of highly reflective multiple layered

stacks, with each stack being specifically designed to reflect a targeted range of

wavelength. A broadband reflection for the required wavelength range can be obtained

using a sufficient number of stacks. To achieve high reflectance for each wavelength

range, each stack must have multiple layers of ceramic materials with alternating high

and low refractive indices, and the optical thickness of each layer must be equal to a

quarter wavelength in order to satisfy the condition of multiple-beam interference [134],

Since the radiation with shorter wavelengths will be scattered much more strongly [135],

the stack reflecting the shortest wavelength range should be placed on top of the multiple

layer stacks, and the stack reflecting the longest wavelength range placed below the other
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multiple layers. Figure 87 shows schematically how the radiation is reflected or 

transmitted by these multiple layers.

High index

Low index

High inde

Low index

High inde

Low index

High index

Low index

High indeA

Stack (a)
;■ Multiple Layers 

to  Reflect 11

" V  . . T  > < f < .  ’  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Stack (b)
> Multiple Layers 

to  Reflect 12

Figure 87 Schematic of multiple layered coating structure containing two stacks (T 

transmitted, R = reflected and I = incoming radiations)

7.1.1. Fundamental Concept of Multiple Beam Interference

The multiple layered stacks can be designed by calculating the physical thickness of each 

layer in one stack using [134]: 

dH(A) = A/(4nH)

(Eq. 92)

dL( l )  = A/(4nL)

(Eq. 93)

where dn and di are thicknesses for the alternating layers within the stack, and nn and ni 

are the refractive indices of the alternating layers. H  denotes the layer with high
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reflective index and L denotes the layer with low reflective index; and X is the radiation 

wavelength.

Assuming that the scattering of the radiation in the high reflectance stacks is negligible; 

the reflectance p k and transmittance t x of the multiple layered coatings, for one 

wavelength range, is then given by:

x t]0B + C ?]0B + C

(Eq. 94)

4>7oRe(77j
(vqB+ c)(tj0b + c y

(Eq. 95)

where the term ( - ^ ; —7 7 )* represents the complex conjugate of the term (-^ 7 ;—~ )  »
ij0B + C t]0B + C

similarly, the term (tj0B + C)* represents the complex conjugate of the term (tj0B + C) ;

and:

bT
C

(n
r - \

cos 8r (./sin Sr)/?]r 
j  T]r sin 8r cos 8r

(Eq. 96)

where Sr is the phase thickness of the r-th layer, having the form of: 

5r = 2 m rdr cosdrlA

where

(Eq. 97)
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r = layer number;

nr= refractive index of the r-th layer; 

dr= layer thickness of the r-th layer;

6r = incident angle of the r-th layer; and 

X = wavelength of the incident radiation.

When a thermal radiation beam is incident onto the coating surface at an incident angle 

0o, according to Snell’s Law, the beam entering the coatings will transport at a refractive 

angle 6r (r = 1, 2, and:

/  \ 2 /  \
1 - «0 + —  C O S 0 o

V n r ) I " ,  J

(Eq. 98)

where no is the refractive index of the incident medium.

Additional symbols in (Eq. 96) are defined as: 

j  = the symbol of the imaginary component, and j  -  V-T ; 

p  — the total number of layers;

rj0, T]r and rjm = the optical admittances for the incident medium, the particular layer r 

of interest and the exiting medium of multiple layers, respectively. For oblique 

incidence, the optical admittance for s-wave (a wave with the direction for electric field 

normal to the plane of incidence) is expressed as:

t ] z .S =  Y n z  C O S ( 0 2 )

(Eq. 99)

and the optical admittance for p-wave (a wave with the direction for electric field in the
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plane of incidence) is given by:

Hzr = Y h 2 / c o s ( 0 2)

(Eq. 100)

where z = 0 ,r ,  or m; and Y -  2.6544 x 1 0“3.

If both s-wave and p-wave are incident onto the coating surface from the incident 

medium, the total reflectance and transmittance of the multiple layered coating can be 

expressed as:

P x ~  2 \Pks +  PkP 1

(Eq. 101)

(E q .102)

where and p ?J> are the reflectance of s-wave and p-wave respectively; and r and 

are the reflectance of s-wave and p-wave respectively.

The matrix in (Eq. 96) is the characteristic matrix for the multiple layers which provides 

linkage between various parameters of each layer, such as the layer thickness, refractive 

index of each layer, and the reflectance and transmittance in the designed TBC structure. 

Under normal incidence conditions, the reflectance of one stack in air or free space for 

one wavelength range is expressed as:

Pk «i 1- 4 ( — ) 2/> —
nH n \

(Eq. 103)
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It can be seen from the above equation that the larger the difference between the highl

and low- refractive indices, the higher the reflectance; and the more layers within each 

stack, the higher the reflectance.

7.1.2. Design of Multiple Layered Stacks

Based on the fundamental principles described above, a detailed design of the multiple 

layered coating structures is carried in this section. The targeted wavelength range is 

0.3~5pm due to consideration of the transparency of the selected coating materials. YSZ 

is selected as the material with higher refractive index values in each stack, and AI2O3 is 

selected as the material with lower refractive index values in each stack, and its 

transmission spectrum is shown in Figure 8 8 .

■too.'-,

80 -

|  60 -i/>
52
E
g  40 -

20  -

0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 4 60.2

W avelength , p,rn

Figure 8 8  Transmission spectrum of 2 mm-thick sapphire (AI2O3) window [136].

The reason for these selections is based on the availability of physical and thermal

properties of both materials and the success in utilizing both materials as commercial

TBC. Comparing Figure 29 and Figure 8 8 , it is seen that these two materials have very
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similar transmission spectra, that is, they are fully transparent over a wavelength range of 

0.3-5pm and nearly opaque beyond 5 pm [136].

The refractive indices of YSZ and AI2O3 are functions of wavelength X. The refractive 

index of 7YSZ can be evaluated by [137, 138]:

1=1

(Eq. 104)

where A, = 2.118; A2 = 1.347; A3 = 9.453; and h  = 0.167; L2 = 0.063; L3 = 24.321; and 

the refractive index of AI2O3 can be obtained from [139]: 

nAl20} = 1.7436 -  0.02275(Z -1.67)

(Eq. 105)

To obtain high reflectance to thermal radiation in the wavelength range of 0.3-5pm, the 

YSZ/AI2O3 multiple layered coating system is designed with a total of 12 stacks and 12 

layers within each stack. This should achieve greater than 80% hemispherical 

reflectance. The layer thicknesses for each stack in this design were calculated, and the 

first and last stacks are described in Table 23. The total physical thickness of the 12 

multi- layered stacks is 44.9 pm.

By integrating (Eq. 101) over the incidence angle 00 from 0 to 90°, the theoretical

hemispherical reflectance of the designed multiple layered stacks is calculated and is 

shown in Figure 89, where the refractive index of the incident medium is assumed to be 

1.0. It can be seen that greater than 80% hemispherical reflectance can be achieved using
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this design.

Table 23 Physical thickness of each layer for the first and last stacks in designing a 

multiple layered TBC coating system

Stack

number

Targeted

wavelength

(pm)

Number 

of layers

Refractive index
Thickness of each layer 

(pm)

High Low High index Low index

1 0.5 1 2 2.18 1.58 0.0595 0.0823

1 2 5.57 1 2 2.18 1.58 0.663 0.928

Hemispherical Reflectance of 144 Layers

^  100

80

40

0.3 1.3 2.3 3.3 4.3 6.3 7.3

Wavelength (micron)

Figure 89 Computed hemispherical reflectance of multiple layered coatings with 12 

stacks.
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7.2. Multiple Layered Coating Structures Incorporating Multiple Layered 

Stacks

To effectively reduce heat transfer to the metal substrate, thermal barrier coating systems 

should be designed to reduce both thermal conduction and thermal radiation. This can be 

accomplished by means of combining the coating materials with low intrinsic thermal 

conductivity and incorporating the high reflectance coating structures.

Three different structures consisting of one or two single layers of ceramic material with 

low thermal conductivity and multiple layered stacks with high reflectance to radiation 

are considered in this study. Schematic diagrams of the three structures (B, C and D) are 

presented in Figure 90. Structure A is the baseline mono-layered coating structure of the 

same thickness. In structure B, a single layer (Si) with low thermal conductivity is 

placed under the top layer of multiple layered stacks (M). In structure C, the coating 

starts with a single layer (Si) with low thermal conductivity and low refractive index, 

beneath which are the multiple layered stacks (M). In structure D, there are two multiple 

layered stacks (M), and a single layer (Si) is placed between these two sets of multiple 

layered stacks. In structure B, C and D, a thin 7YSZ based ceramic layer (S2, 5 pm) is 

added immediately adjacent to the bond coat to provide thermal stability and bonding to 

the thermally grown oxide (TGO). This is only needed if material other than 7YSZ is 

selected for the last layer of either the multiple layered stacks or the single layer. The 

total thickness for structure A to D is kept to 250 pm, irrespective of the arrangement of 

multiple layered stacks; and the thickness of multiple layered stacks is 44.9 pm using the
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design described in 7.1.

7YSZ Monolayer
Stacks M

Single layer Si 

Single layer S 2

(a) Structure A 

Single layer S i

Metal substrate

(b) Structure B

S tacks M

Single layer S i

Stacks M 
Single I ..y e 7 f?

Stacks M

Kefal sdbstrate

(c) Structure C (d) Structure D

Figure 90 Multiple layered coating structures. Structure A: monolayer; structure B: M 

(top) + Si + S2 ; structure C: Si (top) + M + S2 ; structure D: M (top) + Sj + M + S2 .

The selection of Sj single ceramic layer was based on the following considerations. For 

structures A to D, the function of the single layer Si is to reduce thermal conduction 

through the coatings to the metal substrate. Thus, low thermal conductivity is the basic 

requirement for this single layer. For example, suitable materials can be either doped 

7YSZ, such as Yb2 0 3  doped 7YSZ, as detailed in Chapter 6 , or zirconates, which have 

been proven to have low thermal conductivities. The second consideration is that the 

configuration of the single layer Si should not significantly affect the reflectivity of the 

multiple layered stacks to thermal radiation. For structure B, the single layer Si under the
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multiple layered stacks is also required to have high scattering coefficient so that both 

transmitted and emitted radiation can be scattered away from the metal substrate and at 

the same time to have high refractive index to increase the reflectivity of the multiple 

layered stacks. On the other hand, if the single layer is designed to be on top of the 

multiple layered stacks (Structure C), it is required to have low scattering coefficient and 

low refractive index. Since the emissive power in a medium is proportional to the square 

of the refractive index of the material [82], low refractive index of Si layer will ensure 

reduced internal radiation emitted by Si layer. Besides, a low refractive index can also 

reduce internal reflection at the interface between the coating surface and the gas, and 

result in decreased radiation reflected back into the coatings. Thus, the selection of low 

refractive index ensures decreased internal reflection at the coating surface and minimum 

internal radiation emitted in this layer. The selection of low scattering coefficient is to 

make certain that the reflected radiation from high reflectance multiple layers will not be 

scattered back. In addition, the single ceramic layer, when placed on the top, is directly 

exposed to the hot environment, and therefore phase stability is very critical for the 

performance of TBC system. For example, a zirconate based ceramic material with a 

pyrochlore structure is potentially the best choice for the top single layer. However, if 

the single ceramic layer is placed between the multiple layered stacks and the bond coat, 

zirconates may not be suitable since they are not thermodynamically compatible with 

TGO. The doped 7YSZ, as examined in Chapter 6 , may be inserted as the second thin 

ceramic single layer S2 . For the same reason, the refractive index of the single layer S2 

material should be as low as possible, whereas the scattering coefficient within the single 

layer should be high so that the remaining radiation cannot reach the metal substrate.
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However, the selection of materials and the related physical and optical properties have to 

be optimized systematically in order to minimize the temperatures on both metal and 

coating surfaces.

To obtain high reflectance, each layer of the multiple layered stacks is required to have a 

low absorption coefficient and low scattering effect. Thus, extinction is negligible 

through the medium. As such, the absorption and scattering of radiation within the 

wavelength range of 0.3-5 pm through the multiple layered stacks are not considered in 

this study. However, the effect of scattering within the single layer is considered in this 

study since the majority of the coating thickness is composed of single layer Sj.

7.3. Radiation Transport through the Multiple Layered Coating Structures

Within the coatings, the radiation wavelength is different from that in vacuum and varies 

with refractive index of coating materials, whereas the radiation frequency will not 

change with refractive index. Thus, for convenience of calculation, the radiation 

frequency, instead of wavelength, will be used in the calculation of the temperature 

distribution within the multiple layered structures. The 0.3~5pm wavelength range 

reflected by the designed multiple layered stacks is equivalent to 1015 Hz -  6 x 1013 Hz. 

As described in section 7.2, to achieve high reflectance the absorption and scattering 

within the multiple layered coatings are required to be as low as possible. Therefore, the 

absorption and scattering of radiation within the wavelength range of 0.3-5 pm (1015 Hz

1T- 6 x 1 0  Hz) through the multiple layered stacks are not considered in this study. Under 

this assumption, if the reflectance of the multiple layered coating is p Mv (d{)) ,  where do is
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the incident angle of radiation onto the surface of multiple layered stacks and v is the 

radiation frequency, the transmitted radiation intensity through the multiple layers 

ivT(0o) is:

h r (0 0  )  =  hi ’ [1 ~  Pmv (0 0  ) ]

(Eq. 106)

where ivi is the intensity of radiation before entering the multiple layers, and 6b is the 

incident angle of radiation onto the surface. Similarly, the reflected intensity from the 

multiple layers ivR(d0) is given by:

hl< (0Q ) — hi ' PhAv (00 )

Thus, the spectral radiation flux T through the multiple layers is:

(Eq. 107)

qrvTdv = 2 ndv
r V /  (  V
—  [ \  hr (00) cos00 sin 0Qd0o = 2ndv —  f nK, [l -  Pv (Po )]PodPo

(Eq. 108)

where //0 = cos^0.
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8. Governing Equations of the Designed TBC Structures

To analyze the effect of the designed highly reflective multiple layered coating structures 

on heat transfer to a metal substrate, energy equations of the entire TBCs system should 

be established and evaluated.

Hc Sin S1D S 20 S2Dv f

iysApi)
f in  CO) 

6s 1

hs2.P2)

i v j t f f  D2)

7
P k ' 2  Pk>2 E&

S20 S2D

ivsKDi) e .

ivsi(D i)

ivs^Ds)

V
Pw2 £*»

Figure 91 Schematic diagrams of radiation through the high reflectance multiple layered 

structures: (a) structure B; (b) structure C.
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Figure 91 shows schematics of structures B and C to illustrate various boundary 

conditions for solving both energy equations and related radiation flux equations. As 

seen, the coating surface He is exposed to, and heated by, the hot gases. On the metal 

surface Lm, the heat was taken away by convection and radiation from the hot surface to 

the cool environment. There is no other heat source inside the system. Assuming the 

heat transfer has reached a steady state, the total heat flux Q,ot becomes a constant.

8.1. Energy Equations

Within coatings, the heat is transported by thermal conduction and thermal radiation. For 

a one dimensional heat transfer condition, the energy equation can be written as:

where Si and S2 are the subscript indices for single ceramic layer (Si) and 7YSZ thin 

layer (S2), respectively; p  is the number of multiple layers; qrl (x, ) is the radiation flux of 

the /-th layer of the coatings in the x direction; ki is thermal conductivity of the 7-th layer; 

and T, (x,) is the temperature at x position of the /-th layer of the coating.

Within the metal substrate, the radiation is absorbed and converted into heat; and 

consequently there is only thermal conduction as a mode of heat transfer. Thus we have:

(Eq. 110)

where km is the thermal conductivity of metal substrate and Tm(xm) is the temperature at

(Eq. 109)
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position xm within the metal substrate. The metallic bond coat is included as part of the 

metal substrate in this model.

The integration of the energy equations above gives a constant heat flux Qtot within the 

coatings:

dx, dxm

(Eq. I l l )

The boundary conditions used to solve energy equations (Eq. 109) and (Eq. 110) are 

specified as follows. Since the coating surface is heated by convection and thermal 

radiation emitted by hot gases, the total heat flux entering into the coating should be the 

sum of the convection and radiation flux transmitted into the coating surface. The 

boundary condition at the hot surface He can be written as:

Qtot ~ h/i \Th — T\ (0)] + q ri (0) + qr2 (0)

(Eq. 112)

where hu is the convection coefficient of hot gases; Th and T/(0) are the temperatures of 

the hot gases and at the coating surface, respectively; q ri ( 0 )  is the radiation flux at the 

coating surface due to the transparency of the coatings; and q r2( 0 )  is the radiation 

exchange between the hot gas and the coating at the coating surface due to the absorption 

and re-emission in the opaque wavelength range. Under the assumption that the coating 

surface does not influence other surfaces separated by hot gas, qr2(0) assumes the form:

<7,2(0) = f
2 m ^hv3 2 m lh v 3

c l(ehvlk')T" -1 ) cl(ehv/k“r' -1 )
dv

(Eq. 113)
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where So is the emissivity of the coating material; vc is the cut-off wavelength beyond 

which the coating is opaque; no is the refractive index of the hot gases; T, is assumed to 

be the black body temperature at the hot gas temperature Th. And

h = 6.626 lx l  0~34 J  ■ S  

c0 = 2.99792458x10%m /s  

kB = \ 3 &\x \0-23J / K

Assuming the thickness of the /-th coating layer is D/, at the interfaces within coating 

layers:

T/iD,) -  Tl+l(0)

(Eq. 114)

where, / =Sj, S2, 1, 2,

At the cool side of the metal substrate Lm, heat is taken away from hot metal due to 

convection cooling as well as radiation emitted from the hot metal to the cool 

environment. Thus,

Qto, =hL[Tm(DJ-TL] + ema[T:(Dm)-T?]

(Eq. 115)

where hi is the convection coefficient of the cooling fluid; Dm is the thickness of the 

metal substrate, Ti and Tm(Dm) are the temperatures of the cool environment and metal 

surface, respectively; sm is the emissivity of the metal substrate; and <y is the Stefan - 

Boltzmann constant.

The evaluation of boundary conditions for structures A and D is similar to that for 

structures B and C.
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8.2. Evaluation o f Radiation Flux for Structures A, B, C, and D

To solve the above energy equations, the evaluation of radiation flux distributions within 

the ceramic coatings is also required. The radiation flux within both single layers Si and 

S2 can be obtained by solving the equations of heat transfer from (Eq. 49), (Eq. 50) and 

(Eq. 51). And the radiation flux through the multiple layered coatings can be obtained 

from (Eq. 51) and (Eq. 106).

In the computation, the optical properties of both single layers (Si and S2) are referred to 

that o f 7YSZ single crystal (Figure 29), and the optical properties of multiple layered 

stacks are referred to those of both 7YSZ and AI2O3 single crystals. Thus, there is no 

absorption when radiation falls within the wavelength range of 0.3~5pm (1015 Hz ~ 6  x 

1013 Hz); on the other hand, the radiation within the wavelength range of 5~10pm ( 6  x 

1013 Hz ~ 2.31 x 1013 Hz) experiences partial absorption and re-emission when 

transmitting through the YSZ single layers, and total absorption when transmitting 

through the multiple layered coatings. Beyond 10pm (2.31 x 1013 Hz ~ 0), both single 

layered coatings and multiple layered coating are opaque and the radiation is totally 

absorbed.

The evaluation of radiation flux is divided into two parts: radiation flux through the 

coatings without absorption within the wavelength range of 0.3~5pm (1015 Hz ~ 6  x 1013 

Hz) and radiation flux through the coatings with absorption within the wavelength range 

of 5~10pm ( ~ 6  x 1013 Hz ~ 2.31 x 101 3 Hz).
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8.2.1. Radiation Flux within the Wavelength Range of 0.3~5pm

Due to the transparent nature of ceramics at the wavelength range of 0.3 ~ 5pm (1015 Hz 

-  6 x 1013 Hz), the absorption for both single and multi-layers is considered to be 

insignificant. For simplicity, the scattering coefficient within multiple layered stacks is 

assumed to be zero. Thus, the absorption a v , albedo Q v and optical depth k v within the 

single layered and multiple layered coatings can be written as:

Within single layers Si and S2 :

(Eq. 116)

= 0;
^vs =

= = (■**>***

Within the multiple layered coatings:

= o;
= 0;

* vm (*) = 0.

(Eq. 117)

Under the^ame conditions, the source function /vs(̂ Vs? <&) in (Eq. 43) can be reduced to:

1
I vs (k w, g>) = —  I  ivs (k vs , a>t)d(0,

4 71

1 j  -Arvs j  ~(KvDs ~Kv s )

= o U  1,1 d f l ' + J M * 1,1 dt**

+ [ : D\ i vA < ) E , ( \ K ; s - K vs\)dK;s]
'K  V S - V
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(Eq. 118)

where:

£ i ( | < s  - * „ | )  =  j

(Eq. 119)

The boundary conditions for solving equations (Eq. 49) ~ (Eq. 51) and (Eq. 106) for 

structures B and C are given as follows.

For structure B where the high reflectance multiple layered stacks are located on the 

surface, radiation intensity at the interface (Sio) between multiple layers (M) and single 

layer (Si) along the positive x  direction are the sum of transmitted incident radiation 

through multiple layers into the single layer (Si) and the reflected radiation along the 

negative direction by the multiple layered stacks (M), as shown in Figure 91 (a). In 

contrast, for structure C, the single ceramic layer (Si) is in direct contact with the hot 

gases, radiation intensity at the coating surfaces (Sio) along the x  direction is the sum of 

transmitted incident radiation into the single layer and the reflected radiation by the 

internal surface of single layer (Si), as shown in Figure 91 (b). The radiation intensity 

v̂s\ (0,Msi) within the single layer Si, leaving the interface Sio, in the positive x direction, 

can therefore be expressed as:

(Eq. 120)

where ju0 = cos 0Q, and 0O is the incident angle onto the coating surface; jusl = cos0sl,

-  Pvn (Mo»Msi )X" + P„\ (Mo Ci (°~Msi)
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and 0sl is the radiation direction angle within the single layer Si which can be 

determined using the Snell’s law: n0 sin 0Q = «sl sin 6sl, where nsl and n0 are the 

refractive indices of the single layer Si and the hot gases, respectively. In (Eq. 120) if* is 

the incident radiation intensity from hot gases at He and can be expressed as:

,H In fhv3
c02(eM/w -1 )

(Eq. 121)

PvniMo’Msi)and p vol(p0, p st) are structure and interface dependent. For structure B, 

p vn(p0,jusl)and p vol(p0,p sl) are the reflectance of multiple layered stacks at the hot 

coating surface He and the coating interface Sio, and can be obtained from (Eq. 94), 

respectively. For structure C, p vil(p 0, p sl)and p vo,(//„,//sl) can be obtained by:

P Vn ( M o ’ M s l )  =  P v o l ( P o ’ M s l )  =  ^
Po/Msi-no/"*! 
P j P s l  + » 0/»,l

1+ — 
2

P sllP o~nJ nsX 
M s i / P o  +«o/»,i

(E q .122)

Radiation intensities at the interfaces Sn> and S20 for structures B and C are given by the 

following relationships:

h s l ( D s l ~ M s l )  =
\ n* )

t1 “  P v o 2  (X l ’ M s 2  )] ‘ h s 2  ( 0 - P s 2  )  +  Cl CAl ’ M s l )

(Eq. 123)

C-2 (®’ M s 2  ) —
UsL

v",i.
• P -  P v i2  ( P s \ ’ M s  2 )] ■ Cl (A l , M s l ) +  P v o 2  ( M s \  ’ M s l ) '  K s 2  ( 0 ~ M s 2 )

(Eq. 124)
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where fis2 =cos Os2, and 6sl is the radiation direction angle within the single layer S2 

and can also be determined using the Snell’s law: ns2 sin ds2 = nsl sin#sl. Where ns2 is 

the refractive index of the single layer S2 . For structure B, p vi2(psl,jus2)and 

Pvoi iPsi * Msi) are the reflectivity at the interface Sid / S20 and can be evaluated using the 

same method as that of p vl](ju0,jusi)and p vol(pQ,jusl) as in (Eq. 122). For structure C, 

Pvn iM si5 Msi) and Pvoi ip  si "> Psi) represent the reflectance of multiple layered stacks at 

interfaces Sid and S20 and can be evaluated using (Eq. 94).

At the interface between the ceramic layer S2 and the metal substrate, the radiation 

intensity reflected by the metal substrate with temperature Tm(0), for both structures, is 

expressed as:

Ksl i A l  ~ P sl ) =  (1 — S m ) ' Ksl iD s l»P s l ) JrSm ' Kb ITm (^)]

(Eq. 125)

where em is the diffused emissivity of the metal substrate; and ?v/l[Ym(0)]is given by:

/ it  (0)1 = ___ __________vb m c 2 hv/kBTm (0) _

(Eq. 126)

Using a similar method, the boundary conditions for structures A and D can be obtained.

8.2.2. Radiation Flux within the Wavelength Range of 5~10p,m

Within the wavelength range of 5~10pm (6 x 1013 Hz -2 .31  x 1013 Hz), the radiation

transmitting through the single layered coatings Si and S2 will experience scattering,
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absorption, and emission. The absorption coefficient for the single layered coating 

material YSZ is given by the spectrum shown in Figure 29, and can be expressed as:

1 v < 2 .31x l013/fe
a„ = i 1.16-6.94x10~15v 2.31x I0n Hz < v < 3 .75x \Qn Hz

2 .4 -4 x lO _I4v 3 .75xl0 13/ f e < v < 6 x l0 13Ffe

(Eq. 127)

When radiation is transmitted into the multiple layered stacks, the radiation within this

wavelength range will be totally absorbed since the material AI2O3 used in the multiple

layered coatings is opaque to this wavelength range. Thus, for structures B and D with

11multiple layered stacks on top, the cut-off frequency vc in (Eq. 113) is 6  x 10 Hz, and 

the total radiation flux for these two structures is only considered for the frequency range 

of 1015 Hz ~ 6  x 1013 Hz. Whereas for structure C, the cut-off frequency vc is 2.31 x 1013

1 'i
Hz since the single layer Si is semi-transparent to radiation within the range of 6  x 10 

1 ̂Hz ~ 2.31 x 10 Hz. Within the first single ceramic layer Si, the total radiation flux 

should include two parts: the radiation within the transparent region and radiation within 

the translucent region. To obtain the radiation flux within the translucent region, the 

transfer equations for radiation flux and boundary conditions for the transfer equations 

within the frequency range 1015 Hz ~ 6  x 1013 Hz for structure C should be adjusted as 

described below.

For structure C, since the absorption coefficient within the single layer is not negligible 

within the frequency range 1015 Hz ~ 6  x 1013 Hz, the source function Ivs(fcvs, co) within 

the translucent region in single layer Si should be evaluated using (Eq. 43). At the
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coating surface He (Sio) the boundary condition has the same form as (Eq. 120); whereas 

at the interface Sid, the boundary condition is given by:

K s l (A , ’~ M s l ) = 0  — S cv ) ' K s l (A  ’ M s i  ) ■*" S cv ■ K b  ( T w  )

(Eq. 128)

where

V <T ) - .....2”> ! ..._
v , a w )  e#2( / « »  - 1)

(Eq. 129)

Finally, the total radiation flux at each layer can be obtained by integrating the spectral 

radiation flux over wavelengths from 0.3 to 10pm (2 .3 1 x l0 I3H z~ 1 0 15 Hz):

f6xl013 (4015

( x)  = L „ , » (x)rfv + L . » (x)rfv

(Eq. 130)

To compute the temperature distributions for the four structures, various materials 

properties are required. More specifically, the refractive index for AI2O3 can be 

calculated from (Eq. 84) and thermal conductivity is assumed to be ki = 2.4 Wm 'K'1. The 

refractive index of 7YSZ can be calculated from (Eq. 83) and thermal conductivity is 

assumed to be kn -  0.8 Wrn 'K'1. The scattering coefficient for the single layers Si and S2 

was varied by assigning numerical values of 1 0 0 0  m' 1 and 1 0 0 0 0  m 1 to represent two 

different scenarios of low and high scattering conditions for 7YSZ. The refractive 

indices and the spectrum properties are based on values given in the publications [78, 

138, 139, 140, 141], The numerical values of various properties used in the computation 

are summarized in Table 24.
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Table 24 Numerical Values and References

S ym bols D escrip tion V alues R ef.

T / ( K ) H o t gas tem peratu re 2 0 0 0 [141]

Tl (K ) C ool side tem peratu re 800 [141]

hH (W  m '2 K ' 1 ) C onvection  coeffic ien t 3000 [141]

h i  (W  m 1 K ' 1 ) C onvection  coeffic ien t 3000 [141]

km (W  m ' 1 K 1 ) T herm al conductiv ity  o f  m etal 33 [141]

k ,  (W  m ' 1 K 'f ) T herm al conductiv ities o f  single lay er S! and  S2 0 .8 7Y SZ

kH (W  m ' 1 K '1 ) Therm al conductiv ity  o f  the  lay er w ith  high 
refrac tiv e  index  (7Y S Z  is used)

0 .8 B y design

kL (W  m ' 1 K '1 ) T herm al conductiv ity  o f  the  lay er w ith  low  
refrac tive  index  (AI2O 3 is used)

2.4 B y  design

D to,ai(m) T ota l th ickness o f  ceram ics 0.000250 B y design

D i m ) Total th ick n ess  o f  h igh-reflec tance m ultip le  
layered  stacks M

0.000045 B y design

D m{ m ) T h ickness o f  m etal substra te 0 .0 0 1 B y design

D s2 (m ) T hickness o f  7Y S Z  th in  layer S2 0.000005 B y  design

n 0 R efrac tive  index o f  gas 1 .0 [141]

nH H igh R efrac tive  index  o f  h igh-reflec tance 
m ultip le  layered  stacks M

2 .1 7Y SZ

n L L ow  refractive  index  o f  h igh-reflec tance 
m ultip le layered  stacks M  and th e  to p  lay er S

1.5 AI2O 3

ns R efrac tiv e  index  o f  sing le layer 1.5 B y design

S cattering  coeffic ien t o f  single lay er ceram ics 1 0 0 0  o r 
1 0 0 0 0

[141]

A bsorp tion  coeffic ien t o f  single layer ceram ic 
m aterial

30 [141]

t'hC E m issiv ity  o f  bond  coat. 0.5 [141]

S3 E m issiv ity  o f  substrate 0.7 [141]

Scv E m issiv ity  o f  coatings 0.35 [141]
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Based on the above mathematical models, boundary conditions and material properties, 

the resulting temperature distributions for structures A, B, C and D were computed using 

the program algorithm detailed in Appendix I.

8.3. Temperature Distributions through the Multi- Layered Coating Systems

The results obtained from Appendix I for temperatures at both coating and metal surfaces 

as well as the total heat and radiation fluxes for structures A, B, C and D are summarized 

in Table 25. And the temperature distributions are shown in Figure 92 (a) and (b), 

illustrating two different scattering coefficients within single layer Si and S2, 

respectively.

Table 25 Temperatures on coating and metal surfaces, total heat and radiation fluxes 

through structures A, B, C and D

Structure A Structure B Structure C Structure D

OivI 
=1000 

tn-1

Coating surface 
temp(K) 1699.6 1665.3 34.3* 1669.1 30.5* 1655.1 44.5*

Metal surface 
temp (K) 1416.5 1371.8 44.7* 1379.4 37.1* 1375.4 41.1*

Total heat flux 
(W/m2) 1227190.6 1091288.6 1114268.3 1102389.1

Radiation flux 
(W /m 2) 321461.3 81113.1 116936.4 61247.2

OsA
=10000

m-'

Coating surface 
temp(K) 1688.0 1661.7 26.3* 1669.9 18.1* 1652.4 35.6*

Metal surface 
temp (K) 1394.0 1365.0 29.0* 1380.4 13.6* 1370.5 23.5*

Total heat flux 
(W/m2) 1158713.2 1070935.9 1117473.3 1087609.2

Radiation flux 
(W/ m2) 217850.5 49874.6 121283.5 38278.5

• Temperature differences between structures B, C, D and structure A.
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Figure 92 Computed temperature distributions for 250 pm thick structures with (a) 

lower scattering coefficient crsx=1000/m; (b) higher scattering coefficient a s>=10000/m.
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8.3.1. Metal Surface Temperatures

The structures B, C and D exhibit considerable temperature reductions on the metal 

surface when compared to that of the monolayer coating structure A of the same 

thickness. Comparing the temperature profiles in Figure 92, it is found that structure B, 

with multiple layered stacks placed on the top surface, can realize the most significant 

temperature reduction (44.7°C) on the metal substrate under a low scattering condition. 

Surprisingly, structure D with additional multiple stacks adjacent to the metal substrate 

shows only a 41.1°C reduction in temperature on the metal surface. The radiation flux 

entering structure D is, however, lower than that for structure B. The reason for this 

anomaly between structures D and B is due to the use of two multiple layered stacks in 

structure D. This increases the overall thermal conductivity of the structure due to the 

existence of AI2O3 in the multiple layered stacks and results in more thermal conduction 

transport in structure D. If a material with low refractive index and low thermal 

conductivity could be found to replace AI2O3, structure D will provide the most beneficial 

effect on temperature reduction.

Structure C with multiple layered stacks placed between the single ceramic layer and the 

metal substrate has a lesser effect on the metal surface temperature reduction when 

compared with structures B and D. This is due to the use of 7YSZ single layer as the 

incident medium with a higher refractive index to the multiple layered stacks, which 

results in a lower hemispherical reflectance when compared to structure B where the 

incident medium to the multiple layered stacks is air, with no =1.0. Nevertheless, a 

37.1°C reduction in temperature on the metal substrate may be achieved. Increasing the
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number of layers in each stack or selecting materials with larger difference in high and 

low refractive indices could also improve the hemispherical reflectance for structure C 

and hence reduce temperature on the metal substrate further.

Thermal barrier coatings deposited by either plasma spray or EB-PVD process could 

exhibit strong scattering to photons due to certain defects and interfaces in the coating 

microstructure. Scattering of photons within the coatings redirects radiation transport and 

can reduce the overall transmitted radiation to the metal substrate. The effect of 

scattering on heat transport for the four coating structures was investigated by 

considering low and high scattering coefficients in the computational analysis. Figure 92 

(a) and (b) illustrated the calculated temperatures for structures A, B, C, and D with the 

scattering coefficients assumed to be 1000 m 1 and 10000 m'1, respectively. The metal 

surface temperatures under various conditions were extracted from Figure 92 (a) and (b) 

and are plotted in a bar chart as shown in Figure 93. When structure A is used, the 

temperature difference on the metal substrate is about 23°C when the scattering 

coefficient is increased from 1000 m '1 to 10000 m '1. For structures B and D, where the 

coating surfaces are made of multiple layered stacks, the higher scattering coefficient 

results in only slight reduction in temperature, approximately 5~7°C, on the metal 

substrate. However, for structure C, with the coating top surface being a single layer 

(Si), an increase in metal surface temperature was found instead when the scattering 

coefficient is increased from 1000 m '5 to 10000 m'1, as shown in Figure 93. In this 

structure, since the reflected radiation by the multiple layered stacks is scattered within 

the top single layer (Si), some of the radiation is redirected back to the multiple layered
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stacks and the metal substrate when the scattering coefficient is increased. 

Consequently, the back reflected radiation is increased accordingly thereby contributing 

to the increase in the metal surface temperature. Therefore, if  structure C were to be 

used, the scattering coefficient of the single layer coating should be kept as low as 

possible.

g  1440 -
0)
IS
ftX
3 1400 -

n  
% a
0
»  1360 -1-1

1
b&

J  1320 -

Figure 93 Temperatures on the metal surface for structures A, B, C, and D under two 

scattering conditions.

8.3.2. Coating Surface Temperatures

Comparing the temperature reduction values summarized in Table 25 and Figure 94, it 

can be seen that in addition to the temperature decrease on the metal surface, the 

temperatures on the coating surface were significantly reduced as well with the use of 

structures B, C and D. When multiple layered stacks are present, the radiation flux 

through the coatings is effectively lowered. Accordingly, the coating surface temperature
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is reduced. In comparison to the coating surface temperature with mono layered coating 

structure A, structures B, C and D achieved coating surface temperature reductions of 

34°C, 31°C, and 45°C respectively with a low scattering coefficient, and 26°C, 18°C and 

36°C respectively with a high scattering coefficient. When the scattering coefficient was 

increased from 1000 n f ' to 10000 m'1, the absolute temperatures on all coating surfaces, 

with the exception of structure C, were reduced. Even with the use of mono layered 

coating structure A, a 12°C reduction in temperature was realized when the scattering 

coefficient was changed from 1000 m'1 to 10000 m’1.

Q 1720
Low scattering

M 1680

» 1640

H 1600
B C
TBC Structures

Figure 94 Temperatures on the coating surface for structures A, B, C, and D under two 

scattering conditions.

8.3.3. Optimum Multiple Layered Structures

Under the environmental conditions and material properties assumed in this study, when 

the multiple layered stacks are located on the coating surface, only the external radiation
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can be effectively reflected and part of the internally emitted radiation will enter the 

underlying single layered ceramic coating and subsequently into the metal substrate. To 

effectively reflect both internal and external radiation back into the hot gas stream, it is 

reasonable to assume that placing the high reflectance multiple layered stacks 

immediately adjacent to the metal surface (structure C) would produce the best result. 

However, the results obtained in this study did not agree with this hypothesis. The 

scattering effect in the single layer was likely the reason behind this. From a structural 

integrity point of view, it is more desirable to have structure C since the multiple layered 

stacks can be well protected by the single top layer so that sintering and interdiffusion 

can be minimized.

In structure D, where the multiple layered stacks are placed at the coating surface and 

adjacent to the bond coat, both external and internal radiation can be reflected and 

therefore structure D has the potential to achieve optimized insulation properties. This, 

however, could only be realized if a material with low thermal conductivity and low 

refractive index can be found to replace A I2 O 3 in the current design. One may believe 

that a coating structure containing multiple layered stacks throughout the thickness may 

be most effective. Preliminary results suggest that a multiple layered coating with 

repeated spacing (fixed or varied) can effectively achieve increased reflectivity to 

radiation of one wavelength range, but however, show reduced broad band reflectivity 

when compared to that of structures B, C and D. The physical thicknesses of the high 

reflectance multiple layered structures in the present design were tailored for different 

wavelength ranges to reflect broadband thermal radiation, thereby achieving more
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effective thermal radiation reduction. Since the multiple layered structure requires that a 

minimum of two different materials (with different compositions or varied amounts of 

defects of the same composition) be used, the thermal conductivity of the coating system 

comprised of only multiple layers may be compromised as the requirements for 

maximum difference in refractive indices of the two materials and lowest thermal 

conductivity for both materials can not always be met. For example, alumina has low 

refractive index which makes it a good choice to be combined with zirconia to form the 

high reflectance multiple layered coatings. However, alumina has a higher thermal 

conductivity and the use of alumina throughout the multiple layered coating will result in 

increased overall thermal conduction, as demonstrated in comparing structures B and D. 

The inclusion of a single layer, as shown in structures B, C and D, with low thermal 

conductivity can compensate for the disadvantage of using alumina and reduce the 

overall thermal conduction transport since more than 80% of the coating thickness is 

comprised of material with low thermal conductivity.

8.3.4. Novelty of the Current Coating Structures

Multiple layered coating structures (periodically repeated structure throughout the 

coatings) have been examined by several researchers [5, 45]. Reduced thermal 

conductivity as well as high reflectance to thermal radiation at a wavelength of 1.89 pm 

has been reported, as shown in Figure 46. While the metal substrate can be protected 

when these coatings are applied, the high temperature stability of these multiple layered 

coatings presents challenges and limitations to their practical use in gas turbine engines. 

If multiple layers are present on the surface of the coating structure, they will inevitably
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experience the highest temperature of the environment and will be subject to coating 

failure such as spalling, interdiffusion and other phase transformation and sintering 

related damages. It is therefore crucial to ensure that the multiple layers used to reflect 

radiation are shielded from the most severe environment. It is for the first time that the 

structures B, C, and D combining multiple layered stacks and the single layered coating 

have been proposed. These designs not only provide high reflectance to the thermal 

radiation of a broadband wavelength range, but, with careful selection of the coating 

materials, they also minimize overall thermal conductivity. Additionally, by placing the 

multiple layered stacks well below the outer surface layer, as in structure C, the multiple 

layered stacks can be better protected. However, this shielding/top layer should be 

processed to ensure a low scattering nature, otherwise, as shown in this study, the 

multiple layered structures will not function in an optimum manner.

8.3.5. Feasibility of the Deposition of the Multiple Layered Coatings

The designed multiple layered coating structure can be deposited using the EB-PVD 

process. The multiple layered coatings consist of 12 stacks with each stack having 12 

layers. Since the 12 layers within each stack are made of alternating materials and the 

same material has the same thickness, the coating thickness of each layer can be achieved 

by controlling the rotational speed v of the substrate and by adjusting the shielding 

angles 6X and 02 based on the rates of evaporation of the AI2O3 and 7YSZ ingots, as 

shown in Figure 95 (a). The shield angles (0, and 02) determine the thickness ratio 

between 7YSZ and AI2O3; and the rotational speed v determines the absolute coating

thickness. A thicker coating can be obtained by slower speed, and vice versa. For
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example, the first stack covering the wavelength range of 0.5 pm is composed of 

alternating layers each with thickness of 59.9 nm for 7YSZ material and 83.3 nm for 

AI2O3 material. If the rates of evaporation of AI2O3 and 7YSZ are the same, the ratio of 

the shielding angles 0X and 02 can then be adjusted based on the ratio: 

0X / 02 =59.5/83.8. Figure 95 (b) shows the arrangement of a vapor shield for the 

deposition of the AI2O3 / 7YSZ nanolayer coatings [37].

ai203
Ingot

Rotating Table

: Substrate

Shield 1 7YSZ
Ingot

Shield 2

(a)

Vapor Shield 

(b)

Figure 95 Schematic diagrams of (a) deposition arrangement for obtaining the selected 

coating thickness of each layer and (b) vapor shield setup for the deposition of the AI2O3 / 

7YSZ nanolayer coatings [37],

After completing each stack, the angle ratio and the rotating speed must be adjusted for 

the layer thickness of the next stack. However, adjusting these shielding angles during 

the course of a coating run would not be very practical unless a robot were used.
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9. Conclusions and Suggested Future Work

In this study, two approaches were taken to mitigate the heat transfer into TBC systems. 

First, the doping method was used to study the properties of yttria stabilized zirconia bulk 

materials doped with various metal oxides such that materials with optimized physical, 

mechanical and thermal properties could be selected. These were then considered as the 

target materials for the subsequent multiple layered coatings. Secondly, a multiple 

layered coating structure was designed to increase the reflectivity of the coating such that 

the thermal radiation transport through the coating structure could be reduced. Based on 

the results of this research, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Experiments to fabricate bulk zirconia based ceramics by sintering with dopants of 

pentavalent metal oxides (Ta2 0 s and M^Os), trivalent metal oxides (Cr2 0 3 , SC2O3 

and Yb2(>3), and CeC>2 into yttria-stabilized zirconia were conducted. The sintering 

behaviors of these materials were studied using density, chemical homogeity, and 

microstructural examinations.

2. The phase compositions of each doped yttria stabilized zirconia material were 

identified. It was found that the phase stability was determined by the combined 

effect of both oxygen vacancies and ionic radius of the dopant cations. A dopant 

cation with the larger ionic radius is the more effective stabilizer.

3. The elastic modulus of each doped yttria stabilized zirconia material was measured. 

The thermal conductivity of each material was calculated using the results of 

measured density, specific heat and thermal diffusivity. It was also found that
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5YbYSZ exhibited the lowest elastic modulus and thermal conductivity.

4. A semi-empirical model of thermal conductivities of the doped zirconia based 

ceramics was established; where it was proposed for the first time that a defect 

cluster, consisting of substitutional atoms and oxygen vacancies, as one integrated 

scattering center was responsible for thermal scattering. Conventionally, thermal 

conductivity models have been based on the atomic defect scattering. The thermal 

conductivity of each doped material calculated using this model was found to be fully 

consistent with the experimental results.

5. A multiple layered ceramic coating structure with high reflectance to thermal 

radiation within the wavelength range of 0.45 ~ 5 pm was designed so that the 

temperature increases caused by thermal radiation on both metal substrate and coating 

surface are minimized. The hemispherical reflectance of the multiple layered 

coatings was calculated.

6. Computational analyses to determine temperature profiles for various coating design 

structures, the influence of scattering, and coating thickness were conducted. From 

the simulation results, an optimized multiple layered coating structure as well as the 

key parameters which affect the performance of the structures were discussed.

In light of the results, the following future work is suggested:

1. To optimize the TBC material of each layer to achieve the lowest thermal 

conductivity and appropriate optical parameters, measurements of refractive index, 

scattering coefficients and the spectrum of the metal oxide doped yttria stabilized 

zirconia are required.
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2. Considering the durability of thermal barrier coatings, the thermal expansion 

coefficient of each doped material is also required.

3. The new multiple layered coating structures should be deposited using the EB-PVD 

process and the mathematical model validated with the experimental data.

4. The durability characteristics of these new multi-layered TBC systems should be 

determined under real or simulated gas turbine engine operating conditions.

5. To determined the optical properties of the co-doped materials examined in this study 

and incorporate the properties values into the multiple layered structures.
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Appendix I Program Algorithm

• Assume values for Tsl (0) and Ts2 (Ds2).

• Let AD.  = —^ , then for / from 2 to 20, we have
sl 20

x, = (i -1 ) • ADsl

TAO = Ta {0) + Ts2(Ds2)-Tsl(0) 
A ,  +  A 2 +  A f

( i - Y ) A D si

2 ( 0 hvl kBrs \ <' ,)

And

ts2(0) = ts1(0)+ t s2 ( D s2 ) - t s1(  0) 

A i  +  A 2 + d m
■(A.+A*)

First, assume that

A iC O  = 0 - f tv )  •*■,«(*#)

For m = 1,2,—10, Ajusm = 0.02, and fism = 0.8 + 0.02- m . Then

C i ( o , / o =  —  - a - A j - C  
K ;
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-K „D .

Ksl(Dsl’MsJ = Ksl(°’Msm)-e

20

M s m  i=l
+  I v s l ( * M ) e

AD,

C 2( A / 0  = [ ! -  A «  C O ! '  Cl ( D s l , M s m )

-K ..A

*vs2 ( D s 2 ■> M sm ) ~ h s l  (A M sm ) ' e

s2 K
f ‘,m | v 

M sm

l vs2(0)e *- +Ivs2(Ds2)
AD.s 2

And

7vs2(0) = (1 -Q v) . /vA[7;2(0)]

I vs2(Ds2) = (1 -Q v) ivb[Ts2(Ds2)}

Evaluate the negative intensities:

h s 2  ( D s2 5 M sm  ) — 0  S bc ) ' K s2  ( D  s2 5 M s m  ) + £ bc ' K b  s2 (As 2 )]

K s 2  (0? M s m  ) = h s 2  ( D s 2  ~ M s m  ) ' £
M sm

K„
^ 2 (0 ) + 4 2( A 2)

A D s2

h s 2  ( D ,  i M sm  ) — 0  PvM ( M s m  ) ' Ks2  (A M s m  ) Am (/fvm ) ' AI ( D s] , M m  )
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Re-evaluate valuate source function and radiation intensities.

For j  = 2

o  9

L m=i
C i(0 > /O 'e 'm +Ci(0,A™+I)-e

9

+ L
m=\

-K -Kv( ^ r W
. s — {  T \ . .  \  ~ / l lsm+\+ KADs l-Msm+l)-e

** *=1

20

/»i (0) = (1 -  n . ) • iM l(T,2 (0)]

9

+ 1m=1
f v 2  ( A 2  ’  / f v m  )  '  e  m  ■*" ' , , 2  ( ^ v 2  ’  / f v m + i  )  '  e

ŝm+X

+ K v ^ 2 -  [ / ra2 (0) + / ra2 (Ds2 )£, (KvZ)j2  )]}
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' , j ( c , 2 )  = ( i - n „ K Kp ; 2(D ,2)]

z  m=\

-K s i / -KJJ
*vs2 (O ’ M sm  )  '  e

v s i /

^  L l  (O ’ M sm +\  )  '  e
Psm+l &Ms,

+  Z  [ * v j 2  ( ^ s 2  ’ M sm  )  +  7 v s 2  (  A s 2  ’  M sm +l  ) ]
m=1

+ K , ^ [ / „ 2 (0)£, (K ,D „ ) + /„ 2 (0,2 ) t

And

A a l  (O ’ M s m )  ~

r \ 2
ft I

• (1 — p vl0) ■ ivj + p vs0 ■ ivsl (0,~psm )
V«o )

K s x ( D s i , M s m )  =  K .s \ ( 0 ’ M xm ) - e

V  20

+ — - Z
M sm  <=I

-Kv (^ rW  
h J x . y  />lsm + I vsl(xM )e

~K v (Ds l~ xi+ 0 /
A D ,

K s l  ( ® J  M sm  )  —

r  \ 2 
^2.1

\ n* J
P PvM (M sm  )] " h<s\ (Ds | ? M sm  )  PvM (M sm  )  ’ K s2 (O’ M s m )

h s i W s l ’ M s m )  K s l ( 0 ’ M s m ) ' e

.1 *
Msrt

I  ( 0 ) e1 v s 2 \ 'J ) ( i  ' + v s 2 \ ^ s 2 J+  I vs2 ( D s l )
A D s 2

Then
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Ksi (Dsi , fism ) — (1 s bc) ■ ivs2 (Ds2 , f.ixm ) + s bc ■ ivb [Ts2 {Ds2 )]

h s 2  ( ® j  M sm  )  h s 2  i ^ s 2  ’ M sm  )  '  e

K ,

Ms,
h s 2  ( 0 )  +  h s 2  ( P s l  )  • e

ADs 2

K s2  ’  M sm  )  0  P v M  (M sm  )  '  K s2  ( ^ ’  M sm  )  P v M  (.M sm  )  '  * 'v s l  ( ^ . v l  ’ M m  )

C l  ( 0  ~ M s m  )  =  C l  ( A l  ~ M s m  )  '  6

vr 20

+ - - Y
M sm  M

4 i ( * >  / f ‘'m + I nl(xM)e
AD.

Evaluate spectral radiation flux within single layer Si

For /' = 1,

9 A

qvsi (x,) = 2n • £  [c, (0, //sm ) • jusm + /+, (0, ) • //sm+1 ] ■ - ^ = -

- n - A n s

Ksx (Dsi ) • e • /y„„ + (Z)sl , - / f sm+l) ■ e """+1 ■ n sm+x

20

2#K v [/vil (xk )E2 (K vx k) + I vs, (xi+1 )i?2 (K vx*+j )]
i = l

For /' = 2, • • • ,20,
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m=I
C l  (O ’ M sm  )  • M sm  - e  /  Sm +  C l  ( ° >  M sm +1 )  '  A sm +1 ' *

^sm+l

■2 n - ^Ms

m=1

- W r V / -Kv<D,rV /
Cl (Al -/f™ )-e / M m  -M sm  + Cl (Al -y“Sm+l) • e 7 /'V'"+1 • M sm +1

AD 20
-2 a K , — ^ - £ [ / . , ( ^ ) £ 2[K ,(^  -* ,) ]  + /,„(*»„)£ ,[& ,,(*„ -* ,)]]

^ *==/

+ 2^Ki, - ^ i f ; [ / K!t(xJD2[Kv(x ,-x ,)]  + / v,(x ,+1)A [K ,A  - x t+1)]] 
^ *=1

For i = 21,

9raiA2i) = 2?r A//,

w=i K s l M sm  )  ‘ M sm  ' e  K s\  ( ^ ’  M sm+1 )  '  M sm +l ' e
fism+ 1

9 .

■ 2  ̂■ Z  [Cl ( Al - M s m  )  • M sm  +  Cl ( Al ~ M s m +1 )  '  / ' . v m + 1 ] '  ~ ^ T
m=1 ^

+ 2^K .^ * L

20

Z[A,(x,)A[Kv(A, -x* )] + / w1(x*+1)£ 2[Kv(A i - x t+,)]]
A=1

Similarly, within the single layer S2 :
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9 *
*7 m2 (0) = 2zr • ^  [ / v j 2  ( 0 ,  / / j m  )  • / / J m  +  ivs2 ( 0 ,  / J s m + l )  ■ Msm+\ ]  7 T

m=l *•

•2 n  ■

OT=1
' m 2  i ^ s 2  ’  M s t n ) ' e  /  S m  '  M s m  ' m 2  ( ^ . s 2  ’  M s m + l ) ' e  /  S m + I  ' M s m + l

-  2*KV [/ra2 (0) + /„, (Dj2)£ 2 (K ,A 2 )]•
ADS 2

And

<1vs2(Ds2) = 2K
&Ms,

' m 2  ( 0 ,  M s m ) ' ?  /  Sm ' M sm  +  h s 2  ( 0 > Msm+l ) ' ?  '  ‘ M sm+l

9 *

-  2 n  • Z  [ ' m 2  ( A z  )  • M s m  +  ' m 2  ( A z  “ / ^ l  )  ‘ / ' v m + l ] '
m = 1  ^

AD,sZ

Evaluate the total radiation flux by integrating the spectral flux over frequency within 

single layer Si and S2, respectively:

,4015
9Vz(*) = | X101 3 ^Z (^V¥V

2 4 6
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• Solve governing equations:

f  31x10̂
;0 s cv[ivi- u T stm ] d v

From

Q,ol=hL[Tm{Dm) - T L] + Smar[T^Dm) - T ^

Tm (Dm) can be obtained. And

r„(0) = Tt l (D,2) = r . ( D . ) +
km

T,2m  = T,%(Dn ) + ̂ ^ - - ~ ! ^ \ !l,2((l) + qr2(D,2)]
s2  s2 2

Assume radiation flux with the multiple layered stacks is

IrM ~ ^ k . ( A l )  + 4,2(°)]

Then

72 72

Y , D 2n  £ 0 2 » - l  

Tsl (A i)  = Ts2 (0) + -  + -=t------){Qto, -  qrM )
Kl Kh

T„ (0) -  T„ (D„ ) + _  - L ^ k [ ,  „ (X,) + q„ (*,„)]
.vi 2
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Evaluate temperature distribution at each layer within the multiple stacks:

T,(xl) = Tl(0 ) -Q z -x l + \qrl (0) + qrl (x ,)] I = 1 ,2,-,144.
IV  j

where the variation of qri (xj) within one thin layer is very small, thus 

f  qr, O* )dx, » [qr, (0) + qr, (x,)]

Evaluate temperature distribution within the single layer Si:

T ,(x ,)  = T M - ^ ,  + E  r -q ^ x D d x ]
K  K  *

where

f  qrj (x*j W j  * S  ̂  brs (xsp) + qrs (xS(P+\))]
p=i ^

And Axs = , N is integer.

The Maple software and numerical methods such as iteration were used in calculating the 

solutions. Software codes were written specifically for the calculation of temperature 

distribution and heat flux.
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